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Abstract

Some of the major challenges facing Web applications today are those of porta-
bility, adaptability and evolution, not only in the environment in which they run,
but also in the way in which they must be developed, often requiring different
languages, frameworks, tools, environments, platforms, etc. MDD and MDA take
into account these issues. However, to achieve portability, adaptability and evo-
lution depends to some extent on the degree of independence that the models
adopt.

This Thesis presents a method that take into account the problem of evolution
and portability towards different environments. The approach is called MoWebA
(Model Oriented Web Approach). Some key aspects of MoWebA that could have
a positive impact in the portability and adaptability are:i) incorporation of an
Architecture Specific Model (ASM) as a new modeling layer, in order to keep
the portability of the Platform Independent Model (PIM) regarding the different
architectures (e.g., RIA, SOA, Mobile); ii) clear separation of the presentation
layer with regard to the navigation and behavior layers; iii) definition of the
navigational structure according to a function-oriented approach, which prevents
the modification of the navigation design caused by implementation changes; iv)
and use of standards in order to facilitate the independence from the tools.

We justify MoWebA by highlighting a series of concerns for Web applications
development. We present an overview of the method including the dimensions and
the diagrams that we propose. Subsequently, we present each step in the modeling
process, including the diagrams and notation, its definition (metamodels) and
examples of use. Afterwards, we present the transformation process adopted by
MoWebA, which includes model-to-model and model-to-code transformations.

We have devoted special attention to the validation of the approach. As a
first validation, MoWebA has been used for modelling and generating different
types of applications by both novice and experienced modellers and developers.
These experiences were done in academic and industrial contexts. The experi-



ences have allowed to identify strengths and weaknesses of the PIM proposal, and
to verify that the proposed notation covers the needs of different domains. Next,
we present a preliminary validation of the ASM proposal, considering an experi-
ence of different ASM definitions made by a group of computer science students
at the Catholic University “Nuestra Señora de la Asunción” (Paraguay). This
preliminary validation has allowed us to determine how feasible is to adapt the
proposal to other architectures. The analysis of the validation sought to answer
the following questions: Can the same PIM model be used for different architec-
tures?; Is it possible to specify clear limits between platform independent models
(PIM) and architectural specific models (ASM)?; How does an architectural spe-
cific model facilitate the transformation rules definition?. Finally, we present a
Case Study to validate the extensions of MoWebA to three different architectures.
The experience was structured taking into account the framework of Runeson et
al. [114]. The Case Study was done as part of a research project led by the
Catholic University of Asunción called "Mejorando el Proceso de Desarrollo de
Software: Una propuesta basada en MDD"1, grant 14-INV-056 of CONACYT
(Consejo Nacional de Ciencias y Tecnología), Paraguay. This experience have
allowed to carry out three complete extensions. In such extensions we could anal-
ysed the grade of adaptability of MoWebA and of automation PIM-ASM, as well
as the grade of independence of the PIM metamodel. We have also conducted
some user’s satisfaction experiences with modelers and developers.

1https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/

https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/


Resumen

Entre los grandes desafíos actuales de las aplicaciones Web podemos citar la
portabilidad, adaptabilidad y evolución. Estos desafíos se dan tanto en el am-
biente en que operan así como en su desarrollo, ya que a menudo requieren de
diferentes lenguajes, frameworks, herramientas, entornos, plataformas, etc. El
Desarrollo Dirigido por Modelos (MDD) y en particular, la Arquitectura Dirigida
por Modelos (MDA) contemplan estos desafíos proponiendo distintos niveles de
abstracción para las diferentes fases de modelado, partiendo de modelos más ori-
entados al problema, que no deberían contemplar aspectos de implementación
(CIM, PIM), hasta llegar a los modelos más orientados a la solución planteada
(PSM, ISM). Sin embargo, encarar adecuadamente este tema puede depender del
grado de independencia que adquieren los modelos.

Este trabajo de Tesis presenta un método que considera el problema de la
evolución y portabilidad hacia diferentes entornos o arquitecturas en el diseño y
desarrollo de aplicaciones Web. La propuesta se denomina MoWebA (del inglés,
Model Oriented Web Approach). Durante el desarrollo de la tesis, hemos iden-
tificado una serie de aspectos que podrían tener un impacto positivo sobre los
problemas de portabilidad y adaptabilidad que son: i) incorporación de un mod-
elo específico de la arquitectura ASM (del inglés, Architecture Specific Model),
que permita la portabilidad de los PIMs con respecto a la arquitectura (por
ejemplo, RIA, SOA, Mobile); ii) clara separación de la capa de presentación con
respecto a las capas navegacionales y de comportamiento; iii) definición de la es-
tructura navegacional de acuerdo a un mecanismo orientado al comportamiento,
que prevenga la modificación del diseño navegacional causada por cambios en
la implementación; iv) uso de estándares para facilitar la independencia de las
herramientas.

Se ha llevado a cabo una revisión del estado de la literatura teniendo en
cuenta los fundamentos de la Ingeniería Dirigida por Modelos MDE (del inglés,
Model Driven Engineering), las propuestas metodológicas para el desarrollo de
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Aplicaciones Web, las tendencias actuales, analizando en forma especial de qué
manera las propuestas Web las contemplan, y las evidencias empíricas tanto en
la academia como en la Industria.

Presentamos así la propuesta MoWebA a partir de una serie de considera-
ciones sobre las aplicaciones Web que han sido identificadas durante el proceso
de revisión del estado del arte. Posteriormente, detallamos cada una de las eta-
pas del proceso de modelado, incluyendo los diagramas y notaciones propuestos,
sus definiciones a través de sus metamodelos y ejemplos de uso. Seguidamente,
presentamos el proceso de transformación adoptado por MoWebA, con los mecan-
ismos de transformación Modelo-A-Modelo y Modelo-A-Código.

Hemos dedicado un importante esfuerzo en la validación de la propuesta. Se
realizó una primera validación, adoptando los modelos de MoWebA y en algunos
casos generando aplicaciones para diferentes dominios. Estas experiencias fueron
realizadas por modeladores con poca experiencia, así como también modeladores
y desarrolladores experimentados. Las experiencias fueron desarrolladas en am-
bientes tanto académicos como industriales. Con estas primeras experiencias de
validación hemos podido identificar fortalezas y debilidades de la propuesta PIM
de MoWebA, además de determinar en qué grado la misma cubre las necesidades
de diferentes dominios. Como segunda experiencia, hemos realizado una vali-
dación preliminar con un grupo de estudiantes de último año de la carrera de
Ingeniería Informática de la Universidad Católica "Nuestra Señora de la Asun-
ción" (Paraguay), que consistió en la definición de ASM para tres arquitecturas
diferentes. Con esta segunda experiencia de validación hemos logrado valorar qué
tan factible es adaptar la propuesta a otras arquitecturas, guiados por las sigu-
ientes preguntas de investigación: i) ¿Puede un mismo modelo PIM ser utilizado
como punto de partida para aplicaciones que adoptan diferentes arquitecturas?;
ii) ¿Es posible especificar límites claros entre el PIM y el ASM?; iii) ¿De qué
manera un ASM facilita la definición de reglas de transformación?. Finalmente,
como tercera experiencia de validación, hemos llevado a cabo un Caso de Estudio
que consistió en la definición de tres extensiones para MoWebA. La experien-
cia fue llevada a cabo siguiendo los lineamientos propuestos por Runeson et. al
[114]. Dicha validación fue desarrollada como parte de un proyecto de investi-
gación liderado por la Universidad Católica "Nuestra Señora de la Asunción",



denominado "Mejorando el Proceso de Desarrollo de Software: Una propuesta
basada en MDD"2, proyecto 14-INV-056 co-financiado por CONACYT (Con-
sejo Nacional de Ciencias y Tecnología), Paraguay. La experiencia ha permitido
analizar el grado de adaptabilidad de MoWebA y automatización en las transfor-
macinoes PIM-ASM, así como el grado de independiencia del PIM. Durante esta
validación, se han realizado además experiencias de satisfacción de usuarios con
un grupo de modeladores y desarrolladores.

2https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/

https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/
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Resum

Entre els grans desafiaments actuals de les aplicacions Web podem citar la porta-
bilitat, l’adaptabilitat i l’evolució. Aquestos reptes es donen tant en l’àmbit en
què operen així com en el seu desenvolupament, ja que sovint requereixen de
diferents llenguatges, frameworks, eines, entorns, plataformes, etc. El Desenvolu-
pament Dirigit per Models (MDD), i en particular l’Arquitectura Dirigida per
Models (MDA), contempla aquests reptes proposant diferents nivells d’abstracció
per a les diferents fases de modelatge. Aquestes estratègies s’inicien amb mod-
els més orientats cap al problema, que no consideren aspectes d’implementació
(models anomenats CIM i PIM), que van després refinant-se i transformant-se
fins a arribar als models més orientats cap al domini de la solució (models PSM i
ISM). No obstant això, endreçar adequadament aquest problema depén del grau
d’independència entre els models.

Aquest treball de Tesi presenta un mètode que considera el problema de
l’evolució i la portabilitat, en diferents entorns o arquitectures, per al disseny i de-
senvolupament d’aplicacions Web. La proposta s’anomena MoWebA (de l’anglés,
Model Oriented Web Approach). Durant el desenvolupament de la tesi hem
identificat una sèrie d’aspectes que podrien tenir un impacte positiu sobre els
problemes de portabilitat i adaptabilitat. Aquestos són: i) la incorporació d’un
model específic d’arquitectura ASM (de l’anglés, Architecture Specific Model),
que permet la portabilitat dels models PIM respecte a l’arquitectura (per exem-
ple, RIA, SOA, Mobile); ii) la clara separació de la capa de presentació respecte
a les capes navegacionals i de comportament; iii) la definició de l’estructura nave-
gacional d’acord amb un mecanisme orientat al comportament, que restringisca
la modificació del disseny navegacional causada per canvis en la implementació; i
per últim, iv) l’ús d’estàndards per tal de facilitar la independència de les eines.

S’ha realitzat una revisió de l’estat de la literatura considerant els fonaments
de l’Enginyeria Dirigida per Models MDE (de l’anglés, Model Driven Engineer-
ing), les propostes metodològiques per al desenvolupament d’Aplicacions Web, les
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tendències actuals (analitzant de forma especial la manera en que les propostes
Web les consideren), i les evidències empíriques tant en l’acadèmia com en la
Indústria.

Presentem així la proposta MoWebA a partir d’una sèrie de consideracions
sobre les aplicacions Web que són identificades durant el procés de revisió de
l’estat de l’art. Posteriorment, detallem cadascuna de les etapes del procés de
modelatge, incloent els diagrames i les notacions proposades, les seues definicions
(a través dels seus metamodels), i alguns exemples d’ús. Seguidament, presen-
tem el procés de transformació adoptat per MoWebA, emprant mecanismes de
transformació Model-a-Model i Model-a-Codi.

Hem dedicat un esforç considerable en la validació de la proposta. Es real-
itzà una primera validació adoptant els models de MoWebA, i en alguns casos es
generaren aplicacions per a diferents dominis. Aquestes experiències van ser re-
alitzades per modeladors amb poca experiència, així com també per modeladors
i desenvolupadors experimentats. Les experiències van ser desenvolupades en
ambients tant acadèmics com industrials. Amb aquestes primeres experiències
de validació s’identificaren fortaleses i febleses de la proposta PIM de MoWebA.
També permeteren determinar fins quin grau la proposta respon a les necessitats
dels diferents dominis.

Com a segona experiència es realitzà una validació preliminar amb un grup
d’estudiants d’últim curs de la carrera d’Enginyeria Informàtica de la Universitat
Catòlica "Nuestra Señora de la Asunción" (Paraguai), que va consistir en la
definició del model d’arquitectura ASM per a tres arquitectures diferents. Amb
aquesta segona experiència de validació s’aconseguí valorar com de factible és
d’adaptar la proposta a altres arquitectures. Per a aconseguir-ho, s’empraren les
següents preguntes de recerca: i) pot un mateix model PIM ser emprat com a punt
de partida per desenvolupar aplicacions que adopten diferents arquitectures?; ii)
és possible especificar límits clars entre el PIM i el ASM?; iii) de quina manera
un ASM facilita la definició de regles de transformació?

Finalment, com a tercera experiència de validació, es dugué a terme un
Cas d’Estudi que va consistir en la definició de tres extensions per a MoWebA.
L’experiència va ser duta a terme seguint les línies proposades per Runeson et. al
[114]. Aquesta validació es desenvolupà en el marc d’un projecte de recerca liderat



per la Universitat Catòlica "Nuestra Señora de la Asunción", anomenat “Mejo-
rando el Proceso de Desarrollo de Software: Una propuesta basada en MDD"3,
projecte 14-INV-056 co-finançat per CONACYT (Consell Nacional de Ciències i
Tecnologia), Paraguai. L’experiència permeté analitzar el grau d’adaptabilitat i
d’automatització en les transformacions PIM-ASM que s’obté amb MoWebA, així
com el grau de independència del PIM amb respecte als altres models. Durant
aquesta validació, s’han realitzat a més experiències de satisfacció d’usuaris amb
un grup de modeladors i desenvolupadors.

3https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/

https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/
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1
Introduction and Motivation

Web development has motivated the so-called “Web Engineering” [41] [101],
which focuses on methodological Web proposals, in order to improve the quality
of the Web development process and the final product. Current Web methods
centre on developing techniques and/or models needed to define the design pro-
cesses, and on providing tools to support them [82], following the MDD (Model
Driven Development) approach in many cases [25]. Some methods have tool
support for generating automatic prototypes (e.g. VisualWADE for OO-H [52]),
but only a few, such as WebRatio for WebML, have automation tools tested in
industrial settings [112]. There are various quantitative and qualitative studies
that show how MDD practices contribute to increase the efficiency and effective-
ness in software development [9] [96] [45], and others that proposes challenges
that need to be addressed by the MDE community in the near future [89] [23]
[112].

Some of the major challenges facing applications today are those of portabil-
ity, adaptability and evolution, not only in the environment in which they run,
but also in the way in which they must be developed, often requiring different
languages, frameworks, tools, environments, platforms, etc. MDD and MDA take
into account these issues, however, depending on the degree of independence that
the models adopt, it may be more or less possible to achieve.

Considering the fact that there is still no an unified method for the develop-
ment of current environment applications, in this work we first carried out an
exhaustive study of the trends and technologies with the objective of identifying
strengths and weaknesses of current tendencies in application development.

The result was the need of an approach that took into account the problem of
evolution and portability towards different environments. This approach is called
MoWebA (Model Oriented Web Approach). In the MoWebA approach, we have
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identified some aspects that could have a positive impact in the portability and
adaptability problems. These aspects are: i) incorporation of an Architecture
Specific Model (ASM) as a new modeling layer, in order to keep the portabil-
ity of the Platform Independent Model (PIM) regarding the different architec-
tures (e.g., RIA, SOA, Mobile); ii) clear separation of the presentation layer with
regard to the navigation and behavior layers, would prevent additional compli-
cations to the presentation, since, it is the layer that presents more difficulties
related to portability; iii) definition of the navigational structure according to
a function-oriented approach, which prevents the modification of the navigation
design caused by implementation changes; iv) and use of standards in order to
facilitate the independence from the tools.

In this chapter we present the problem statement of this study, introducing
a series of concerns about Web Development. Section 1.2 presents the research
method adopted in this PhD Thesis and the activities done in each stage. Finally
section 1.3 presents the structure of this book.

1.1 Problem Statement

The study of Web methods and the classification proposed by Schwinger and
Koch [126], as well as our previous experiences and that of different authors
[133] [127] [24] [77], reveal some concerns about Web development.

The first concern establishes that “Navigational oriented modelling could help
simplify the models for Web Applications”. Navigation has been identified as a
critical and fundamental feature within Web Engineering [110] [133]. Never-
theless, navigational models are usually not the starting point of the modelling
process. Most of the methodologies mentioned in the literature (UWE [65],
WebML [36], OOWS [97], OO-H [53], OOHDM [111]) start the design of
navigational models from the conceptual (i.e., structural) model. However, the
way in which the information is arranged and structured in the organization, is
not necessarily the way external users need to access it [134]. Thus, deriving the
navigational model from the structural model may be useful in order to organize
the information content, but it does not model users’ interaction in all their di-
mensions. Modelling the Navigational perspective according to the way in which
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user wishes to explore the application (i.e. functional-oriented modelling) helps
to obtain friendly and easy to access navigational paths.

A second concern is that the “adoption of standards will facilitate interoper-
ability between models, methods, transformations rules, and tools”. Methodolo-
gies such as UWE [65], WebML [36], W2000 [13], OOWS [97]; and tools such
as Acceleo 1, AndroMDA 2, Olivanova 3, Optimal J 4, ArcStyler 5, among others,
have partially adapted their models, processes and/or transformation languages
to the Model Driven Architecture - MDA [112]; MDA proposes using several
standard languages to follow MDD. Without adopting MDA approach in all its
potential, the methodologies tend not to take advantage of the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness in Web engineering. Despite UWE being the only methodology whose
models and processes completely follow the MDA approach, their code gener-
ation tools require additional adjustments for a complete transformation (e.g.
UWE4JSF which works in the Eclipse environment and generates JSF applica-
tions requiring additional adjustments for some java classes, libraries, stylesheets,
among others). For the semi-automatic generation of Web applications some
other approaches were implemented and are currently under evaluation 6. In
any case, it is an open line of research how to take profit from the adoption of
standards, transformation tools, and the thorough MDA potential in Web engi-
neering.

Finally, the third concern is the belief that “taking into account evolution of
Web environments is very important for improving the development of current
Web applications”. In fact, current Web applications evolve very fast (considering
technologies, platforms, architectures, diversity access devices, among others)
and methodologies need to be flexible in order to consider these Web tendencies.
Normally, methodologies try to do this by extending their modelling notations
(e.g. RIAs proposal for WebML [36]) at the level of Platform Independent Model
(PIM). In doing so, the PIMs are not more technology/platform independent. The
consequence is a loss of portability of the models. Therefore, the open issue is

1http://www.acceleo.org
2http://www.andromda.org
3http://www.sosyinc.com
4http://www.compuware.com
5http://www.markosweb.com/www/arcstyler.com
6http://uwe.pst.ifi.lmu.de/
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to find alternative ways to assure the easy evolution of Web application as well
as preserving the independence of the PIMs and the portability of models for
different architectures or platforms.

Considering these concerns, we have defined MoWebA (Model Oriented Web
Approach), a methodological proposal that intends to respond to the previous
concerns and their related open issues. MoWebA adopts the MDA approach in
every phase and the corresponding supporting tools trying to offer more efficiency
and effectiveness in Web applications development; it offers an innovative proposal
for the navigational perspective; and it considers the new technological tendencies
in Web Applications.

The main contributions of MoWebA approach are: i) providing a view of
navigation, more function-oriented (i.e. behavioural-oriented) than data-oriented,
trying to better capturing the requirements of users interaction; ii) considering
almost all the modelling process, starting from the navigational model instead
of the conceptual/data model; iii) providing an architectural level of modelling
definition titled ASM – Architectural Specific Model, in order to facilitate the
evolution of applications, preserving the independence of the PIM.

Next, we will explain the research method adopted for this PhD thesis and
its contributions.

1.2 Research Method

This PhD thesis has been developed following the Design Science Research method-
ology proposed by the literature (we considered particularly the methodologies
proposed by Wieringa [148] and Vaishnavy and Kuechler [63]). Specifically, we
follow the design science research that include set of analytical techniques and
perspectives for performing research in Information Systems. The methodology
involves the analysis of the use and performance of designed artifacts to under-
stand, explain, and improve on the behavior of aspects of information systems.
We applied the design science methodology for the purpose of defining, manag-
ing, and differentiating the practical and knowledge problems. In this research,
knowledge problems identify existing knowledge about Web Methods under the
model-driven paradigm, considering the trends and technologies of actual appli-
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cations. The practical problem was the formulation of the MoWebA proposal.
Figure 1.1 shows the engineering cycle proposed by Wieringa that we adopted

in this Phd Thesis.

Figure 1.1: The engineering cycle presented by Wieringa [148]

Then, research activities of this PhD thesis include:

• Research goals and questions

• Problem investigation

• Treatment design

• Treatment implementation

• Treatment validation

• Conclusion

Next, we present the research goals and questions of this PhD thesis, and
then the activities included in this research following the Design Science Research
Methodology.

1.2.1 Research Goals and Questions

Before presenting the research goal of this thesis, we claim back the main aspects
we are going to take into account:
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• Web Applications evolves to new technologies, paradigms and platforms
continuously.

• Web Methods do not progress at the same rate as current Web tendencies
(technologies, paradigms, platforms).

• Model-driven development and Model Driven Architectures are tendencies
that may improve software development.

• The relevance of navigational perspective as a central point for Web Engi-
neering methods.

Then, the research goal of this PhD Thesis is the definition of a navigational
role-centric oriented Web application development approach based on MDE stan-
dards for software development on multiple platforms and architectures to im-
prove the portability and evolution of applications.

Based on this objective, a series of research questions arise:

• RQ1: What current proposals exist that adopt the MDE standards?

• RQ2: How the existing proposals consider the development of applications
on multiple architectures and platforms?

• RQ3: How do proposals addresses the problem of portability and evolution?

• RQ4: What aspects must be taken into account for a proposal to include
portability and evolution aspects?

• RQ5: What are the effects on application development of adopting an ap-
proach that contemplates portability and evolution?

Theses request questions are related to the research methodology activities of
this work in the following way:

• Problem Investigation: RQ1, RQ2, RQ3

• Treatment Design and implementation: RQ4

• Treatment Validation: RQ5
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1.2.2 Problem Investigation

This stage included the study of the theoretical foundations of Model Driven Engi-
neering and Model Driven Web Engineering. We also analyze the more traditional
Web development methods and their adoption of MDE standard. Subsequently,
taking into account a number of concerns indicated in the section 1.1, a compar-
ative analysis of the traditional Web approaches is also made. We also analyse
the current trends in Web applications and the way the Web methods approaches
consider them.

As a second activity we did a study of MDD tools. We performed a com-
parative study of MDD tools, based on characteristics that have identified their
strengths and weaknesses. In this regard, we have considered features aimed at
ease of use, support, adaptability, models proposed and quality of the final prod-
ucts (generated code). We made further development experiences with different
MDA tools, comparing them with the traditional approach in software devel-
opment. The objective of this analysis was to determine the contributions in
adopting the MDA Approach for Web development. Results of these experiences
can be found at [42] [90] [74].

We finished this stage with an analysis of empirical evidences from academia
and industry.

1.2.3 Treatment Design

Based on the results of previous stage, a new MDD proposal definition for Web
Development was presented: MoWebA (Model OrientedWeb Approach). MoWebA
is a navigational role-centric proposal for Web Applications, which defines method-
ological aspects (process, stages, products, dimensions) and complements them
with an entire environment, including modeling and transformation tools, auto-
matic code generation, use of standards, and robust architecture, among others.

MoWebA adopts the MDA approach and its phases in the transformation
process are: Platform Independent Model – PIM, Architecture Specific Model -
ASM, Platform Specific Model – PSM, Implementation Specific Model – ISM, and
manual adjustments. The PIM phase is based on a modeling process composed
of five models considering a strong separation of concerns, where concerns are:
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Domain, Logic, Navigation, Presentation, and User.
The ASM enriches the models with information for specific architecture (e.g.

Rich Internet Applications, Service Oriented Applications, REST, among others).
PSM phase keeps the focus on separation of concerns adding platform specific
information to the model. In this phase, the new technological and platform
tendencies of Web application are considered. MoWebA also defines the PSM
metamodels and mapping rules for PIM-ASM-PSM.

ISM phase corresponds to the application code, generated in an automatic
way. Since real experiences have shown that sometimes manual adjustments
are necessary, mainly for tuning the user interaction dimension, we consider a
“Manual Adjustment” phase, where additional code can be added to adapt the
application.

The transformation process implies steps and activities for transformation
specification in order to overpass through each MoWebA phase (PIM-ASM, ASM-
PSM, PSM-ISM).

The proposal was reported in [57] [56]. Related works that helped to define
the proposal are [10] [108] [55].

1.2.4 Treatment implementation

In this stage, we implemented the transformation process defined for MoWebA.
The transformation process is based on metamodels (PIM-ASM-PSM transfor-
mation).

The PIM-ASM/PSM phase is done in a semi-automatic way; since sometimes
the information to be added requires human intervention (e.g. in RIAs, the
modeller needs to specify where services will be executed, on the client or on the
server). The automation of this process is done using MDD standards such as
QVT or ATL, along with a tool that supports these standards.

The ASM/PSM-ISM phase is done automatically by using open source tools(e.g.
Acceleo, AndroMDA). We have selected two transformation tools (AndroMDA
and Acceleo ) and defined rules to generate code considering the following plat-
forms: Zend for PHP, Ruby on Rails, HTML5, among others.

There are some results of transformation rules applied to different proof of
concepts or case studies described in [55] [108] [10] [54].
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1.2.5 Treatment Validation

For validation purposes, we did a series of experiences carried out in the aca-
demic and real contexts that allowed us to validate and improve the proposal
for Web environments. Subsequently, we have considered to validate the con-
tributions of this proposal that allows the methodology to be extended to other
environments or architectures. Such extensions are possible in MoWebA through
its architectural specific model definition phase (ASM). In this sense, we first
did a preliminary validation experience of the architectural specific model (ASM)
definition performed with computer engineering students. Subsequently, we car-
ried out a Case Study to validate the extensions of MoWebA to three different
architectures. The experience was structured taking into account a framework
that Runeson et al. [114] have defined for case studies. In these extensions we
could analysed the grade of adaptability of MoWebA and automation PIM-ASM,
as well as the grade of independence of the PIM metamodel.

MoWebA has been used for modeling different types of applications: an aca-
demic system, a laboratory management, a budget execution system, a survey
system, and a social network system. In these experiences, we used two types
of validation instruments: interviews and questionnaires. We have also exper-
imented with different types of users: modelers (novice and experienced) and
developers. Results of these validation experiences can be found at [57] [56]
[93] [120] [94].

1.2.6 Conclusion

In this stage we analysed the findings and contributions, points out limitations
of the current work, and also outlines directions for future research. We also list
the published results of this PhD thesis.

Finally, the main contributions of this PhD thesis are:

• Formal definition of MoWebA using standard languages and techniques.

• Rules transformation definition using MDD open source tools.

• Experiences of different proof of concepts and case studies.
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• Validation of MoWebA with the evolution of the proposal to different ar-
chitectures.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis comprises three parts, according to Design Science Methodology: Part
I (Problem Investigation), Part II (Solution Design) and Part III (Validation of
the Solution). Therefore, this thesis has been structured as follows.

Part I: Problem Investigation
Chapter 1 - Introduction and Motivation. This chapter describes the

problem statement, research goals, and research questions. Additionally, we de-
scribe the research methodology applied to the thesis, and the thesis context.

Chapter 2 - Theoretical Framework and Related Works. In this chap-
ter we include a theoretical framework in order to establish a commitment about
the terminology defined in this thesis. Subsequently, we make a comparative
analysis of the traditional Web approaches taking into account a number of con-
cerns indicated in the introduction. Next, we analyse the current trends in Web
applications and the way the Web methods approaches consider them. The chap-
ter ends with an analysis of empirical evidences from academia and industry.

Part II: Solution Design
Chapter 3 - MoWebA: Model Oriented Web Approach. In this chap-

ter we describe the model-driven method proposed called MoWebA. We present
an overview of the method including the dimensions and the diagrams that we
propose. Next, we present the Modeling and Transformation processes. We finish
the chapter with a summary of the chapter.

Part III: Validation of the proposal
Chapter 4 - Validation Experiences of MoWebA. This chapter presents

a series of validation experiences of the MoWebA proposal. As a first step, we
were interested in verifying the use of MoWebA within the environment in which it
was conceived, the Web applications. Subsequently, section 4.2 resumes a prelim-
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inary validation experience of the architectural specific model (ASM) definition
within computer engineering students. The chapter ends with a Case Study of
the MoWebA ASM extension other architectures, carried out in the context of a
MDD research project held in Paraguay.

Part IV: Final Part
Chapter 5 - Conclusion and Future Works. This chapter summarizes the

contributions of this work and presents the conclusions of the thesis. The chapter
lists the different publications in Journals and Conferences as a result of the thesis
and the collaborations carried out with researchers from other universities within
the framework of research projects. Additionally, we also outlines directions for
future research.
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2
Theoretical Framework and

Related Works

In this chapter we presents the theoretical foundations of Model Driven Engineer-
ing and Model Driven Web Engineering. Subsequently, we make a comparative
analysis of the traditional Web approaches taking into account a number of con-
cerns indicated in the introduction. Next, we analyse the current trends in Web
applications and the way the Web methods approaches consider them. The chap-
ter ends with an analysis of empirical evidences from academia and industry and
the final discussions of the chapter.

2.1 Advances in Model Driven Engineering

The nineties centuries were influenced by three main software development paradigms:
Computer Aided Software Engineering - CASE, fourth generation languages -
4GLs, and object oriented paradigm. Object orientation, in turn, became the
basis of the component technologies. In this sense, object oriented languages
replaced, in large measure, previous generations of programming languages.

Although CASE tools and models generated much interest in the community,
they, in the beginning, served mainly as a documentation source. Model Driven
Engineering - MDE and Model Driven Development - MDD generated a major
change in the use of models because the focus and key artifacts are models (not
programs). In this sense, MDD aims at the automatic generation of programs
based on models using modeling languages and implementation tools [25] [40]
[99].

A model of a system is defined by a modeling language. Modeling languages
are conceptual tools with the purpose of letting designers formalize their thoughts
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and conceptualize the reality in explicit form (textual or graphical) [25] [99].
A modeling language is formalized by a metamodel and corresponds to a set of
all possible models that are conformant with its respective metamodel. There-
fore, it is a set of all possible models that are conformant with the modeling
language’s abstract syntax (metamodel), represented by one or more concrete
syntaxes (textual or graphical notation) and that satisfy a given semantics [40]
[25] [99]. Moreover, Embley et. al [44] indicate that conceptual models, with
which modelers program, must be: i) complete and holistic; and ii) conceptual
but precise.

MDD considers models as first-class citizens in software engineering. For
this reason, model transformation plays an extremely important role in MDD.
Transformation, in fact, is a fundamental issue in computer science and software
engineering. The differences are seen more in the communities, the objects to
be processed, and the set of requirements to be considered [39]. Transformation
facilitates the process of automatic code generation, and that is why in recent
years much effort has been directed to define and propose new techniques and
tools that serve as support for this field.

Czarnecki and Helsen proposed a diagram defining a hierarchy of common
characteristics and variables describing the concept of "model transformation"
[39]. On the other hand, Stahl and Volter stated that in order to determine the
transformation model used by a particular approach should be taken into account
the following aspects: specification, transformation rules, control of rule appli-
cation, addressability, traceability, among others [129]. In the same study the
authors also propose a categorization of transformation approaches: i) Model-to-
Text and ii) Model-to-Model. Mens and Van Gorp propose a model transforma-
tion taxonomy based on a series of criteria for allowing categorization of tools,
techniques and formalisms based on common qualities [81].

Model Driven Architecture - MDA 1 is presented as an approach that combines
several standard languages to follow MDD [79] [99]. It does not define methods
or steps required for the development of software, but provides the conceptual
and technological infrastructure with which to build the MDD methods. The
outstanding feature of this proposal is the transformation models for generating

1http://www.omg.org/mda
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intermediate models or platform dependent during the transformation process.
There are several tools (Acceleo 2, AndroMDA 3, Xpand 4, among others) and
methodological proposals that adopts the MDA approach (UWE [66], WebML
[36], W2000 [13], OOWS [97], among others).

MDA proposal manages three main ideas: 1) Separate the system functional-
ity specification from its implementation on a specific technological platform, 2)
Control the software evolution from abstract models to implementations in order
to increase the degree of automation and 3) standardize the MDD process.

As one of the objectives of the MDA proposal is the MDD standardization,
the base is made up of standards defined by the OMG for working with models as
essential components in the software development process [99]. These standards
are: UML (Unified Modeling Language)5; OCL (Object Constraint Language)6;
XMI (XML Metadata Interchange)7; MOF (Meta Object Facility)8; CWM (Com-
mon Warehouse Metamodel)9; and QVT (Query/Views/Transformations)10.

Burgeño et al proposed a List of topics for the MBEBOK (Model-Based Soft-
ware Engineering Body of Knowledge), which is actually under development [32]:

1. Model Foundations: basic modeling concepts and practices.

2. Model Quality: quality aspects of models, including completeness, consis-
tency, correctness, comprehensibility, confinement and changeability.

3. Analysis: structural model analysis, behavioral model analysis and model
transformation analysis.

4. Modeling Languages: language definition, types of modeling languages and
multiview modeling.

5. Model Representation which covers concrete syntax.
2http://www.acceleo.org
3http://www.andromda.org
4http://wiki.eclipse.org/Xpand
5http://www.omg.org/uml
6http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/
7http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/
8http://www.omg.org/mof/
9ttp://www.omg.org/spec/CWM/

10http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/
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6. Model Maintenance and Evolution concerned with model operations (diff,
merge, refactoring), model versioning, and model migration.

7. Model Execution: model simulation and co-simulation, execution strategies,
and model debugging and testing.

8. Model Transformations: model transformation languages, types, and appli-
cations.

9. Use of MBE in application domains, advanced topics and some engineering
best practices.

Recently, the research community held three events: the Grand Challenges in
MDE workshop 11, and the Winter Modeling Meeting 12 and the Second Win-
ter Modeling Meeting (WMM2020)13. Experts from industry, academia and the
open-source community attended these meetings and presented their views that
reflected on the research roadmaps over the last 10 years, what challenges remain,
and the challenges facing the community in the future [30] [31]. In [30] they
considered that challenges from 2007 through present day are related to the fol-
lowing topics: language engineering, language workbenches, model management,
model analysis, models at runtime, modeling repositories, and the scalability
across different dimensions.

They mentioned technical challenges related to foundation, domain, and tool
challenges. In the context of foundation, agile and lean software development
is increasingly adopted in the software industry and the use of AI techniques to
automate and make more powerful all the maintenance solutions. One important
aspect related to this context is the evolution. In this sense, considering the
runtime phase of systems, and the adaptive nature of most of the complex systems
developed in the last years, the authors mentioned that software changes are
ubiquitous and unavoidable. To manage them, it is necessary to go toward a
theory of software agility in MDE able to consider different kinds of maintenance,
including repair and improvement, adaptation to a new platform, extension with

11http://www.edusymp.org/Grand2017/en
12http://eventmall.info/AMM2018/
13http://eventmall.info/WMM2020/
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new functionality, reuse in different contexts, refactoring to make the above kinds
of maintenance more accessible [30].

In WMM2020 it was mentioned that the role of models in improving pro-
ductivity in SE is a recurring theme. Professional software engineers from in-
dustry, open source project contributors and researchers from academia, indicate
the successful shapes of modeling as: model-based systems engineering (MBSE),
low-code software development, and informal software modeling [31]. Some open
challenges mentioned in this meeting include: AI-Based MDE techniques (AI
extensions for automation and bringing quantifiable advantages [34]), multi-
paradigm modeling (modeling everything), model for modeling (support organi-
zations on their way toward applying modeling successfully), model management
(heterogeneous collections of related models). Empirical studies have shown that
modeling positively affects both engineers’ productivity and the products’ result-
ing quality, thanks to consortia and standardization bodies [31].

Although domain-specific languages have gained great relevance, the use of
standards, such as UML, it is still a current trend. In a recent industrial survey on
the state-of-practice, where quantitative data were collected from 113 subjects,
mostly professionals working with MBE, the majority uses UML and/or SysML
for modeling [71].

2.2 Model Driven Web Engineering

Web development is not an easy task, because of rapid evolution and complexities
of Web applications. Mendes et al. [80] differentiate basically three types of
Web applications considering the complexity and scope of this type of systems:
Web hypermedia application, Web software applications, and Web applications.
These applications by default use communications technology and have multi-
platform accessibility. In addition, since they employ a hypermedia paradigm,
they are non-sequential by nature, using hyperlinks to interrelate Web pages and
other documents. This is why navigation and pluralistic design become important
aspects to take into account. In order to deal with these considerations, the disci-
pline Web engineering surged in the literature. Muruguesan and Deshpande [88]
describe Web Engineering as “the use of scientific, engineering, and management
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principles and systematic approaches with the aim of successfully developing,
deploying and maintaining high quality Web-based systems and applications”.

Web applications are increasingly growing and covering very different do-
mains. The evolution of Web 1.0 into the Web 4.0, has resulted in the introduc-
tion of several improvements and new challenges in development of Web Appli-
cations. Clusters of webs 3.0 and 4.0 represent the modern web applications that
possess great extent of complexities, encompassing Ubiquitous Web Applications
(UWAs), Rich Internet Applications (RIAs), Semantic Web Applications (SWAs),
and Intelligent Web Applications (IWAs) [142], often resulting in the necessity to
contemplate specific architectures in order to deal these trends. Functionalities
of Web applications also evolve to provide services that are more relevant to po-
tential users. Furthermore, those services are offered over different architectures
and platforms. Therefore, taking into account the evolution of Web environments
(considering technologies, platforms, architectures, diverse access devices, among
others) is very important to improving the development of current Web applica-
tions. Consequently, Web methodologies need to be flexible, in order to consider
these new tendencies.

In the landscape of Web engineering methodologies [41], there is a trend
of following the Model Driven Development approach (MDD) [25] [99] and
in some cases to adopt the standards proposed by MDA. One of the strategies
that MDA promotes to facilitate changeability is the prescription of a Platform
Independent Model (PIM) separated from a Platform Specific Model (PSM). As
new platforms emerge and changes in technologies occur continuously in this area,
MDA mainly permits successful highlighting of interoperability, model evolution
and adaptation issues of Web systems [143]. However, in practice, current Web
methodologies tend to cope with evolution trends by extending their modeling
notations directly at the PIM level (e.g., the Rich Internet Application, or RIA
proposal for WebML [47]). This extension usually results in an enriched PIM
that includes characteristics and constraints that are related to a certain specific
architecture. As a result, several proposals do not have a first phase for modeling
a PIM, a second phase for extending the PIM with architectural details, and a
third phase to generate the final code. Instead, they have one modeling phase in
which the PIM modeling is performed at the same time that architectural details
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are provided, and then the final code is generated.

There are some proposals that deal with architecture considerations. As early
as 2004, Mikkonen et al. [83] realized that architectural styles do not have a
clear place in MDA. They analyzed that architectural styles can reside in PIM,
PSM, or be distributed between them. Therefore, they proposed to modify MDA
adding a new layer called Architecture Specific Model to encapsulate architectural
properties in it. Afterwards, Marcos et al. [76] extended MIDAS, a methodolog-
ical framework for the development of Web information systems, by integrating
architectural design aspects. MIDAS considers three different viewpoints of Web
information systems, namely content, hypertext and behavior, which are orthogo-
nal to MDA abstraction levels (Computational Independent Model or CIM, PIM
and PSM). In this proposal, the software architecture is conceived as a crosscut-
ting perspective, which is in turn orthogonal to the mentioned three viewpoints.
Therefore, both Platform-Independent Architecture and Platform-Specific Archi-
tecture models are defined. More recently, these efforts evolved into ArchiMeDes
[122] [123], a model-driven framework for the specification of service-oriented
architectures. At the PIM level, ArchiMeDes defines a domain-specific language
that allows conceptual service architectures to be defined. At the PSM level,
different domain-specific languages support the modelling of concrete execution
platforms or implementation technologies. The foregoing proposals deal with
different architectural aspects and propose corresponding models. We think that
considering architecture aspects as an intermediate phase between PIM and PSM
is a way to ease the evolution of Web systems.

During the last 30 years researchers built support for different Web technolo-
gies, such as RIA, Semantic Web, Mobile Web and also improved application life
cycle coverage by addressing requirement specification, testing and maintenance
[112]. Several methodologies have emerged in this period, and the most promi-
nent of which continue to be studied are: UWE [65], WebML [36], OOHDM
[111], OO-H [98], OOWS [97], HERA [138], RUX [132], among others. In
addition, IFML [28] is an important milestone, but there is still a lot of work to
be done in order to assure that modern Web applications are developed faster,
safer, and with less errors and higher quality [112]. The aforementioned method-
ological proposals follow the MDD approach and are oriented to develop Web
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applications. Therefore, they could be classified as part of the Model Driven Web
Engineering paradigm (MDWE) [85].

Some recent studies show that the actual challenges of MDWE are: adoption,
better support for non-functional requirements, agility, support for end-users,
better coverage of Web engineering technologies, improvement of architectural
and implementation issues, evaluation of MDWE approaches [112]. A Study
made by Wakil et al. [143] indicates that there is a wide variety of Web de-
velopment methodologies, using a multiplicity of different notations, models and
techniques, but no single Web development approach provides coverage for the
whole life cycle.

Comparative recent studies about Web methodologies show the capability of
the methods to support modern and multi Web applications [144] [107]. The
methodologies analysed were: WebML, UWE, Rux Method, OOHDM, OOWS,
HERA, WebRE, IFML, OO-H, among others.

More specifically, in the next section we will compare the most relevant
methodologies for Web Development with regards the main concerns presented
in section 1.1.

2.2.1 Web Methods Approaches

In the last 25 years, many methodological proposals have been defined for the
development of Web applications. Over the years, some of them have remained
relevant and prominent, as they have defined adaptations to meet different needs.

The methodological proposals most frequently mentioned in the literature
are as follows: WebML, UWE, Rux Method, OOHDM, OOWS, SHDM, HERA,
WebRE, IFML, OO-H, RMM, SOHDM, among others. It is worth noting that
some proposals have remained in academic environments (such as UWE, OO-
H, OOHDM, etc.), and others, although they have emerged in academy, have
subsequently transcended into the industrial world, such as WebML, supported
by the commercial tool Webratio 14, and today has great relevance in the industry,
with very encouraging results [136] [27].

Over the years, it has become clear that, for a Web method to have continuity,
it is essential to consider techniques that easily adapt the methodology to the new

14https://www.webratio.com
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trends since they arise at a very fast rate. Then, providing techniques and tools
for an easy adaptation is an aspect that has gained importance in recent years.

A recent comparative study for Web methodologies reveals the fact that evo-
lution and/or adaptability is an issue not fully contemplated by the proposals.
Although it is possible to find studies that present adaptations of traditional
methods to cover new trends, Wakil and Jawawi [144] point out that the speed
with which methodologies define their adaptations does not correspond to the
speed at which environments and technologies evolve. For this reason, according
to Figure 2.1, presented by them, there are still limited studies that cover the
current needs of modern Web applications, such as UWA and IWA.

Figure 2.1: Comparison between Web Engineering Methods to Develop Modern
Web Applications presented by Wakil and Jawawi [144]
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As well as the necessity for method evolution already mentioned, in section 1.1,
we have identified two other concerns that affect the adoption of methodologies
for the development of Web applications, which are: the mechanism used to
define navigation, and the notation proposed by the methodology. Consequently,
in order to perform a more exhaustive analysis of these concerns, we present the
table 2.1 that contemplates the Web methodological proposals most mentioned
in the literature and an analysis of the mechanisms in which they consider these
three factors. For this analysis, we have considered the documentation about the
different methodological proposals, the adaptations made to consider new trends
and the comparative study between Web Engineering Methods to develop modern
Web applications carried out by Wakil and Jawawi [144].

Table 2.1: Comparison between Web Engineering Meth-
ods considering Navigation, Notation and Evolution

Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

UWE

The navigational
structures are derived
from the content
model (structure) and
are extended with
process classes that
represent entry and
exit points of the
business processes.

UML, UML Profiles

Extensions have been
proposed for RIA [66]
andWeb security [33].
The first one through
patterns that are in-
corporated to UWE,
and the second one en-
riches the UWE mod-
els with stereotypes
and OCL. There is an-
other work extending
the navigation options
by adding new con-
structors to the model
[146].
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
Totally

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Partially;
SWA: N/A; UWA:
Partially; IWA: N/A;
and Cloud: N/A

OOHDM

An application is seen
as a navigational view
over the conceptual
model, which recog-
nizes that the objects
the user navigates are
not the conceptual ob-
jects, but other kinds
of objects that are
“built” from one or
more conceptual ob-
jects, to suit the users
and tasks that must
be supported.

Requirements and
Conceptual Model:
UML. UID (User In-
teraction Diagrams).
Navigation: Nav-
igational Context
Diagram. Presenta-
tion: Abstract Widget
Instance and concrete
interface.

xOOHDM for exe-
cutable models [51],
OOHDM for RIA
with ADV extensions
[113]

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
Partially

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Partially;
SWA: Totally; UWA:
none; IWA: N/A; and
Cloud: N/A
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

WebML

Hypertext design
produces site view
schemas on top of the
data schema. Site
views express the
composition of the
content and services
within hypertext
pages, as well as the
navigation and the
interconnection of
components.

Data model: UML
(Class diagrams).
Logic and Navigation:
DSL. Presentación:
IFML.

Extensions for RIA
[24]. Extensions for
Mobile with IFML
[8]. Extensions for
cloud [26]

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
Partially

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Totally;
SWA: Totally; UWA:
Totally; IWA: N/A;
and Cloud: Totally
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

OOWS

Views are defined
over the class dia-
gram (structure), in
terms of the visibility
of class attributes,
operations and rela-
tionships. Navigation
specifications are
captured in two steps:
the “Authoring-in-the-
large” (global view)
and the “Authoring-in
the-small” (detailed
view).

Conceptual Model:
UML (class dia-
grams). Navigational
maps: UML stereo-
types. Navigational
Content: UML stereo-
types and additional
specific elements.

Extensions for RIA
[137]. Inclusion of new
concepts using Pat-
terns. Extensions for
semantics web services
[131].

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
Partially

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Partially;
SWA: Totally; UWA:
none; IWA: N/A; and
Cloud: N/A

OO-H

The domain informa-
tion is the main in-
put for the design nav-
igation activity, where
the navigational paths
are defined to fulfil the
different functional re-
quirements and the or-
ganization of that in-
formation in abstract
pages.

UML and UML
Stereotypes for all
diagrams.

OOH4RIA [78].
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
Totally

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Totally;
SWA: N/A; UWA:
N/A; IWA: N/A; and
Cloud: N/A

HERA

Based on the domain
definition, application
modeling results in
the application model
(AM) that specifies
the navigational be-
havior of the Web ap-
plication. The AM
enables designers to
specify how the (navi-
gational) access to the
data (dynamically re-
trieved from the do-
main) is structured by
describing which data
are shown to the user
and what Web pages
the user can navigate
to.

DSL supported by dif-
ferent tools.

Aspect oriented ex-
tension for adaptation
[35].
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

Navigation model
definition: From the
data model

Use of standards:
None

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Applica-
tion: RIA: Partially;
SWA: Partially;
UWA: none; IWA:
N/A; and Cloud:
N/A

UWA

The navigational
model is obtained
from the UWA Re-
quirement Elicitation.

It adopts UML for al-
most all diagrams but
in some cases comple-
ments them with its
own notation, as in
the case of navigation.

RE-UWA for reengi-
neering and evolution
[18]. UWA for RIA
[19].

Navigation model
definition: From the
Requirement model

Use of standards:
Partially

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Appli-
cation: RIA: N/A;
SWA: Totally; UWA:
Partially; IWA: N/A;
and Cloud: N/A
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Web
Method

Navigation Notation Evolution

WSDM

A navigation track is
created for each audi-
ence class. The inter-
nal structure of an au-
dience track is derived
from the task models
made for this audience
class. In addition,
navigational require-
ments formulated dur-
ing audience modeling
are also taken into ac-
count.

The method define a
specific DSL

WSDMLite to take
current develop-
ment practice into
consideration [118].

Navigation model
definition: From the
audience classes.

Use of standards:
None

Evolution to Mod-
ern Web Appli-
cation: RIA: N/A;
SWA: Totally; UWA:
N/A; IWA: N/A; and
Cloud: N/A

From table 2.1, we can conduct the following analysis taking into account the
three concerns mentioned above.

C1: How do the different methodologies consider the navigation?

From table 2.1, we can notice that most of the methodological proposals de-
fine their navigational models from the data model, or consider it as a fundamen-
tal factor to create their structures and/or navigational content (e.g. OOHDM,
WebML, OOWS, OO-H, Hera). We think that although deriving the naviga-
tional model from the structural model may be useful in order to organise the
information content, it does not model users’ interaction in all their dimensions.

In UWA, however, navigation is obtained from the requirements model. In this
sense, this approach is an alternative way to model the navigational perspective
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better fitting the requirements of users’ interaction and making user navigation
more adherent to its mental model.

The WSDM proposal regarding the navigational structure is quite similar to
the UWA approach because is function oriented, but a navigation track is created
for each audience class, containing all and only the information and functionality
needed by the members of the associated audience class.

OOHDM and OOWS, discriminates between intra-contextual and inter-contextual
navigations. This simplifies the overall understanding of the application structure
and makes a distinction between the different levels of navigation.

As a result of this analysis, we can determine that most of the methodological
proposals consider appropriate to create their navigational structures from the
data model, despite the fact that many of the required interactions arise from
user needs, and not precisely from the way in which the data is organized or
structured.

C2: Which notation do the different methodologies contemplate?

All methodologies mentioned in table 2.1 adopt the MDD approach and most
of them follow the object-oriented paradigm in every phase (e.g. UWE, OO-H,
and OOWS). OOHDM introduces some specific elements with a specific DSL for
navigation and presentation layers. In the case of WebML, it uses the object-
oriented language for the data layer, specific extensions for navigation, and the
IFML standard for presentation. OOWS also adopts UML as standard notation,
but introduces some additional concepts to describe particular aspects in the
navigation and presentation layers. OO-H and UWE are fully based on UML
to define their different dimensions, also adopting MOF as the metamodeling
language.

Hera and WSDM make use of a proprietary notation (DSL) supported by a
series of tools. The UWA proposal uses UML for most of the diagrams but in
some cases complements them with its own notation as in the case of navigation.

In our best knowledge, UWE is the only methodology whose models and
processes completely follows the MDA approach. UWE code generation process
is done in a semi-automatic way, since the generated code requires additional
adjustments for obtaining the final application (e.g. UWE4JSF which works
in the Eclipse environment and generates JSF applications requiring additional
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adjustments for some java classes, libraries, stylesheets, among others).

C3: Do the methodologies consider the possibility of evolving to other archi-
tectures, technologies, platforms?

From table 2.1, it is possible to notice that the analyzed methodological pro-
posals have contemplated extensions to consider emerging technologies and ar-
chitectures, which in most cases focuses on RIA architectures.

In this sense, one aspect to highlight is that extensions are generally contem-
plated with new constructors that are introduced in the proposal’s own notation,
so that the original proposal becomes an enriched one for the extension under con-
sideration. In other words, the adaptation mechanism is based on the inclusion
of notational elements in the models, thus reducing their independence from the
platform or architecture. This is because the extensions are not defined as a sep-
arate modeling layer. The result of this extension mechanism is that the platform
independent modeling (PIM) stage contemplates elements of a specific platform
or architecture, combining both concepts in a single final model. Other proposals
decided to add architectural specific information at the PSM level. In this case,
architecture and platform details are included at the same modeling level, loosing
portability at the architectural level with respect to different technologies where
it can be implemented (e.g., UWA for RIA [20]).

Methodologies such as WebML, UWE, OOWS, OOHDM, OO-H propose ex-
tensions for RIAs (or other final platforms) introducing these new extensions by
UML stereotypes, or specific DSL included in the original notation form modeling.
Considering the methodologies of Table 2.1, no one captures the requirements for
specific architectures in a different level of abstraction. As a counterpart, to offer
a greater reusability of the PIM facilitating the architectural evolution of the Web
applications, this mechanism of extension requires some additional effort, includ-
ing the need for metamodels and the definition of the corresponding transfor-
mation rules, to achieve automatic transformations on the proposed architecture
or platform. But with this separation, a clear distinction is made between what
would be the problem space, presenting a model that is completely independent
of the target architecture or platform; and the solution space, through the specific
extension oriented to architecture, platform and the final code. Such proposals
tend to facilitate the support of Web development for current Web systems.
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Moreover, the evolution concern is not only one for architectural/technological
issues, since the functional requirements of Web applications also evolve fast.
In this sense, the methodologies that adhere to the MDD approach, follows an
incremental process, facilitating such types of functional changes that are defined
at the model level which will then be transformed into code by using automated
tools.

2.2.2 Other Specific Proposals on Current Trends

In this sub section we will mention other recent proposals that show the current
trends for MDD methods in Web environments. Some of the common character-
istics of these proposals are the use of standards (such as UML and extensions
with UML profile), and the need to take into account the ability to adapt to these
new trends.

One recent method is UEWDM that applies UML Profiles as the graphical
notation in the modeling stage. This method copes with conceptual design by
dividing it into two-sub design called informational class and dynamic process
design [86] [87].

A study made by Wakil and Jawawi [145] analyzed IFML models in the pro-
cess development lifecycle to show capability of the method used in the process
development. Results of this study showed that IFML is a good method with
best practice but cannot fully support the web development lifecycle. The same
authors showed as a result of another study that some of the current web engineer-
ing methods were extended for new concerns of web applications but with some
limitations, meaning these methods have a lack of adaptability to support fea-
tures from modern web applications. In an attempt to solve this gap, the authors
of this study defined a new adaptive model for the web engineering methods that
can support the new features of modern web applications [141]. In this study,
the adaptive model and an example of its use are presented, but it is not entirely
clear how this new model would be introduced into each methodological proposal
to consider elements of modern applications.

Another interesting proposal is the Agile and Collaborative Model- Driven
Development method forWeb applications (WebAC-MDD), that was conceptual-
ized to transform agile models into Web application source-codes, using a Unified
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Modeling Language (UML) profile named Web Agile Modeling Language (Web-
AML). This method intends to represent a proposed solution for existing and
inherent problems, regarding productivity in the development of Web applica-
tions and efforts for modeling and documentation, which do not add any value
to clients [109].

The XIS-Web is a model-driven approach focused on the development of re-
sponsive web applications. This approach includes two main parts: the XIS-Web
modeling language, implemented as a UML profile; and the XISWeb framework,
which is a set of integrated software tools. XIS-Web stands out in four key as-
pects: supports the modeling of web applications around six viewpoints, which
ultimately promotes the separation of concerns that is key to managing com-
plexity; generates user-interface models from extended use-case models, relieving
this cumbersome and time consuming task from the user; employs latest genera-
tion web technologies (such as HTML5, JavaScript, CSS) that allow the required
flexibility of developing responsive web applications; and allows the creation of
platform-independent models without requiring a significant learning curve [128].

In the world of mobile application development there are several proposals
presented in the literature. A study we have published in the Journal of System
and Software [94], presents a detailed analysis of different proposals for the
development of mobile applications. In total, we analyzed and compared 23 MDD
solutions for mobile application development. In particular, determined to review
concepts and implementations of the data layer, the adoption of MDA, output
platforms, the native code generation, and the modeling aspects considered in
respective proposals.

Some of the results of this review are listed below:

1. The majority of the proposals present comparatives with at least two output
platforms, but in some cases, the approaches were described in only one
platform [15] [14] [48] [37] [17] [139]. Android and iOS were the first
and second most selected option as output platforms for case studies and
evaluations. Windows Phone appears in third place.

2. Most of the applications generated are native and data-oriented. Between
those approaches that do not generate code, some consider only a modeling
language [50] [119], or present a UML meta-model proposal [84] [64], or
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need additional libraries to interpret the modeling for different platforms
(i.e., MobDSL [67]). Other proposals generate hybrid code for PhoneGap
framework [28] [21] [46] [7] [8]. The remaining works generate native
code.

3. Just a few proposals contemplate only one aspect when modeling the mo-
bile applications, in particular, modeling only the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) of the applications [117] [50] [46] [37]. The rest of the proposals in
the majority, contemplate GUI, Data, and even behavior modeling of the
mobile application.

4. Most of the projects generate the application taking into account the struc-
ture of the project according to the corresponding Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) of the chosen platforms. Through this, a compilation
can be carried out with their respective SDK and thus obtain the final ap-
plication. Nevertheless, a different approach was found in MD2 [60] [59]
[75] and the MAML framework [105] [106]. MD2 allows compiling and gen-
erating the final application without modifying the generated code, which
includes the project’s files and settings, even static libraries. MAML is
closely related to MD2 because it uses MD2 for the generation of the final
code [106, p. 7433].

Finally, we have also made a Mapping Study on Development of Mobile Appli-
cations with Functions in the Cloud (MobileApps-FC) through the Model Driven
Approach that was published in CLEI Electronic Journal [120]. In this study
we found that there are some model driven proposals for the development of
MobileApps-FC that address the portability problem which include: WebRatio
[29], MD2 [58], SIMON [38], MobiCloud [102], and the proposals of Steiner et
al. [130], and Ruokonen et al. [115]. The analyzed proposals agree in pointing
some possible positive aspects about the use of MDD regarding the portability
issues in the context of the development of MobileApps-FC. More details of this
study can be found at [120].
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2.3 MDE Evidences in Academia and Industry

Although the introduction of MDD in the industry has not been easy in its
beginnings, we can say that there is currently optimism in its adoption. According
to Gartner, by 2024, MDD platforms will be responsible for over 65% of the
application development activity, and three-quarters of large enterprises will be
using at least four MDD platforms, as such platforms enable enterprises to develop
applications quicker using more capabilities and fewer conventional developers
[140]. Gartner [43] and Forrester [116] categorized MDD platforms, including
low-code/no-code platforms and business process management systems into the
following two sets: Business Process Management Suite (BPMS) and intelligent
Business Process Management Suite (iBPMS).

Below, we present some recent empirical work from both academia and indus-
try that demonstrate the interest and advantages of adopting this paradigm in
development environments.

Bordeleau et. al [23] discuss the introduction of Model Based Engineering
(MBE) tools in industry, which is often hindered by outdated assumptions on the
process and a slow return on investment. With respect to tool usage in industry,
the study indicates that are several key features currently missing that effectively
prevent the use of MBE tools. In this sense, mirroring the industrial use of
MBE tools, several similar challenges can be seen in modeling education, which
suggests that the topic of MBE education should not only be studied in isolation.
To tackle existing challenges, they outline directions for future work in the area of
MBE tooling. They found it important to improve model diff/merge capabilities
and the introduction of novel MBE strategies. A recommendation they suggest
for industry and communities is to improve technology transfer and initiatives
to start and foster open source communities around MBE. Some directions for
academic policy include an increased focus on tool creation or improvements in
tenure procedures.

Panach et. al [96] present a family of experiments replicating a baseline exper-
iment to analyze the quality of systems developed using MDD against traditional
software development methods. The results of the replications indicated that
MDD yields better values for accuracy than traditional development methods,
and that the differences between MDD and the control are bigger when the prob-
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lems to be solved are more complex since the effect size with complex problems
is moderate even with low statistical power. The authors of this study consider
that to exploit the strengths of MDD, it should be applied to complex problems.

Luna et. al [73] conduct a survey among hundreds of engineers from different
companies around the world and, by statistical analysis, they present the current
problems of MDD approaches in scale. In this study, a set of guidelines where
provided to improve Model-Driven Web Engineering approaches in order to make
them viable industry solutions. One important aspect mentioned in this article
is related to the necessity of an adaptive architecture that allows the develop-
ment team to abstract high-level concepts through graphs that contemplate the
importance of understanding and controlling the architecture of an application.

Farshidi et. al [45] presented a study of four industry case studies from dif-
ferent domains for Model-Driven Development platform selection. In this study,
twenty-six domain experts from different software-producing organizations have
participated to answer the research questions.

Some of the discussions made from this study are:

1. Software products may be more successful in some regions. In this sense,
not every MDD platform is equally represented in different regions of the
world.

2. The total cost of ownership of MDD platforms plays an inevitable factor
in the decision-making process. However, participants believed that func-
tional suitability, maturity, and popularity of potential solutions should be
prioritized higher.

3. The decision support system assigns higher scores to the general-purpose
platforms, such as Mendix and Appian, as they offer a vast set of services
and functions.

4. The experts asserted that MDD platforms should not be employed in three
use cases: (1) Complex applications with rich functionality, such as soft-
ware products, since requires continuous development and maintenance to
integrate a significant number of services and components from third par-
ties; (2) applications for enterprises that employ the generated applications
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to perform their core businesses; (3) businesses that rely principally on
freemium end-users, as MDD platforms may charge their customers based
on the number of their end-users.

From all the studies analyzed in this section, it is possible to notice that
although there is still a need for further empirical studies, the advances in both
industry and academia are increasing. Finally, the aforementioned predictions
indicate that in a few years they could become a trend in all sectors.

2.4 Final Discussions

Having analyzed the MDD theoretical framework, related works, current trends
and challenges in this chapter, it is possible to notice that the concerns mentioned
in Section 1.1 on model-driven development in Web applications are still requir-
ing research effort. Despite we see that although domain-specific languages are
gaining relevance, the use of standards is still a common practice, particularly
those related to modeling languages (such as UML). With respect to deal with the
evolution of the applications, it is still a necessity that also becomes even more
relevant with the increase in technologies, frameworks, platforms, architectures,
etc.

Furthermore, we see that although traditional methodologies have evolved,
the adaptation mechanisms have been carried out with certain limitations, not
achieving yet the grade of adaptability according to the evolution of technology.
Therefore, we see the need for the proposals to also adapt to new trends, in
such a way that it is possible to evolve both horizontally (e.g., moving from one
architecture to another, for example from web to mobile) and vertically (where
new elements are necessary to contemplate the requirements and functionalities,
such as including services and the cloud).

Finally, although this PhD Thesis will consider concerns 1 and 2 for the devel-
opment of a new proposal, it will mainly emphasize the 3rd concern, considering
specific mechanisms to adapt to new architectures to adequately evolve. Analysis
and validations of this PhD Thesis will be oriented to this goal.
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MoWebA: Model Oriented Web

Approach

Web development has motivated the so-called “Web Engineering” [41] [101],
which focuses on methodological Web proposals, in order to improve the quality of
the Web development process and the final product. Current Web methods centre
on developing techniques and/or models needed to define the design processes,
and on providing tools to support them [82], following the MDD (Model Driven
Development) approach in many cases [25]. Some methods have tool support for
generating automatic prototypes (e.g. VisualWADE for OO-H [52]), but only
a few, such as WebRatio for WebML, have automation tools tested in industrial
settings. There are various quantitative and qualitative studies that show how
MDD practices contribute to increase the efficiency and effectiveness in software
development [9] [96] [45].

The study of Web methods and the classification proposed by Schwinger and
Koch [126], as well as our previous experiences and that of different authors
[134] [24] [77], reveal some concerns. Below we list those more important from
our point of view.

The first concern establishes that “Navigational oriented modelling could help
simplify the models for Web Applications”. Navigation has been identified as a
critical and fundamental feature within Web Engineering [110] [133]. Never-
theless, navigational models are usually not the starting point of the modelling
process. In some situations, navigational models do not provide an appropri-
ate syntax to model common behaviours of current Web Systems, such as the
dynamic navigation behaviour observed during users’ interaction, or inter-intra
contextual navigation. Most of the methodologies mentioned in the literature
(UWE [65], WebML [36], OOWS [97], OO-H [53], OOHDM [134] start the
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design of navigational models from the conceptual (i.e., structural) model. Thus,
deriving the navigational model from the structural model may be useful in order
to organise the information content, but this does not model users’ interaction
in all their dimensions. Modelling the Navigational perspective according to the
way in which user wishes to explore the application (i.e. functional-oriented mod-
elling) helps to obtain friendly and easy to access navigational paths. Therefore,
the open issue is to find alternative ways to model the navigational perspective
better fitting the requirements of users’ interaction and making user navigation
more adherent to its mental model.

A second concern is that the “adoption of standards will facilitate interop-
erability between models, methods, transformations rules, and tools”. In recent
years, methodologies such as UWE [65], WebML [36], W2000 [13], OOWS
[97]; and tools such as Acceleo 1, AndroMDA 2, Integranova 3, Optimal J 4, Arc-
Styler 5, among others, have partially adapted their models, processes and/or
transformation languages to the Model Driven Architecture - MDA 6; MDA pro-
pose using several standard languages to follow MDD. Without adopting MDA
approach in all its potential, the methodologies tend not to take advantage of
the efficiency and effectiveness in Web engineering. Despite UWE being the only
methodology whose models and processes completely follow the MDA approach,
their code generation tools require additional adjustments for a complete trans-
formation (e.g. UWE4JSF which works in the Eclipse environment and gen-
erates JSF applications requiring additional adjustments for some java classes,
libraries, stylesheets, among others). For the semi-automatic generation of Web
applications some other approaches were implemented and are currently under
evaluation (http://uwe.pst.ifi.lmu.de/). In any case, it is an open line of research
how to take profit from the adoption of standards, transformation tools, and the
thorough MDA potential in Web engineering.

Finally, the third concern is the belief that “taking into account evolution of

1http://www.acceleo.org
2http://www.andromda.org
3http://www.integranova.com
4http://www.compuware.com
5http://www.markosweb.com/www/arcstyler.com
6MDA Guide Version 1.0.1,” 2003. [Online]. Available: http://www.omg.org/docs/omg/03-

06-01.pdf.
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Web environments is very important for improving the development of current
Web applications”. In fact, current Web applications evolve very fast (considering
technologies, platforms, architectures, diversity access devices, among others)
and methodologies need to be flexible in order to consider these Web tendencies.
Normally, methodologies try to do this by extending their modelling notations
(e.g. RIAs proposal for WebML [47]) at the level of Platform Independent
Model (PIM). In doing so, the platform independent models (PIMs) are not
technology/platform independent anymore, and they are becoming increasingly
complex to understand and manage. The consequence is a loss of portability of
the models. Therefore, the open issue is to find alternative ways to assure the
easy evolution of Web application as well as preserving the independence of the
PIM and the portability of models for different platforms.

MoWebA (Model Oriented Web Approach) try to respond to the previous
concerns and their related open issues. It adopts the MDD approach in every
phase and the corresponding supporting tools trying to offer more efficiency and
effectiveness in Web applications development; it offers an innovative proposal for
the navigational perspective; and it considers the new technological tendencies in
Web Applications.

The main contributions of MoWebA are: i) providing a view of navigation,
more function-oriented (i.e. behavioural-oriented) than data-oriented, trying to
better capturing the requirements of users interaction; ii) considering almost all
the modelling process, starting from the navigational model instead of the con-
ceptual/data model; iii) providing an architectural level of modelling definition
titled ASM – Architectural Specific Model, in order to facilitate the evolution of
applications.

3.1 MoWebA in a nutshell

MoWebA defines methodological aspects (processes, stages, work products, di-
mensions) and complements these aspects with an entire environment, including
modelling and transformation tools, automatic code generation, use of standards,
and layered architecture, among others. For this reason, we refer to MoWebA as
a "Navigational role-centric Model-Based Approach to Web Application Devel-
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Figure 3.1: MoWebA dimensions

opment". Figure 3.1 shows the MoWebA dimensions: phases, levels and aspects.

The phases dimension covers the modelling and transformation processes.
MoWebA adopts the MDA approach by identifying three different abstractions
for modelling: the problem space, covered by CIM (Computational Independent
Model) and PIM (Platform Independent Model) models; the solution modelling
space, covered by ASM (Architectural Specific Modelling) and PSM (Platform
Specific Modelling) models; and the source code definition, covered by ISM (Im-
plementation Specific Model) and Manual code. The levels dimension deals with
complementary perspectives to be considered in every phase (content, business
logic, navigation, presentation, users). Finally, the aspects dimension addresses
the structure and behaviour considerations for each perspective.

MoWebA defines two main complementary processes: one related to the mod-
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elling activities and the other to the transformation activities. As shown in Figure
3.1, the horizontal axis represents the MoWebA transformation process. To for-
malize the modelling and transformation processes, it adopts the MOF language
for abstract syntax definition, and the UML profile extension for a precise defi-
nition of the modelling language.

The modelling process includes the necessary activities to get all the diagrams
for the complete specification of the system-to-be (considering the problem space,
architecture/s, and destination platform/s). This process considers the CIM,
the PIM, the ASM and the PSM with their corresponding modelling activities.
CIM definition covers the late requirements identification, focusing on functional
requirements specifications. PIM specification is based on five models, offering
a strong separation of concerns: Domain, Logic, Navigation, Presentation, and
User. The ASM enriches the models with information for a specific architecture
(e.g. Rich Internet Applications, Service Oriented Applications, REST, among
others) and the PSM contemplates information for a target platform (e.g. a
specific language, or a framework).

The transformation process, on the other hand, is related to the steps, tech-
niques, and tools, which allow M2M (i.e., model-to-model) and/or M2T (i.e.,
model-to-code) transformations. This process is based on the MDA approach, and
implies steps and activities for transforming specification in order to go through
each MoWebA phase (i.e., CIM/PIM-ASM/PSM, ASM/PSM-ISM/Manual ad-
justments). The CIM/PIM-ASM/PSM transformation is done in a semi-automatic
way (i.e., introducing some manual adjustments), by defining the metamodels for
specific architecture or platform, and the corresponding mapping rules for PIM-
ASM/PSM transformations. The ASM/PSM-ISM transformation corresponds to
the automatic transformation from the models to the application code. Since
real experiences have shown that sometimes manual adjustments are necessary,
we consider a “Manual adjustment” phase, where additional code can be added
to adapt the application. Finally, the transformation process is done iteratively,
allowing an incremental application development. This proposal was published
at International Journal of Web Engineering and Technology in 2016 [57].

Some of the main features of MoWebA are:

1. well-defined layered structure (achieves a clear separation of concepts);
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2. modeling centered in a hierarchical function-oriented navigation (allows a
more appropriate design of a user interaction based navigation); and,

3. enrichment of existing models considering aspects related to the final archi-
tecture of the system (e.g., RIA, SOA, REST, among others).

The next sections detail the modelling and transformation processes of MoWebA.

3.2 The Modeling process

This section starts by presenting a general overview of the stages and activi-
ties, and then going into details for each stage, considering diagrams, notations
and tasks involved. To clarify the proposal, we use as an example a Web-based
Academic System. The system supports teachers, students, staff and the gen-
eral public, and covers a range of basic functions such as: student registrations
processing, courses monitoring, and school, department and career management.
Teachers have sufficient privileges to manage the courses they are in charge of
and provide students with information regarding their current status. Students
have the required privileges to track the courses they are enrolled in and also ac-
cess their current academic status. Finally, the system should provide the facility
to perform administrative tasks such as faculty, course, department, and subject
management.

The modelling process includes the CIM, PIM, ASM and PSM specification
and systematized in seven stages (see Figure 3.3). Stages 1 through 6 are oriented
to CIM and PIM definitions, based on the dependency relationships between the
different models, the level of granularity of the modelling task, and the type of
modelling to be done; these stages are done manually. MoWebA adopts the Use
Case model for CIM definition, focusing on modelling the functional requirements
of the system-to-be. For PIM definition, MoWebA proposes the following models:
i) Entity Model; ii) Navigational Model; iii) Behavioural Model; iv) Presentation
Model; and v) User Model. Each model is composed of one or more diagrams.
Figure 3.2 presents the dependency relationships between the different models.

Stage 1 is related to the requirements analysis. The artefact produced in this
stage is a Use Case diagram representing the functional, navigational and usabil-
ity requirements, as well as potential users of the application. Stage 2 corresponds
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Figure 3.2: Diagrams in MoWebA

to the navigational structure, role and domain definition. In this stage a Navi-
gational Tree Diagram is defined to organise the system basic functionalities in a
hierarchical way. The Role and Zone diagrams are created considering the poten-
tial users identified at stage 1. An Entity diagram defines the structure and the
static relationships between classes identified in the problem domain. Stage 3 de-
fines the navigational behaviour for each node through the Node diagram. Stage 4
defines which elements are going to be displayed on every presentation page using
the Content diagram. The pages structure (positions of headers, menus, footers,
among others) is also defined through the Structure diagram. In addition, struc-
tural composition of business process and transactional procedures are defined
with the Logic diagram. In Stage 5 the main activity is to personalise the models
through the Adaptation model. MoWebA proposes Source and Rules diagrams to
model different kinds of adaptations (i.e. adaptive). Stage 6 proposes a detailed
definition of each service or action identified at Logic and Content diagrams us-
ing the Service diagram. Stage 7 contemplates the architectural and platform
aspects. This stage is done in a semi-automatic way. It proposes an enrichment
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of existing models in order to consider aspects related to the final architecture of
the system (e.g. RIAs, SOAs, REST), specifying the ASM diagram. The next
step proposes to add platform specific information (e.g. Ruby on Rails, Python,
PHP, Java), specifying the PSM diagrams.

The modelling process is an iterative and incremental process, allowing for di-
agram refinement. Next sub-sections describe the different stages of the modelling
process.

3.2.1 Stage 1: Identify Potential Users and Functional Re-

quirements

As a first stage, we need to specify the main goal of the system. In the example,
the main goal could be stated as follow: “To develop a Web-Based Application for
academic management of a University in order to process student registrations,
course monitoring, and school, department and career management; oriented to
students, professors and administrators”.

Early requirements are out of the scope of MoWebA. However, we assume that
the designer may use specification scenario based techniques that already exist in
order to get a good understanding of the problem domain [95]. MoWebA covers
the Use Case Diagram with the identification of the different actors and a list of
functions associated to the actors (see Figure 3.4). In this classification, there
are some similar or common functions that should be re-organised or re-grouped.
In the next stage, we will refine the potential users, identify the domain model
and define a navigational structure based on the functionalities defined in this
stage.

3.2.2 Stage 2: Specify Navigational Structure, User roles

and Domain

This stage defines the following artefacts: Navigational Tree, Role-Zone and En-
tity.

Navigation in MoWebA covers both structural and behavioural aspects. The
structural aspects are modelled in this stage in terms of “navigable nodes” and
their relationships. A “Navigable Node” is a functional unit of the system, and
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Figure 3.3: The MoWebA Modelling Process

the navigation is “the change from one navigational node to another as a result of
an invocation from the user or an external agent”. Therefore, navigation occurs
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Figure 3.4: The Use Case diagram for the Academic System

Figure 3.5: Navigational Tree for the Web-based Academic System

when an external agent interacts through the invocation of a “Navigational Node”.
The Navigational Tree diagram represents the application’s navigational space

and it is composed of zero or more navigational elements. These elements may
be nodes or links. A navigational node connects to other nodes by means of
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relationships, called hard links, which denote a hierarchy in the Navigational
Tree. The Navigational Tree is defined following four activities: i) analyse the
use cases defined at stage 1; ii) analyse the actors diagram for a functional unit
hierarchy definition; iii) define an initial point for the hierarchical structure; and
iv) create a structure considering the relationships between Use Cases and actors.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of a Navigational Tree.

The Navigational Tree has remarkable differences with other approaches in
the fundamental concept of the “navigable node”. The most mentioned method-
ologies in the literature create the navigational structure from the conceptual
model. This has two important implications: i) the level of granularity of naviga-
tional elements are directly related to structural elements (e.g. classes); and, ii)
navigation is obtained considering the way information is structured (e.g. classes
relationships), not the way it is accessed. In the case of MoWebA, navigation
structure is defined considering the functional units as the granularity level, and
navigation paths are defined considering hard links between the units, defining
though the navigation from the way users interact with the system. With this
approach it is possible to model a functional-oriented navigational structure, and
to generate several exploration levels, which represent menus and sub-menus,
keeping the user located by using "breadcrumbs" and "history of navigation".

However, hard links are not sufficient to specify the navigational structure
of an application, because there are situations in which navigation through a
different context will be necessary (e.g. once authenticated, the user must specify
the destination node). To meet this need, we define the softLink, which will be
specified in the Node diagram (next section).

To formalize the modelling and transformation processes, we used the MOF
language for the abstract syntax definition, and UML profile extension for the con-
crete syntax of the modelling language. The MOF definition specifies MoWebA
in terms of a metamodelling language, allowing the definition of concepts in a
more rigorous way. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 shows the navigational tree metamodel
and the corresponding UML profile. In this case, only two stereotypes («node»
and «hLink») are necessary. The Role diagram represents the hierarchy of user
roles, that is, groups of users that can access the same functionalities. For this
diagram MoWebA proposes the use of the UML actors stereotyped with «role».
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Figure 3.6: Metamodel of the navigational tree diagram

The Zone diagram represents contexts containing certain behavioural profiles
in relation to each other. The zones provide system designers the possibility to
explicitly define different contexts with multiple roles assumed by users. There
may be several zones defined in a system, each one accessed by several roles,
and, in turn, users could have more than one role. For example we define a
zone in which both students and teachers can access (e.g. subjects or career)
and, a different zone for managers (e.g. department). Moreover, the zone could
be relative, that is, dependent on a domain class indicating that for a user to
assume a certain role, additional information is needed (e.g. at the "Academic"
zone, which is accessed by Professor and Student roles, each user would take at
most one of these roles for each subject; see Figure 3.8).

To complete the Role and Zone modelling task, it is necessary to define roles/-
zones access privileges on the elements of the system by establishing a dependency
relationship between a «role» or a «zone» and elements of another diagram (i.e.
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Figure 3.7: UML Profile of the navigational tree diagram

nodes access privileges in Navigational Tree diagram). A relationship implies that
the elements are available for the specified role/zones assigned. Such relationships
would be refined in the next stages of other diagrams (logic, presentation, among
others). In Figure 3.5 the node "Course tracking" has privileged access to the
"Academic" zone, indicating that both students and teachers have access to that
node. The same privileges are inherited by the nodes below in the hierarchy,
maintaining access restricted to students and teachers.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 present the zone and role metamodel and UML profile. A
role diagram is composed of one or more RD elements, which could be specialized
in “User”, “Role” and “Zone”. Each zone can be composed in one or more roles
which could have attributeRoles. The zones could be aggregated by other zones,
and roles can be defined in a hierarchy.
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Figure 3.8: Example of zone diagram

For the Entity diagram definition, MoWebA adopts the UML class diagram,
where each class is stereotyped with «entity». Entities, attributes and relation-
ships are identified by the functionalities description of stage 1. A simple example
of an Entity diagram is shown in Figure 3.11.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 presents Entity metamodel and UML Profile that
includes a new stereotype («entity»).

3.2.3 Stage 3: Specify Navigational Behaviour

Each node in the Navigational tree must have an associated Navigational Node
diagram representing its navigational behaviour. The Node diagram is defined
using the UML State diagram.

There are three categories of states: flow states, virtual states and final states.
Flow states are transient and as such, they are visited only momentarily to create
linkages with other elements of the diagram. Flow states can be further classified
into four types: 1) initial states, 2) pseudo states, 3) junctions, 4) and service
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Figure 3.9: Metamodel of the zone diagram

states, which model the services provided by the node. Virtual states represent
stationary states indicating the fact that the navigation flow remains in a "virtual
point" within a node, waiting for an interaction from an external agent. In stage
4, each virtual state will be linked to a presentation page.

The transitions between two states (o state nodes) are specialized in two sub-
types: the control flow transitions and the hyperlinks. The control flow models
the natural control transfer that occurs between two states, without requiring an
external user interaction. The hyperlink models a transition between two states
resulting from an invocation of an internal link, which leads to an interaction
between the user and the system. A control flow transition can only have a flow
state as source, and any type of state as target (e.g. the transition between the
service "Login" and "Error Message"). The hyperlink transition can only have
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Figure 3.10: UML Profile of the zone diagram

a virtual state as source, and any state as target (e.g. the transition between
"Entering data" and service "Login"). Hyperlinks defined in the node diagram
correspond to possible internal navigations, triggered by user interactions. The
final state can be connected to another node in the navigational tree; if there is
such linkage, it defines a soft link (sLink). This will allow navigation to a unit
not directly linked to the functional node of the navigational tree structure.

Figure 3.14 shows an example for the authentication process in which the
user has to type a user name and a password (“Entering data” virtualState), then
a login service is executed to validate data, and finally, depending on the results,
an error message will appear (“Error Message” virtualState) or a soft link will take
the user to the root node of the system (“sLinkNode=Show details of careers”).

The Node diagram allows modelling navigational behaviour aspects obtained
from dynamic interactions with the user.

As shown in Figure 3.15, a node diagram is composed of ND Elements (node
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Figure 3.11: Simplified entity diagram for the Web-based Academic System

Figure 3.12: Metamodel of the entity diagram
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Figure 3.13: UML Profile of the entity diagram

diagram elements). The ND Elements are classified into State and Transition.
States in turn are specialized into FlowState, FinalState and VirtualState. On the
other hand, Transitions can be classified as sLink, HyperLink, or ControlFlow.
Finally, a number of relationships between the elements have been defined indi-
cating associations that must be considered in order to comply with the different
proposed constraints.

In the corresponding UML Profile definition (figure 3.16), it is possible to no-
tice that the «state» stereotype is an extension of the State UML metaclass. The
«transition» stereotype is an extension of the Transition UML metaclass, and the
«sLink» stereotype is an extension of the FinalState UML metaclass. This figure
also shows that «virtualState» and «service» are specializations of «state», and
«transition» is specialized in «hyperlink» and «controlFlow». Finally, the asso-
ciation between «virtualState» and «presentationPage» establishes that for each
«virtualState» of the Node Diagram there should be a «presentationPage». The
association between «sLink» and «node» allows modellers to link a destination
node to a final state in the Node diagram.
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Figure 3.14: Node diagram for the Authentication tree node

3.2.4 Stage 4: Specify Logic Behaviour and Presentation

To consider the behavioural modelling, MoWebA defines two diagrams: Logic
Behaviour and Service diagrams. The Logic Behaviour diagram encapsulates
and structures all the behaviour actions (business processes and transactional
procedures) that affect the system. This is done by defining classes stereotyped
with «process» and «valueObjects». The "process" class encapsulates business
processes that represent complex transactions and are associated through a de-
pendent relationship with one or more classes of the Entity diagram. These
dependency relationships imply that the partners are accessed by the operations
defined in the process. On the other hand, the "valueObjects" class encapsulates
data, and depends on one or more entities, containing a subset of attributes de-
fined in the dependent classes. Every service identified in other diagrams, should
also be included into the Logic Behaviour diagram as a service for some process.
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Figure 3.15: Metamodel of the node diagram

Furthermore, value objects provide domain visibility to the presentation layer.
This means that access to the domain has to be done by appropriate value ob-
jects defined at the logic behaviour layer. The other behavioural diagram, called
Service diagram, will be explained in stage 6.

A simplified example of Logic Behaviour diagram is shown in Figure 3.17
representing a logic process called “Authentication” which is conformed of two
services (login, logout). It is important to notice that the “login” service has
been already defined at the Navigational Node diagram “Authentication” (see
Figure 3.14). In Figure 3.17 , we define two «valueObject» elements, SubjectVO
and CareerVO. Notice the dependency between entities and value objects (e.g.
SubjectVO and the Subject entity).

The LD Elements of the Logic Behaviour metamodel (see Figure 3.18) are
classified into ValueObjects and TProcess. The ValueObjects are composed of
Attributes, and the TProcess of Services which can be defined in other diagrams
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Figure 3.16: UML Profile of the node diagram

(e.g. services defined in the node diagram).

The presentation is mainly aimed to facilitate the interaction with the out-
side world and to provide the necessary elements for users to successfully perform
tasks, such as entering data, enabling processes and browsing. For the Presenta-
tion Model, MoWebA considers the following aspects: the presentation content;
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Figure 3.17: Logic Behaviour Diagram

Figure 3.18: Metamodel of the Logic Behaviour Diagram
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Figure 3.19: UML Profile of the Logic Behaviour Diagram

the presentation structure; the format of elements within each region; and the
elements’ style. Thus, MoWebA defines two presentation diagrams: Content and
Structure diagrams.

The Content diagram allows modellers to specify the different elements that
will be presented to final users in each page. The diagram consists of a set of pre-
sentation pages, each one related to a «virtualState» of the Node diagrams, which
contain one or more «compositeUIElements». Each «compositeUIElements» class
can have attributes classified as follows: static attributes, which represent static
information not related to any other element of the different diagrams (e.g. the
title of the web page or static text information); and binding attributes, which
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Figure 3.20: Subject Management Presentation Page

allows the transition from one state to another (e.g. a submit button). The
presentation classes can also display information from a «valueObject» by estab-
lishing a dependency relationship between the class and a "valueObject" defined
in the Logical Layer diagram. Figure 3.20 shows the presentation page "Subject
Management" which is made up of two «compositeUIElements»: SubjectMng and
ShowCareers. The composite element ShowCareers, contains a DropBox attribute
to display all the available careers, and an association with the «compositeUIEle-
ment» SubjectsMng, to display all available subjects of a specific career. It is
worth noting that the data that will be shown in the name attribute of Show-
Careers, is defined by the dependency relationship between ShowCareers and
CareersVO (this is also true for SubjectMng and SubjectVO). Finally, groupBy
and orderBy tagged values defined for SubjectMng allows grouping and ordering
subjects by semester.

Figure 3.21 shows the Presentation Diagram composed of one or more Pre-
sentationPages, which aggregate different PD Elements. The PD Elements are
classified into UIElements and CompositeUIElements. UIElements in turn are
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Figure 3.21: Metamodel of Content Diagram

specialized into Anchor, TextInput, Button, Text, List, htmlText, Multimedia
and ExternalLinks. Each element has properties in order to model additional
aspects related to constraints, limitations, possible values, among others.

The Structure diagram is used for the definition of page areas (e.g. header,
footer, or menu areas). UML packages stereotyped with «layout» represent re-
gions. Each region can be composed of other sub-regions, and it is possible to
define different layout structures for the same application (e.g. one structure
diagram for each different target platform). It is also possible to define a basic
content diagram for each region, which can then be complemented with the dia-
grams defined for each «virtualState». An example of the latter is shown in Figure
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Figure 3.22: UML Profile of Content Diagram

3.20 and Figure 3.23. Figure 3.23 shows the basic content of the rightLayout
region that will show the latest news available (ShowNews class), and some basic
page information (RightElements class). On the other hand, Figure 3.20 shows
the Content diagram for the “Subject Management” «virtualState». This diagram
indicates that the elements of the “SubjectMng” class will be placed in “Rigth-
Layout” of the Structure diagram, extending the basic content (news and basic
information) of the region with the specific content of this page (SubjectMng ele-
ments). ShowCareers class, on the other side, will be placed in a different region
of the Structure diagram ("BodyLayout"). Finally, to indicate the order in which
presentation elements will be shown, a pair number property is defined, where the
first number sets the vertical order and the second number the horizontal order.

With respect to the presentation style, even though it is considered a relevant
aspect for the presentation layer, in our vision it is more reasonable to deal
with style specifications in the ISM phase. Reasons for this decision are the
style being very changing and normally taken into account in the final stages of
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Figure 3.23: Structure Diagram and example of a Content Diagram for the Right-
Layout

development; the lack of a standard language at the modelling phase to specify
this aspect and; the possibility to separately differentiate style from other aspects,
allowing modifications of the application without changing any code (e.g. with
CSS templates we could change the style at any time, affecting the appearance
of the application).

Figure 3.24 depicts the Structure Diagram metamodel, which is mainly com-
posed of LD Elements. The LD Elements are classified into Layout, which can
be composed of other layouts. The layouts define dimensions and positions prop-
erties.

3.2.5 Stage 5: Specify Personalisation

According to Weibelzahl, personalisation refers to both adaptability and adap-
tivity [147]. Adaptability requires user interaction in order to conceive person-
alisation (e.g. change colors, or types). On the other hand, adaptivity allows
personalisation considering other factors without a direct user intervention (e.g.
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Figure 3.24: Metamodel of the Structure Diagram

suggest list of books based on previous purchases). In order to consider these con-
cepts, MoWebA defines two diagrams: Information Source and Rule diagrams.

The Information Source diagram models user information needs for adapta-
tion. The information sources refer to the system domain factors to be considered
for rule conditioning, (e.g. in the example, an information source could be the
level of knowledge for specific users). The next step is to define associations be-
tween sources and users considering the roles that they should play in the system.
Therefore, we define a set of information sources and associate them with a given
role; these are stereotyped with «roleAttribute». The «roleAttribute» stereotype
is used to establish relationships between sources and roles, and it is possible to
set default values to these attributes. Figure 3.26 shows an example, we have
defined two sources (Preference and Knowledge), assigned roleAttributes to the
Student, and assigned default values to these attributes (language=English and
level=beginner). Such default values could be changed at any time in the future.

The Rules diagram allows the definition of “Condition-Action” rules that es-
tablish under which conditions a rule must be triggered in order to perform a
specific action. The final result will be a dynamic adaptation of the system. An
example of an adaptivity personalisation is a rule defined to filter exercise exam-
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Figure 3.25: UML Profile of the Structure Diagram

ples, the filtering could be done based on types of exercise that the student has
already solved.

There are two types of rules: i) general rules (e.g. if language is set to “En-
glish”, whenever a «text» element appears, it should be in English); and, ii)
specific rules applied to specific elements (e.g. even though the font type is set
to “normal”, a specific title of a page should be “large”).

Rules are specified using an OCL Expression as the tagged value of the class.
For example, in Figure 3.27, the general rule called “LanguageRule” has been
defined for «compositeUIElements» of the content diagrams, belonging to Aca-
demic Zone (i.e., the zone associated to the student and professor roles). The
OCL expression defines a condition related to the language attribute, triggering
the selectContentLanguage action if the default language is “English”. The be-
haviour of the selectContentLangage action must be specified in some way. In
order to do this we define a process in the logic layer diagram called Adapta-
tionService, and add the action selectContentLanguage as a «service» operation.
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Figure 3.26: Source Information Diagram for Web-based Academic System

Figure 3.27: Rule example for language definition

The detailed behaviour of the selectContentLanguage «service» is then modelled
in the service diagram, which will we be explained in the next section.

An Adaptation Diagram is composed of rules and sources (see Figure 3.28).
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Figure 3.28: Adaptation Metamodel

For each rule we can specify a series of properties (name, OCLExpression and
rule type). The rules can be associated to one or more roleAttributes of the role
diagram, as well as one or more compositeULElement of the content diagram.

3.2.6 Stage 6: Detail Navigational, Logic, Adaptation and

Presentation Services

Behavioural actions for each service specified at the navigational, logic, adapta-
tion, and presentation diagrams can be modelled through the MoWebA Services
diagrams. The Service diagrams use UML Activity diagrams enriched with OCL
and Action Semantics. For each service/action defined in the other diagrams, it
is possible to create a Service diagram that encapsulates the associated service
behaviour. Services are defined in the logic layer diagram and could be invoked
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Figure 3.29: Adaptation UML Profile

by entities, rules, node or content diagrams elements.

To specify behavioural actions we use a set of basic and fundamental con-
structors. The basic constructors represent actions, transitions and pseudo-states.
Fundamentals constructors consist of action specializations classified into: Call-
BehaviorAction, representing a type of action that can invoke other behaviour;
DomainAccessAction, representing access to the Entity model to perform an op-
eration on it; and VariableAction, representing a special type of action whose
implementation performs various operations on variables. Figure 3.30 shows
the Service diagram for the selectContentLanguage action, invoked by the rule
“languageRule” (see figure 3.27).

Services allow the definition of behaviour actions at the modelling phase.
In some situations a Service diagram can be very complicated, because of the
complex logic that it represents. In this case the Service diagram definition could
be avoided leaving the task of definition for the ISM phase.

The main idea of the service metamodel (see Figure 3.31) is to define spe-
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Figure 3.30: Adaptation Service

cializations of Action, which will enable to define more complex behaviours in
the metamodel. The metaclass CallBehaviorAction represents a special kind of
action that can invoke other behaviours represented by an activity diagram, or a
behaviour that will come built into the final platform destination. In the figure,
there are listed others specialization of Action (variableAction, domainAccessAc-
tion and writePage), and their relationships with other classes. The corresponding
UML Profile for the Service metamodel is presented in Figure 3.32.

3.2.7 Stage 7: ASM and PSM definition

Stage 7 is composed of two different models, which can be generated in a semi-
automatic way from the diagrams defined during the previous stages: the Ar-
chitectural Specific Model (ASM) and the Platform Specific Model (PSM). ASM
enriches the previous models with additional information related to the system
architecture (e.g. RIAs, REST, among others). PSM is oriented to refine the
models by adding information related to the platform and language selected for
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Figure 3.31: Service Diagram Metamodel

the final system (e.g. Java, .NET, PostgreSQL, among others). At this stage,
we are moving from the conceptual definition (CIM/PIM models) to the solution
definition (ASM/PSM models).

It is important to mention that other approaches generally include architec-
tural aspects at the conceptual modelling level, without making a clear distinction
between the independent model and the architectural one. For example, in or-
der to generate Rich Internet Applications - RIAs, current approaches extend
their notations with additional primitives or patterns considered at the concep-
tual modelling phase (e.g. WebML RIA [47], UWE for RIA [66]). In MoWebA,
the PIM could be used for different architectures (e.g. RIAs, REST, client-server,
SOAs) since architectural aspects are not contemplated in this model. Therefore,
MoWebA makes a clear separation between the conceptual space and architec-
tural aspects, defining them on different modelling abstraction levels. In this
way, our approach offers enough flexibility to evolve into different architectures
starting from the same PIM model.

It is necessary to define the ASM model before using it. This definition en-
compasses the specification of the corresponding metamodel, among other steps.
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Figure 3.32: Service Diagram UML Profile

Brambilla et al. have recommended a process for defining an abstract syntax [25]
and MoWebA follows it to define an ASM metamodel. Furthermore, MoWebA
complements the suggested process with additional steps that go from the defini-
tion of the concrete syntax till the generation of the final code of an application
[56].

The steps of this process are synthesized below:

1. Define the ASM metamodel using MOF.

2. Define the corresponding UML Profile.

3. Specify the mapping rules from PIM elements to ASM elements.

4. Define transformation rules from PIM to ASM using standard transforma-
tion languages (e.g., ATL or QVT).

5. Define transformation rules from ASM to PSM and PSM to code, or from
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Figure 3.33: Navigational Node applying the ASMRia model

ASM to code, using M2M and M2T (e.g., Acceleo) transformation lan-
guages, respectively.

As it can be seen in the steps of the previous process, the MoWebA approach
requires some additional effort as a counterpart of improving the portability of
the PIM and facilitating the architectural evolution of applications. This includes
the need for the specification of ASM metamodels and the definition of the cor-
responding transformation rules, in order to achieve automatic transformations
on the proposed architecture. In any case, it should be noticed that all previous
steps will only be performed once, when targeting to a new architecture for the
first time.

Once the ASM for a specific architecture is defined, it can be used to develop
an application for the selected architecture following these steps:

1. Define the MoWebA CIM/PIM diagrams following the modeling process
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(see previous stages).

2. Apply transformation rules in order to obtain the first version of the ASM
model.

3. Make manual adjustments (if necessary) to complete the ASM model.

4. Generate the PSM models and/or the final code, applying transformation
rules.

5. Include manual adjustments, if necessary.

As an example, we show a simplified ASM model for the RIA architecture,
called ASMRia. RIAs are web applications, which use data that can be pro-
cessed both by the server and the client. The data exchange takes place in an
asynchronous way, so that the client stays responsive while continuously recalcu-
lating or updating parts of the user interface. RIAs main characteristics are: data
and page computation distribution, asynchronous communication between client
and server, and enhanced user interface behaviour [66] [24]. In order to model
these characteristics in an ASM Model, MoWebA defines a series of stereotypes
and tagged values. As an example of an ASMRia model for the academic system,
Figure 3.33 shows the navigational node diagram for the “Authentication” node.
The navigational node “Authentication” is stereotyped with «richNode», mean-
ing that everything inside this node will be executed mostly on the client side.
Asynchronous communication is achieved for example by transitions modelled
after the “Entering data” virtual state, since user validation is processed on the
server. An example of a client side service could be “validatePass” stereotyped
with «clientService». This service should be invoked at the presentation layer
when the user sets a password in order to validate security levels.

Figure 3.34 shows the ASMRia metamodel for this example and Figure 3.35
its corresponding UML Profile. In this metamodel, we show the extensions made
on different elements related to distribution (client/server) and duration of per-
sistent data and services. Later on we will present a more complete version of the
ASMRia metamodel considering presentation patterns, synchronization, among
other and the process applied for the ASM definition.
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Figure 3.34: Simplified example of ASMRia metamodel

Figure 3.35: Simplified example of ASMRia metamodel

The PSM model enriches the models with specific platform information as the
MDA approach suggests. In this sense, we can have one or more PSM models
depending on the target platform selected for the application.

The ASM and the PSM can be defined and included into the model as plug-in
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Figure 3.36: MoWebA Transformation Process

extensions. Indeed, to consider emerging Web Technologies, MoWebA proposes
to define a new ASM and/or PSM metamodel.

In chapter 4 we will present the whole process with different experiences we
made in order to validate the proposal.

3.3 MoWebA Transformation Process

The transformation process implies steps and activities for transformation spec-
ification in order to go through each MoWebA phase (CIM/PIM-ASM/PSM,
ASM/PSM-ISM/Manual). This process aims to define intermediate specific mod-
els before the final implementation (see Figure 3.36).

The transformation process is based on metamodels (PIM-ASM-PSM trans-
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Figure 3.37: QVT definition to obtain the PSMPostgres diagram

formation). The PIM-ASM/PSM phase is done in a semi-automatic way; since
sometimes the information to be added requires human intervention (e.g. in RIAs,
the modeller needs to specify where services will be executed, on the client or on
the server). The automation of this process is done using MDD standards such
as QVT or ATL, along with a tool that supports these standards. An example
of the QVT transformation rule is shown in Figure 3.37. In this figure, the
QVT transformation rule is defined by using the Relation language, in order to
transform the MoWebA Entity Diagram (which corresponds to the input model)
in a PSMPostgres (which corresponds to the output model) diagram. Input and
output diagrams vary according to each specific QVT transformation rule.

The ASM/PSM-ISM phase is done automatically by using open source tools
(e.g. Acceleo, AndroMDA). The input models of this phase are the PSMs ob-
tained at the previous phase, and the output will be see source code.

We refer to the final implementation of the System as ISM. The ISM will
contain code for every platform selected and the bridges between them, in or-
der to get a functional system ready to be deployed. We have experienced two
types of ISM obtained by defining transformation rules with two different tools:
AndroMDA and Acceleo.

In order to implement the MoWebA transformation rules, we defined a series
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Figure 3.38: The Web-based Transformation Process

of modules (shown in Figure 3.39). For reasons of space, we will only explain in
detail the Source and Rule models, defined for the Adaptation code generation
phase.

The transformation process for our Web Academic System example is shown
in Figure 3.38.

The Academic System was generated using the Acceleo Tool. Acceleo is con-
sidered a template-based M2T (model to text) transformation open source MDD
tool, which adopts the MTL (Model to Text Language) standard for transfor-
mation rules definition7. This tool was created in 2006 as a part of the Eclipse
Modelling Project (EMP)8. The Acceleo code generation process considers the
following steps:

7http://www.omg.org/spec/MOFM2T/1.0/PDF
8http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/
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1. Code generator project creation

2. Input models inclusion (XMI files)

3. Modules definition and templates creation

4. Associated services creation

5. Code Generation

6. Project depuration

7. Generators modules exportation

Modules are considered as partial or full implementations of transformation
rules for a specific platform. They can be executed as plug-ins of Eclipse to gen-
erate an application in the target platform. Modules are composed of templates,
services and queries written in the Java programming language. Templates use a
specific syntax composed of tags. Queries are used to extract information from
the model, which can return values or collections. Java services are used to define
complex or common operations that can be accessed by the different templates
defined within the module.

The Adaptation transformation rules are composed of the Source and Rule
modules. The Source module contains templates defined for information source
generation and the Rule module corresponds to the adaptation rules processing.

The Source module is composed of the following templates:

• generateTableSource: creates the database tables with the parameters de-
fined in the information source model.

• loadSources: generates a file with SQL sentences to insert possible values
defined in enumerations.

• generateTableSourceType: generates Ruby files for modules in order to
manipulate the database tables.

• generateSourcesForRoleAttribute: associates a user with a specific role, and
information sources with default values defined in the model.
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Figure 3.39: Acceleo modules definition for MoWebA

Listing 3.1 shows the generateTableSourceType template.

Listing 3.1: generateTableSourceType.mtl template in Acceleo.
1 [module generateTableSourceType(’http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/5.0.0/UML’)]
2

3 [template public generateTableSourceType(c: Class)]
4
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5 [comment @main/]
6 [if(c.hasStereotype(’source’)) ]
7 [file (’create_’+c.name.toLower()+’.rb’,false,’UTF-8’)]
8

9 class Create[c.name/] <ActiveRecord::Migration
10 def self.up
11 create_table :[c.name.toLower()/] do |t|
12 [for( a : Property | c.attribute)]
13 t.integer :[a.type.name.toLower()/]_id
14 [/for]
15 end
16 end
17

18 def self.down
19 drop_table :[c.name.toLower()/]
20 end
21 end
22 [/file]
23 [/if]
24 [/template]

The Rule model, on the other side is composed of:

• generalRuleTransformation: is applied to the rule classes stereotyped with
«rule» and isGeneral=True. This template is composed of auxiliary tem-
plates: getOclExpression, to retrieve the OCL expression; getSource, to
identify the source referencing; and sourceType, to identify the source type.

• applyGeneralRule.mtl: is defined to apply the general rule to the presenta-
tion elements.

• specificRuleTransformation.mtl: analyses the specific rules, retrieving the
OCL expressions, sources and actions.

• applySpecificRule.mtl: applies the specific rule to the presentation elements
associated to it.

The Listing 3.2 shows the generalRuleTransoformation.mtl template.

Listing 3.2: generalRuleTransformation.mtl template in Acceleo.
1 [comment encoding = UTF-8 /]
2 [module

generalRuleTransformation(’http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/5.0.0/UML’)]
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3

4 [template public generalRuleTransformation(c: Class) post (trim())]
5

6 [comment @main/]
7 [if(c.hasStereotype(’rule’)) ]
8 [for (a : Stereotype | c.getAppliedStereotypes())]
9 [if (c.isGeneral(c.getValue(a, ’ruleType’).ToString()))]

10 [file (c.name, false, ’UTF-8’)]
11 def self.get_[c.getSource(a)/]_[c.sourceType(a)/]([c.getSource(a)/]_id)
12 if [c.getSource(a)/]_id
13 @[c.sourceType(a)/] = [c.sourceType(a).toString().toUpperFirst()/].
14 find_by_id([c.getSource(a).toString().toUpperFirst()/].
15 find_by_id([c.getSource(a)/]_id).[c.sourceType(a)/]_id)
16 end
17 return @[c.sourceType(a)/]
18 end
19 [/file]
20 [/if]
21 [/for]
22 [/if]
23 [/template]

Figure 3.40 shows an example of a page of the Web Academic System re-
sulting from the transformation process. In this figure we can visualize some
parts generated from the MoWebA models (e.g. from the navigational tree, node
content, and roles and zones diagrams).
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Figure 3.40: An example of a generated page

3.4 Summary of the chapter

In this chapter we describe the model-driven method proposed called MoWebA.
We begin the chapter by highlighting some of the points already mentioned in
Chapter 1, such as the problem statement and concerns for Web applications.
Then, we present an overview of the method including the dimensions and the
diagrams that we propose. Subsequently, we present each step in the modeling
process, including the diagrams and notation, its definition (metamodels) and ex-
amples of use. Afterwards, we present the transformation process adopted by the
MoWebA, which includes model-to-model and model-to-code transformations.
The section ends with an example of use.



4
Validation Experiences of

MoWebA

This chapter presents a series of validation experiences of the MoWebA proposal.
As a first step, we were interested in verifying the use of MoWebA within the
environment in which it was conceived, the Web applications. In this sense, sec-
tion 4.1 synthesizes a series of experiences carried out in the academic and real
contexts that allowed us to validate and improve the proposal for Web environ-
ments.

Subsequently, we have considered to validate the contributions of this proposal
that allows the methodology to be extended to other environments or architec-
tures. Such extensions are possible in MoWebA through its architectural specific
model definition phase (ASM). In this sense, section 4.2 resumes a preliminary
validation experience of the architectural specific model (ASM) definition per-
formed with computer engineering students. Finally, section 4.3 presents three
full experiences of the MoWebA ASM extension for RIA and Mobile applications,
carried out in the context of a MDD research project held in Paraguay1.

4.1 Adopting MoWebA: some experiences

MoWebA has been used for modelling and generating different types of appli-
cations by novice and experienced modellers and developers. The experienced
modellers were already familiar the UML notation and Web methodologies (e.g.
UWE, WebML, OOWS, or OOHDM), while developers were familiar with differ-
ent programming languages.

1Mejorando el proceso de desarrollo de software: propuesta basada en MDD, web site
http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/
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These experiences, which are summarized in Table 4.1, are proofs of concepts
in academic and real settings. They have offered insights for improving specific as-
pects of the processes and of different models of MoWebA. In addition, they have
paved the way for more rigorous validation experiences to be presented in next
sub-sections. The experiences summarized next relied on two types of validation
instruments (i.e. interviews and questionnaires) in order to identify strengths and
weaknesses. Results of these experiences were presented at International Journal
of Web Engineering and Technology [57].

Table 4.1: Aspects of MoWebA adoption in the different
experiences

Application Type Teama Profiles
Project
Context

Analysis

on-line course e-learning
2 EM, 1
ED

professionals,
advance stu-
dents

academic interview

University
Administra-
tion

admin 2 NM students academic interview

Aquatic Birds
Portal

management 4 EM professionals
real
project

interview

Academic
System

e-learning
2 EM, 2
ED

professionals academic interview

laboratory
management

management
3 EM,
3 D, 12
NM

2 advance stu-
dents, student

academic Questionnaire

Budget exe-
cution

admin
4 NM, 4
MD

students, ad-
vance students

academic interview

Surveys interactive 3 NM students
real
project

interview

Social Net-
work

community
12 MM,
12 MD

advance stu-
dents

academic interview

a Team: Level E (Experienced), N (New), M (Medium); Type M (Modeler), D (Developer)
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Table 4.2: Summary of first experiences with MoWebA

Modelling aspects analyzed Dev. aspects considered

Application
#
UC

#
Nodes

#
Classes

#
Pres.

Pages

#
Ser-

vices

Dev.
time
(months)

Target
Platform

Tool
adopted

On-line
course

32 28 23 59 48

University
Admin.

98 92 72 247 248

Aquatic
Birds
Portal

95 109 25 266 83

Academic
System

20 35 22 105 93 6
Ruby on
Rails

Acceleo

laboratory
manage-
ment

15 17 13 28 19 4 PHP AndroMDA

Budget ex-
ecution

27 19 16 79 26 6 PHP-Zend Acceleo

Surveys 12 21 14 35 25 6 PHP-Zend Acceleo
Social Net-
work

17 38 12 40 26 4
Ruby on
Rails

Acceleo

For a more objective analysis, Table 4.2 summarizes the diverse characteris-
tics of these applications. Some characteristics are related to the complexity of
applications and modelling elements, and others to the development process. A
summary of the most important considerations arising from these experiences are
presented below:

• A first positive aspect is that Navigational structures considered were easy
to model, and easy to understand by subjects. For example, the Academic
System is composed of 35 navigational nodes, with a mean of 3 virtual
states per node, where each virtual state represents a page. Having a global
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hierarchical view of the system with 35 elements is more manageable than
105 pages.

• The node diagrams were helpful to identify behavioural and presentation
elements more easily. We could note that for each navigational node there
were identified, in average, 2 to 3 services and 3 to 4 virtual pages. Thus, it is
possible to decompose the overall navigational structure into smaller parts,
taking into account the specific behavioural navigation for each functional
element.

• The CIM/PIM phase was standardized, and could be modelled with any
tool that supports UML 2.0 (e.g. Magic Draw and Papyrus). The generated
models were exported to the XMI format in order to integrate them with
Acceleo and AndroMDA. Even though it was possible to work with different
tools, some details had to be considered, especially specially when defining
tagged values.

• The automation was performed using two different tools: AndroMDA and
Acceleo. On average, the automatic generation percentages for each layer
were the following: data layer, 100%; logic layer, 61%; navigational layer,
100%; and presentation layer, 73%. The reason for logic layer not being
totally generated is that some services were difficult to model because of
their behavioural complexity; therefore they had to be added manually.
With respect to presentation, there are some aspects related to style (e.g.
fonts, colours, among others) that can only be defined manually.

• MoWebA allows the modelling of diverse types of Web Applications. Even
though, special characteristics e.g., such as RIAs or REST, need further
specification. For this reason, in order to add RIA characteristics to our
Web Academic System example, we had to define the ASMRia model.

• One of the limitations we encountered was that services were sometimes
difficult to model, but despite services not being totally defined, the PIM
could be defined almost completely. We noticed that for service definition
it was necessary to have knowledge in Action Semantics and OCL, but most
of the modellers were not as experienced with these, as they are with UML.
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However, considering all the services defined in models for the different
applications we saw that only 8.6% of the services were complex, while
most of them were medium (30.5%) or simple (60.9%) services.

• The transformation rules defined using AndroMDA and Acceleo, made it
possible to generate code for three different target platforms: PHP, Python
and Ruby on Rails.

The experiences previously presented have been very useful to determine the
user-friendliness of the MoWebA proposal and the ability to define transforma-
tion rules using different tools and target platforms. We have also determined
strengths and weaknesses that have been used to improve the methodological
processes and transformation mechanisms.

In the following section we will present a preliminary validation experience,
with emphasis on the analysis of the MoWebA proposal for adaptability. That
is, we will analyze in particular the use of the ASM model.

4.2 A Preliminary Validation Experience with the

Architectural Specific Model

In this section, we present a preliminary validation of the ASM proposal, con-
sidering an experience of ASM definitions made by a group of computer science
students at the Catholic University “Nuestra Señora de la Asunción” (Paraguay).
The experience was structured taking into account a framework that Runeson
et al. [114] have defined for case studies. This work was presented at RCIS
Conference in 2016 [56].

4.2.1 Motivation and Goal

As previously presented in the section 1.1, we have identified a number of concerns
related to the development of web applications. MoWebA intends to deal with
these concerns. The experience described in this section is focused on conducting
a preliminary validation of one of these concerns, related to the adaptability and
evolution of web applications. For this reason, the main goal of this experience
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is defined as “Investigate how the ASM model defined in MoWebA can help to
easily evolve the development of web applications”.

4.2.2 Cases and Unit of Analysis

According to Runeson et al. [114], a case may be anything that is a contemporary
software engineering phenomenon in its real-life settings. A case can be composed
of one or more units of analysis. Furthermore, Yin distinguishes between holistic
and embedded cases [150]. In this experience, we used a “multiple-embedded
case study” approach (Fig. 4.1). Yin suggests this kind of study to be used
when the case is inherently complex and there is a need to collect, analyze and
report on many details. As the figure illustrates, an interesting way to analyze
the evolution of MoWebA is to consider an experience of ASM definition for three
different architectures (RIA, SOA, and mobile) and analyze the PIM, ASM and
code by means of an example. The example used for the modeling process is
called “Academic Credits Application (ACA)”. ACA is intended to automate a
process by which students request the recognition of extracurricular activities to
gain academic credits.

Groups of three participants have carried out each case. Participants were
students of the last year of career, with moderate expertise in programming lan-
guages, and with moderate experience in modeling using the MoWebA approach.
The experience was performed in a period of four months, divided in six stages:

• Stage 1: overall presentation of the experience. In this stage, researchers
presented the experience design, its goals, activities, tools, the example
to be used (the ACA application), expected results, documentation to be
elaborated. Furthermore, deadlines for activities were defined.

• Stage 2: PIM modeling and research about architectural context. In this
stage, all groups worked together in order to obtain a unified PIM model for
the ACA problem. Each group also worked on their architectural context
(RIA, mobile, SOA) in order to understand the scope of the problem as well
as general considerations that were necessary to define an ASM metamodel.

• Stage 3: definition of metamodel and UML profile. Each group defined
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Figure 4.1: Cases and Unit of Analysis

a metamodel for its architecture (i.e., RIA, mobile, and SOA) and a first
version of a corresponding ASM profile.

• Stage 4: ASM modeling of the ACA example, taking as a base the PIM
model elaborated in stage 2.

• Stage 5: definition of transformation rules, from ASM to code, and gener-
ation of code.

• Stage 6: final presentations, in which students presented and explained their
works.

Students used the following tools during the experience:

• Magic Draw: for the PIM modeling with MoWebA, and for the definition
of metamodels (using MOF) and UML profiles.

• Acceleo: for the definition of transformation rules.
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During the development of the experience, students decided the final platform
for each architecture: the group working with RIA developed transformation
rules targeting HTML5; the group working with the mobile architecture adopted
Android as its platform; and the group working with the SOA architecture decided
to use SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and REST.

4.2.3 Research questions

Research questions are statements about the knowledge that is being sought, or
is expected to be discovered, during the experience [11]. Considering the goal of
this experience, we have defined the following research questions:

• RQ1: Can the same PIM model be used for different architectures?

• RQ2: Is it possible to specify clear limits between platform independent
models (PIM) and architectural specific models (ASM)?

• RQ3: How does an architectural specific model facilitate the transformation
rules definition?

4.2.4 Data Collection

According to a classification of Lethbridge et al. [68], in this project, data collec-
tion can be classified as of first degree. We decided for first-degree data collection
because we were able to use direct methods, since we were in direct contact with
participants and we collected data in real time using different methods. Archival
data was the primary source of data for the experience, complemented with open
semi-structured interviews, observations and focus groups.

Interviews were approximately 30 minutes in length, with one or two re-
searchers interviewing each group. Some notes were taken during interviews,
but the main sources of data were results/outputs expected for each stage. Fo-
cus groups and interviews were done in a same meeting (at the end of stages 1
and 6). For stages 2 through 5, observations were done considering a category
3, according to the classification of Runeson et al. [114] (i.e. there was a low
degree of interaction with researchers, but high awareness from groups being ob-
served). In these stages, the main source of data was the outputs of each stage
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(models, research documents, metamodels, mapping rules, transformation rules,
and source code). TABLE 4.3 presents a summary of data collected during the
experience.

Table 4.3: Summary of data collected during the experi-
ence.

Data Collection
method

Materials Outputs

1. Overall presentation: researchers conduct the presentation and
leave for open questions, define three groups, each with three par-
ticipants, and assign architecture for each group.
Focus Group, Open
and semi-structured
interviews

Slide presentation Groups were defined;
Architectures were
selected; Final plat-
forms were selected.

2. PIM modeling: groups elaborate PIM models for the ACA exam-
ple. Research about selected architectures in order to understand
the problem.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw;
MoWebA specifi-
cation; Internet

ACA PIM model;
Theoretical frame-
work and state of the
art related to each
architecture

3. Metamodel and UML profile: definition of architecture meta-
models, considering the Brambilla et al. framework [25]. Definition
of UML profiles.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw; Bram-
billa specification;
UML profile specifica-
tion

MOF definition for
each architecture;
UML profile definition
for each architecture;
Documentation
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Table 4.3: Summary of data collected during the experi-
ence.

Data Collection
method

Materials Outputs

4. ASM modeling: definition of mapping rules between the PIM
metamodel and the ASM metamodel. Definition of the ASM model
for the ACA example.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw ASM model for the
ACA example for each
architecture; Mapping
rules definition

5. Transformations: definition of transformation rules from the
ASM model to the final code. Generation of source code.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Acceleo Transformation rules
in Acceleo; Code gen-
erated

6. Final presentation: presentation of the whole experience. One
researcher interviewed groups of three people. Everybody was al-
lowed to ask questions.
Focus group; Open
and semi-structured
interviews

Presentation slides;
Acceleo

Documentation

4.2.5 Data Analysis

The variety of types of data collected during the experience implies that several
approaches were used to organize data and to analyze it.

Analysis of data was mainly done in an iterative way. The results of each
stage were analyzed in order to give feedback to each group before they started
the next stage, giving them the opportunity to make improvements in their doc-
uments (outputs of the stage). The four mainly steps followed for the analysis
were: identification of criteria, analysis of data, identification of metrics, and
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conclusions.
Researchers with solid knowledge in software engineering and model-driven

engineering performed data analysis. For each criterion, we used one or more
data collected in a previous stage. For example, we evaluated the understanding
of architecture of each group using two sources: the theoretical framework and
state of the art presented as results from the first stage, and the interviews made
with each group. Table 4.4 summarizes the results of data analysis.

From Table 4.4 and the data collected it is possible to answer the research
questions in the following way:

RQ1: Can the same PIM model be used for different architectures?

• The same PIM model was used for three different architectures without
modifications. For this reason, this experience shows that the MoWebA
proposal has the required constructors for architecture/platform indepen-
dent modeling in the PIM phase, considering the web environment (point
6).

• The ASM metamodel has reflected the specific concepts of architecture
(points 4 and 6).

RQ2: Is it possible to specify clear limits between platform independent
models (PIM) and architectural specific models (ASM)?

• Metamodels and ASM profiles were good enough for mapping purposes and
ASM modeling (points 5, 7 and 9).

• A considerable good number of concepts of ASM models can be generated
in a semi-automated way, from the PIM model (points 5 and 10).

RQ3: How does an architectural specific model facilitate the transformation
rules definition?

• Although this experience has been focused on analyzing the evolving capac-
ities of web applications through the ASM model proposed by MoWebA,
we have included activities related to the generation of final code for a spe-
cific platform. These activities allowed us to verify the degree to which
proposed constructors defined in the ASM facilitated code generation for
these architectures (points 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15).
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Table 4.4: Summary of data analysis
Data Analysis

Criteria Ria SOA Mobile

1 Understanding of architecture 90% 100% 80%
2 Quality of MoWebA PIM models 95% 95% 95%

3
Number of elements defined in the
metamodel

19 15 18

4
What percentage of the defined con-
cepts are specific to the architecture?

80% 98% 95%

5 Are the PIM-ASM mappings clear? Yes Yes Yes

6
Was it necessary to extend the PIM
to represent concepts not considered in
the metamodel?

No No No

7 Quality of metamodels 98% 100% 80%
8 Quality of ASM profiles 100% 100% 80%
9 Quality of ASM models 100% 100% 70%

10
Possible degree of PIM-ASM automa-
tion

92% 93% 50%

11 Quality of transformation rules 90% 100% 30%
12 Number of final platforms 1 2 1
13 LOC of transformation rules 301 109-44 92
14 Quality of generated code 90% 100% 30%
15 LOC of generated code 396 142-106 666

16
Degree of coverage of the code gener-
ated regarding the architectural speci-
fications

95% 98% 50%

Some other considerations, more related to threats to validity are presented next:

• Each group achieved a reasonable good knowledge of the studied architec-
ture (point 1). This fact favored a good definition of the corresponding
architectural metamodel.

• While it is important to notice that participants have already started the
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experience with previous moderate knowledge of MoWebA, the resulting
models were good, so it was found a good understanding of the modeling
process (point 2).

4.2.6 Analysis of Results

In the experience carried out, regardless of the chosen architecture, there was
no need to make changes to the PIM. However, in the case of the mobile ar-
chitecture, the semi-automatic definition of the ASM was limited, because some
elements between the PIM and ASM have been difficult to map. Despite this, it
is important to emphasize that the separation between the two models (PIM and
ASM) was maintained.

Some difficulties have arisen when defining transformation rules with Acceleo.
These difficulties were mainly focused on the configuration and operation of the
tool. Documentation and forums were not of much help, as they are not fully
updated.

The percentage of ASM elements that were automatically obtained from the
PIM is quite significant (see item 10, Table 4.4 ). However, in certain cases,
human intervention was necessary in order to define additional properties that
were exclusive to the selected architecture (e.g., human decision was needed to
map the layout to an accordion or tab).

Some additional comments made by participants and/or researchers are listed
below:

• Regarding the RIA architecture: i) the definition of the ASM has helped to
better understand the architecture; ii) it is relatively simple (but not triv-
ial) to introduce new or particular characteristics of an architecture in the
ASM metamodel, which allows independence from PIM; iii) the metamodel
development process proposed by Brambilla et al. [25] has facilitated the
definition of the ASM metamodel.

• Regarding the SOA architecture: i) models were clear, the metamodel was
complete, and mapping rules were well established; ii) transformation rules
were well organized and structured; iii) it was possible to generate code for
SOAP and REST (with languages php and java).
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• Regarding the mobile architecture: i) not all concepts were covered by the
metamodel and some definitions were unnecessary; ii) the separation of
concerns was slightly lost, since value objects were not covered; iii) trans-
formation rules were limited to generate classes, attributes and operations
in Java.

Considering the global considerations about this experience, we are positive
about the usefulness of the ASM in the way prescribed by MoWebA. However,
more structured and formal experiences should offer a better insight about the
proposal.

In the next sub-section we present more rigorous validation experiences about
this issue.

4.3 Extending MoWebA to other Architectures:

A Case Study

In this section we present a Case Study to validate the extensions of MoWebA
to three different architectures. The experience was structured taking into ac-
count a framework that Runeson et al. [114] have defined for case studies. The
Case Study was done as part of a research project from the Catholic University
of Asuncion called "Mejorando el Proceso de Desarrollo de Software: Una prop-
uesta basada en MDD"2, grant 14-INV-056 of CONACYT (Consejo Nacional de
Ciencias y Tecnología), Paraguay. I have led the technical aspects of the exten-
sions of MoWebA and their validations. The results of the experience permitted
an analysis of the adoption of ASM to facilitate adaptability and evolution of
MoWebA. The results have also allowed validations to the different extensions
and the undergraduate students to obtain their bachelor’s degrees, as well as a
series of publications in indexed journals and international conferences.

In the next sections we will present the context of the experience, the design
of the validation, the data collection, the data analysis and the threat to validity.

2https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/

https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/
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4.3.1 Background

4.3.1.1 Problem Statement

The case study is focused on the ASM phase, both for modelling and transfor-
mation processes. The extensions made to MoWebA are: MoWebA4RIA (ex-
tension of MoWebA for RIA functionalities), MoWebAMobile4FC (extension of
MoWebA for mobile applications for functions in the cloud), and MoWebAMo-
bile4Persistence (Extension of MoWebA in mobile applications for the persistence
layer). The extensions have follow the ASM definition process presented in section
3.2.7 which are the following:

1. Define the ASMmetamodel using MOF and the corresponding UML Profile.

2. Specify the mapping rules from PIM elements to ASM elements.

3. Define transformation rules from PIM to ASM using standard transforma-
tion languages (e.g., ATL or QVT).

4. Define transformation rules from ASM to PSM and PSM to code, or from
ASM to code, using M2M and M2T (e.g., Acceleo) transformation lan-
guages, respectively.

The design of the validation experience has considered the steps proposed by
MoWebA for the ASM phase, and other activities to answer the research questions
posed for this experience.

4.3.1.2 Research Objective and Research Questions

Using the template defined in GQM [16] for the definition of goals in experimen-
tation processes, the main purpose of this validation is described as follows:

Analyze the MoWebA method for the purpose of determining the grade
of adaptability and evolution of the method with respect to the architecture
from the point of view of the researcher in the context of a research project
with students, professionals, trainee researchers and MDD experts.

Based on this general objective, we propose the following research questions:

• RQ1: To what extent the evolution and adaptability of the extension mech-
anism proposed by MoWebA to incorporate new architectures are achieved?
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• RQ2: How independent is the MoWebA PIM for use in the modeling stage
prior to ASM?

• RQ3: To what extent the automation can be obtained with MoWebA’s
model-to-model and model-to-code transformation rules?

• RQ4: To what extent the user’s satisfaction is achieved with the use of the
MoWebA proposal?

4.3.1.3 Participants

In this study have participated a research team composed of undergraduate, mas-
ter and PhD students, and MDD experts. The total number of active participants
where 11 (five undergraduate students, one master student, two PhD students and
three MDD PhD experts). The final year undergraduate students involved in the
project had knowledge of MDE and MDD, in addition to previous knowledge and
experience with the MoWebA proposal (in a Software Engineering class). The
PhD experts that participated where from Polytechnic University of Valencia
(Spain), La Plata University (Argentina) and Catholic University of Asuncion
(Paraguay). Moreover, the validation experiences have counted with the par-
ticipation of students of the Computer Science career, and professionals with
experience on development of mobile applications.

4.3.2 Design of validation

The study was attended by a number of final year undergraduate students, PhD
students and expert researchers in the area of MDD. Four students participated in
the definition of the extensions. One of them was in charge of performing the PIM-
ASM mappings and developing the M2M transformation rules from PIM to ASM
and the others have worked independently in the definition of the metamodels
and the code generation rules for each extension. All the members of the project
have collaborated during the validations of each of the extensions. Moreover,
other students and professionals with experience in mobile development have
participated in the validations experiences. I have led the work carried out in
the extensions and validations with the advice of the MDD experts who acted as
tutors.
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The follow-up of the development of the extensions was accompanied by
weekly meetings of approximately 2 hours of duration. The weekly meetings
were held for one year. The meetings were oriented to follow the experiences
done in the period, complemented with open interviews, observations and focus
groups.

The extension proposals have been divided into stages, considering the process
proposed by MoWebA for ASM extension and other additional activities that
were carried out to achieve the objectives. The activities carried out for the
development of the extensions are listed below:

1. Definition of the scope to be considered for extensions.

2. Revision and adjustments to the PIM taking into account the architecture
established for the extension.

3. ASM metamodeling using MOF.

4. PIM-ASM mapping.

5. PIM-ASM transformation rules definition with ATL.

6. Definition of code generation rules.

7. Proof of Concept development.

8. Validation of the extension.

For each activity, we identified sources of data to be considered during the
experience analysis stage. In the following sub-sections we present each of this
activities.

4.3.2.1 Scope of the MoWebA Extensions

As mentioned before, for the validation experience we have selected three differ-
ent environment: RIA’s Web applications (called MoWebA4RIA), mobile appli-
cations with functions in the cloud (called MoWebAMobile4FC) and the persis-
tence layer of mobile applications (called MoWebAMobile4Persistence). In turn,
for each architecture, we considered a series of features that will be explained
below.
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4.3.2.1.1 MoWebA4RIA
Many Web applications offer the possibility of distributing their data and their

business logic between the client and the server, also allowing an asynchronous
communication between them. These features, originally associated with the
arrival of Rich Internet Applications (RIA), remain particularly relevant and de-
sirable. In the area of RIA, there are some proposals that simultaneously consider
these features, adopt Model-Driven Development (MDD), and use implementa-
tion technologies based on scripting. For this reason, we have decided to dedicate
efforts to define an extension of MoWebA for this environment. A first version of
MoWebA4RIA have been presented at CIbSE 2016 [72] considering the widgets
and the logic of the client-side application. Subsequently, we have decided to
extend other RIA features as well. Specifically, in this extension we incorporate
the features of client data, client business logic and asynchronous communication
between client and server. The results of this new extension have been published
at the CLEI EJ journal [91].

4.3.2.1.2 MoWebAMobileApps4FC
Although MoWebA has been conceived as a methodological proposal for Web

environments, we believe that it could be worthwhile to verify extensions to other
environments in addition to Web, such as mobile. In this sense, in order to de-
cide which aspect of mobile environment to extend with the ASM phase of the
MoWebA approach, we did a systematic mapping study that analyzes differ-
ent proposals that apply MDD to the development of MobileApps-FC (mobile
applications for functions in the cloud) and at the same time, consider the im-
provement of the portability of such applications [120]. We have focused on
the network communication aspect because its implementation necessarily im-
plies working with different platforms and technologies (iOS, Android and the
cloud service providers’ platforms) of the MobileApps-FC. In this sense, the plat-
form abstraction which proposes a MDD approach is highlighted on the network
communication aspect.

Starting from the official documentations of Android3 and iOS4 (currently, the

3Android, https://goo.gl/LwMLXn
4iOS, https://goo.gl/3FlZqW

https://goo.gl/LwMLXn
https://goo.gl/3FlZqW
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most popular platforms)5 we focused on four types of network communication
functions. There are more variants of such functions, but we have focused on
such four ones to cover some of the most common cases.

Following, we describe the types of such functions: i) light-data, where the
data exchange does not include files (e.g., images, documents, video or audio).
In this sense, the data to exchange is light ; ii) load-image, to get and to load
images in memory for displaying them. Commonly, this function is used for
image and video previews; iii) download-files, to download files in background;
and iv) upload-files, to upload files in background.

The mentioned functions include implementations in both sides, the mobile
and the cloud, respectively. Such implementation are based on the REST archi-
tecture [104].

The results of this extension were presented at CIbSE 2018 Conference [121].

4.3.2.1.3 MoWebAMobile4Persistence
The data layer access design is a critical task for mobile applications which

need constant access to remote data, making them available offline in case of net-
work connectivity problems. Moreover, the variety of mobile operating systems
and platforms (fragmentation phenomenon) that handles data storage differently
affects the portability of mobile applications. Therefore, we decided to extend
MoWebA for the development of native mobile applications focusing on the data
layer. This extension covers data persistence concepts to achieve offline applica-
tions in case of network connectivity problems.

Based on the MAAG’s guidelines for designing the data layer [100], in Figure
4.2, we represent which elements from these guidelines were adopted to establish
the architecture for our approach.

The data layer provides access to data hosted within system boundaries and
to data exposed by other networked systems. Furthermore, this layer, aside from
the data persistence handling, defines data providers for the mobile application.
Regarding data persistence, the data persistence mechanisms we considered are
databases, files, and key-value pairs. These mechanisms are implemented in dif-
ferent ways on each platform. Currently, there are different mobile databases,

5Popularity of Android and iOS, https://goo.gl/ZAu8Ho

https://goo.gl/ZAu8Ho
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Figure 4.2: MoWebA Mobile architecture scheme based on MAAG’s guidelines
[100]. The scope of this work is framed in the data layer (indicated by the red
rectangle).

but for reasons of this work, we opt for SQLite as a database due to is likely the
most widely deployed and used database engine, and used extensively in major
mobile platforms [4]. About data providers, and according to XIS-Mobile [103]
profile specifications, we could identify that mobile applications can receive data
from three types of sources.

1. External data providers, such as servers and remote databases. In this
context, we chose REST, as a uniform and portable communication inter-
face, adopted in extension in mobile application network communication
approaches [121].

2. Internal data providers, such as sensors like the gyroscope and accelerome-
ter, and device-specific hardware resources, such as camera and microphone.

3. Through interoperability with other applications, to exchange different data
types like File, Image, and more.

The results of this work were published at Journal of Systems and Software
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[94].

4.3.2.2 ASM Metamodel and UML Profile Definition

In this section, we present the metamodels and UML profile definitions for the
three environment.

4.3.2.2.1 Metamodel and Profiles in MoWebA4RIA
The MoWebA4Ria metamodel is shown in Figure 4.3. This metamodel presents

the incorporated functionalities to model the features of client data, client busi-
ness logic and asynchronous communication between client and server. Next, we
present the elements defined in the ASM metamodel.

To save data in a web client, specifically in a web browser, there were created
two concepts, a ClientValueObject, which extends the value object of the original
MoWebA logic diagram, and a ClientStaticObject, which extends a static object, a
new element introduced in the logic diagram to represent sets of statically defined
values as properties of the class.

These new concepts differ from the original ones at the implementation level,
since both the ClientValueObject and the ClientStaticObject, are mapped to vari-
ables stored in the browser. In addition, these new concepts allow a level of
persistence to be specified, which can be permanent or temporary, allowing the
variable to persist or not at the end of a session or browser close.

In terms of processes executed on the client, there were created three elements
considered in the presentation page, the RichForm, the RichTextInput and the
RichTable. The RichForm is a specialization of the Form element of the original
MoWebA content diagram. It contains an autocomplete attribute based on his-
tory called historyAutocomplete, which allows the presentation page to suggest
values to complete the form’s entries, based on previously entered values. The
RichTextInput extends the TextInput of the original MoWebA content diagram.
This element introduces the attribute tagAutocomplete, which differs from the
previous attribute historyAutocomplete in that the values to be suggested are
obtained from an association with objects of value or static objects and their
specializations. The RichTable specializes the element Table of the original con-
tent diagram of MoWebA. This element allows to specify the service of the node
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Figure 4.3: Metamodel used for the definition of an ASM for RIA

diagram that will be responsible for populating the table. In addition, it adds
new properties to the table to allow paging (paging), specify number of records
per page (pageLength), allow ordering by columns (ordering), look up words in
records (searching), display information (index of current page, number of pages,
number of records) of the table (tableInformation), and specify where these func-
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tions will be processed (processingLocation), either on the server or the client.

To allow asynchronous communications between client and server there were
created the element called AsynchronousCall. This class is used to make a request
for a service.

The AsynchronousCall is associated with one or many UI elements in the
content diagram and zero or one service of the node diagram. When an event
occurs on some UI element, a service is executed. The service can be one specified
in the node diagram, or a service running from a URL outside the system (for
example, a web service). The instance of the AsynchronousCall can be located
in the content diagram along with its associated UI elements. The Asnchronous-
Call element has a name (name); a URL (requestUrl), used in case an external
service is requested; a type of request (requestType), which can be used to re-
trieve remote data (retrieve) or insert or update data (insert/update); a type of
response (responseType), which can be html, json, jsonp, script, text or xml for-
mats; and a type of event (eventType), that is applied to the UI element and can
take the values blur, change, click, error, focus, keypress or load. In addition, the
AsynchronousCall may attach certain parameters to the request. Each parameter
consists of a property of the class that has a name and a value.

Figure 4.4 presents the UML profile that corresponds to the described ASM
RIA metamodel.

4.3.2.2.2 Metamodel and Profile in MoWebAMobile4FC
The metamodel and profile for the network communication proposal extend

the logic diagram of MoWebA (see section 3.2.4). Such logic diagram enables
the definition of logic processes. In fact, we consider the network communication
as a logic process. The logic diagram contains TProcesses, which are the logic
processes defined. Such processes include Services, which are procedures doing a
specific task. Also, the logic diagram has ValueObjects, which group attributes
of entities and enable the access to the entities’ data.

The extensions for obtaining the ASM are based on the REST architecture
and on the four types of network communication functions, presented in section
4.3.2.1.2 (light-data, load-image, download-files, upload-files). Such elements be-
long to the metamodel showed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: ASM RIA Profile for MoWebA

Firstly, it is defined a CloudServer, which is accessed through a Domain.
The Domain is provided by a service Provider, which enables the recognition
of the particular configurations required by each cloud service provider. Then,
each CloudServer contains a set of logic processes, where each one of them is
called RestProcess. Such processes modularize the network communication de-
sign. Subsequently, each RestProcess includes a set of resource interfaces, where
each ResourceInterface is associated with a Resource, one at a time. A Resource
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Figure 4.5: Metamodel for the network communication ASM

can be a MoWebA’s ValueObject called CloudValueObject because it is residing
in the cloud, a File stored or to be store in the cloud or a MoWebA’s Service
called CloudRequestHandler, which is executed in the cloud.

Each ResourceInterface is associated to a set of methods, where each Method
defines the operation to be performed on a Resource. At the same time, each
Method is associated to the object Request and, in some cases, to the object
Response. On one side, each Request can be associated to a set of parameters,
which contains each Parameter of the request. On the other side, each Response is
associated to a set of data expected to receive from a light-data Request, operated
by the Method get.

Following, we will explain the attributes of representative elements described
so far. The RestProcess has a relative Path, which makes the process accessible,
and a boolean flag which establish if the Path is used as additional data in each
Request. For instance, the Path could be a user identification. The same case
is for the attributes of the ResourceInterface. About File, its attributes specify
the name, extension and the file type. The Name of Method defines the type of
HTTP method (get, post, put, delete). The four HTTP methods considered are
the most common ones.

The Request type (lightdata, download, upload, loadImage) defines the call to
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be done. In case of lightdata, the associated Method can be any of the mentioned
HTTP methods. Nevertheless, download (get), upload (post) and loadImage (get)
have, each one, a predefined Method. The name and the value of the Parameter
describe the different parameters of the Request. Finally, the name of Data specify
the data to be received from the Request lightdata and the Method get. Such
name specifies an attribute of the CloudValue Object associated to the respective
resource interface.

The described elements of the ASM are represented concretely in the respec-
tive profile of figure 4.6.

The profile contains the definition of the elements (stereotypes, tag values and
enumerations), which enable the modeling.

Figure 4.6: UML Profile for the network communication ASM

4.3.2.2.3 Metamodel and Profile in MoWebAMobile4Persistence
Considering the well-defined layered structure and our main aim, we focus on

MoWebA’s Data Access level (see section3.2.2). Here, the Entity Diagram allows
defining the structure and static relationships between the classes in the problem
domain at the PIM level. Thus, this diagram was our clear choice to extend
in order to cover more conceptual elements to the structural type, which might
facilitate the modeling of mobile applications data persistence. Moreover, for
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data provider modeling, we extended a UML class.
Then, the definition of the mobile ASM for persistence started with the exten-

sion of MoWebA’s Entity Diagram at the PIM to take advantage of conceptual
elements of the structural type.

MoWebA presents its Entity Diagram to define the structure and static re-
lationships between the classes identified in the problem domain at the PIM
level. We extended this diagram to cover more conceptual elements of the struc-
tural type, which will later facilitate the modeling of mobile applications. We
summarize two types of modifications: an extension of the entity properties (En-
tityProperty), and an addition of specific data types these properties can have
(dataType). The aggregated properties allow: specify a data type (DataType),
whose values can be bool, date, time, datetime, int, real, string and text ; select
a maximum data size (size); restrict the field to being null (notNull); indicate a
default value (defaultValue); and, establish if the property is constituted as the
identifier of the entity (id).

According to the extensions made, we present the specific mobile architecture
model or mobile ASM. From this model, we can define mobile applications with
the established functionalities: the local data persistence and the design of data
provider components. Starting with Figure 4.7, we observe the metamodel of
the proposal. From the figure, we can highlight the following: two sections are
distinguished in particular, the persistence of data (within the box with dashed
lines: Persistence Data) and the data providers (within the box with dotted lines:
Data Provider). In data providers, we find three distinguishable subsections:

1. other applications as data providers (within the box with dotted lines: Mo-
bileAppData);

2. external data providers (inside the box with dotted lines: External Data);
and,

3. internal data providers (within the box with dotted lines: Internal Data).

Concerning the UML profile, the mobile profile model of figure 4.8 presents
the same functionalities definition as the metamodel, only with the definition
of the elements (stereotypes, tag values, and enumerations), which enable the
modeling.
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Figure 4.7: Metamodel used for the definition of an ASM for mobile applications.

Regarding data persistence, we introduce elements to identify what data will
be stored on the device (persistentEntity tag value), and what type of persis-
tence will be used (persistentType tag value). The first persistentType (Database
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Figure 4.8: UML Profile used for the definition of an ASM for mobile applications.

type) allows generating a database and uses the name of the persistent entity as
a table. File, another persistentType, enable us to save the persistent entity in
files through functions that facilitate to handle files (e.g., reading, writing, and
others). The last persistentType ( KeyValue type), allows storing the persistent
entity in key-value pairs, through functions that we provide for the management
of this data. In turn, each attribute of a persistent entity has properties with a
stereotype «PersistentEntityProperty». At the same time, each property can be
enriched with sub-properties, defined as tagged values. Apart from those men-
tioned, we define the property selectable, used for the persistence with databases
(persistentType = Database). This property allows indicating if an attribute of
the persistent entity will be used as a key for data selection, to execute delete
and update operations in the database. Finally, we include the stereotype «Dat-
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aPersistence» to identify the package where the persistent data model will be
included. According to the transformation rules, this property allows identifying
we are working with the persistent data model.

Concerning data providers, we introduce the following interfaces: WebServi-
ceInterface, HardwareDeviceInterface, and MobileAppDataInterface, for the rep-
resentation of external providers (via web-services), internal providers (through
commonly supported sensors among platforms) and interoperability with other
applications (data types defined for communication between applications), re-
spectively.

External providers provide data by communicating the mobile application
with servers or remote databases. This communication is made via web-services
following the REST architecture. The class WebServiceInterface, through tagged
values, allows defining the URL base connection: [protocol ]: [domain]. With
WebServiceOperation, we define the functions or services in the class WebServi-
ceInterface. The name of the function corresponds to the name of the service, to
which, through tagged values, we add the HTTP method (method) and the ser-
vice access path (path). The HTTP method possible selected values are POST,
GET, PUT, DELETE, and PATCH.

Smartphones have sensors and specific hardware resources (e.g., camera, mi-
crophone, among others) that provide data flow; we consider these as internal
data providers. The HardwareDeviceInterface class allows defining which sensors
and hardware resources to use through HardwareDeviceProperty and its tagged
value hardwareDeviceType. As possible options, we have an Accelerometer, Gy-
roscope, GPS, Compass, AmbientLight, Camera, and Microphone.

The mobile application can interoperate with other applications installed on
the same mobile device, sending or receiving data. Through the class MobileAp-
pDataInterface, we can represent data that a mobile application could receive
from other applications. With the tag value ReceivedDataType of the property
(MobileAppDataProperty), we select what data type the application may receive
and handle. File (for file exchange), Image (to receive images), Text (to receive
texts), and Url (to receive links) are available as options. Finally, we include
the stereotype «DataProvider» to identify the package where the data provider
model will be included. According to transformation rules, this property allows
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identifying we are working with the model of data providers.

4.3.2.3 PIM-ASM Mapping Rules

The next step in the ASM definition process is the PIM-ASM mapping. In this
activity, a mapping between the elements of the PIM and the elements of the
ASM has been made, seeking to identify which elements of the PIM metamodel
must be transformed and, above all, to which elements of the ASM metamodel.

This mapping was performed through a visual analysis of the defined profile
(e.g. see Figure 4.4 for RIA profile).

During the mapping phase we noticed that, in general, when the relation
between elements from source and target profiles is an inheritance, the transfor-
mation that allows to obtain the corresponding target element is very simple and
consists of the application of the correct stereotype.

The following are the mappings made between elements of the PIM and ASM
metamodel elements that were applied directly for RIA PIM-ASM mapping:

• A Table element of the PIM, becomes a RichTable in the ASM.

• A Form element of the PIM, becomes a RichForm (see Figure 4.3.2.3).

• A TextInput of the PIM, is transformed into a RichTextInput.

• A StaticObject element of the PIM, becomes a ClientStaticObject (see Fig-
ure 4.3.2.3).

• A ValueObject of the PIM, is transformed into a RichValueObject.

In MoWebaMobile4FC mapping, we identified the following Mappings: tPro-
cess from the PIM becames a restProcess in the ASM, a service from the PIM
becames cloudService in the ASM and a valueObject from the PIM becames a
cloudValueObject in the ASM.

In MoWebAMobile4Persistence mapping, we could detect that a class Entity
in the PIM model, becomes a PersistentEntity class in the ASM model (see Figure
4.10) and that property entityProperty in the PIM model is transformed into a
persistentEntityProperty in the ASM model (see Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.9: Mapping-RIA-Inheritance

Figure 4.10: A class Entity in the PIM model, becomes a PersistentEntity class
in the ASM model.

Figure 4.11: A property entityProperty in the PIM model is transformed into a
persistentEntityProperty in the ASM model.

When the relation between two elements in one profile is not an inheritance,
the mapping becomes a bit more difficult. In the case of the RIA profile, we found
two relations of this type, one between the ServiceState and AsynchronousCall
elements, and the other between the ServiceState and RichTable elements. An-
alyzing these relationships, we could conclude that the AsynchronousCall must
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Figure 4.12: Mapping-RIA-Asynchronous service

be created when it is related to a ServiceState, which, in addition, must repre-
sent an asynchronous service (see Figure 4.12). This condition can be detected
automatically, allowing the automation of the transformation.

4.3.2.4 PIM to ASM Transformation Rules

For the definition of the M2M transformation rules, we have chosen ATL6 (Atlas
Transformation Language) over QVT7 (Query/View/Transformation).

This choice was based, above all, on the fact that ATL is considered one of
the most widely used transformation languages, both in academia and industry,
and a mature tool support is available [25].

Another very important choice was the selection of the engine execution mode
of the ATL transformation, which has two modes of execution: default and refin-
ing [49]. When the source and target metamodels are different, it is mandatory
to use the default execution mode, but when the metamodels of the source and
target models are the same you can opt for either of the two execution modes
[49].

In our case, both, the metamodels of source and target models are the same
because MoWebA’s implementation is based on profiles [57].

Moreover, the M2M transformation from PIM to ASM fits conceptually bet-
ter to the refining mode, since the PIM is justly refined to obtain the ASM. For
all this, we opted for the refining execution mode. This choice has greatly re-
duced the number of necessary transformation rules. However, this also led to
some complications, since the application of profiles in ATL is performed in the
imperative block and turns out this option when using refining mode.

6ATL.http://www.eclipse.org/atl/
7QVT.http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/About-QVT/

http://www.eclipse.org/atl/
http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/About-QVT/
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For the above reason, we were forced to change the compiler. The default
compiler in Eclipse is the EMF-specific Virtual Machine (EMF-specific VM), but
it also provides other compilers. We opted for the EMF Transformation Virtual
Machine (EMFTVM). Although the main reason for this choice was that it allows
the use of the imperative block in the refining mode, which is necessary to work
with profiles, there are some other advantages. For example, its performance is
roughly 80% better than the EMF-specific VM [62], and allows us to invoke
native Java methods [61].

Another important aspect for the transformation rules definition are the Con-
figuration files. Configuration files allow the designer to control some transfor-
mation aspects, allowing the achievement of two important capabilities: on the
one hand, the possibility of capturing specific design decisions of the system un-
der design that would otherwise not be automated, and on the other hand, the
possibility that the designer has some level of influence over the transformation
rules.

Two different configuration files have been considered. One that allows to
indicate which elements of the model are transformed and which are not, called
"ArchConfTransformacion.yaml", and another one that allows to specify some
properties for the classes created automatically when executing the M2M trans-
formation rules, called "ArchConfAsynchronousCall.yaml".

The "ArchConfTransformacion.yaml" configuration file has two modes of op-
eration (see Listing 4.1). Mode 1 specifies which elements of the PIM must be
transformed, and mode 2 specifies which elements must not. If the file does not
exist, all the PIM’s elements referenced by the M2M transformation rules are
transformed. Its structure is straightforward. It has three sections, and the first
indicates the operation mode, the second, the affected classes, and the third, the
affected properties. A class is referenced indicating the package containing it and
its name, while a property, indicating the package and class containing it and the
property name.

Listing 4.1: Configuration files that allow the designer to control some transfor-
mation process aspects.

1 mod: 1
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2 classes:
3 - package : package_containing_the_class
4 class : class_name
5 properties:
6 - package : package_containing_the_property
7 class : class_containing_the_property
8 property : property_name

The “ArchConfAsynchronousCall.yaml” configuration file specifies the prop-
erties to be added to the automatically created asynchronous classes.

It has a single section that allows to identify the classes to which the prop-
erties should be linked. Thus, since these classes must be specified before they
are created, we identify them from elements of the PIM (i.e., the class and at-
tribute that contains the asynchronous service that justifies the creation of the
asynchronous class) (e.g., Listing 4.2).

Listing 4.2: ArchConfAsynchronousCall.yaml - Example.
1 classes:
2 - classPIM : class_name_in_the_PIM_model
3 atributePIM: property_name_in_the_PIM_model
4 properties:
5 - name : name_of_the_new_property
6 stereotype: stereotype_of_the_new_property

Among the challenges of the M2M transformation that have been tackled, we
can mention:

1. The inability to work with profiles in the refining mode, which forced us to
use a compiler different from the one proposed by default.

2. The asynchronous services identification, indispensable for automating the
creation of asynchronous classes.

3. The correct configuration of the IDE in order to access native java methods
created expressly for the processing of the configuration files.

Next, we show some representative examples of M2M transformation rules
defined for this project.
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4.3.2.4.1 Headers The header section is an essential section of transforma-
tion rules as it details the compiler, the metamodels, the mode of execution, and
the profiles used (see Listing 4.3).

Listing 4.3: Header section of the M2M transformation rules.
1 -- @atlcompiler emftvm
2 -- @nsURI UML2=http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.0.0/UML
3

4 module ReglasM2M;
5

6 create OUT : UML2 refining IN : UML2,
7 MOBILE_PROFILE : UML2,
8 CONTENT_PROFILE : UML2;

4.3.2.4.2 Called Rules The called rules is another vital section of transfor-
mation rules. The called rule named applyMobileStereoTypes allow changing the
stereotypes in the target model (see Listing 4.4 below).

Listing 4.4: applyMobileStereoTypes called rule that change the stereotypes in
the target model.

1 rule applyMobileStereoTypes(required : Boolean, s : UML2!Element, t :
UML2!Element)

2 {
3 using {
4 new_stereotype : UML2!Stereotype = ’’;
5 change_stereotype : Boolean = false;
6 container : String = s.namespace.name.toString();
7 element : String = s.name.toString();
8 package : String = s.getNearestPackage().name;
9 }

10 do
11 {
12 for (stereotype in s.getAppliedStereotypes())
13 {
14 if (stereotype.getName() = ’entity’)
15 {
16 new_stereotype <-

thisModule.getStereotype(’persistentEntity’);
17 }
18 else if (stereotype.getName() = ’entityProperty’)
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19 {
20 new_stereotype <-

thisModule.getStereotype(’persistentEntityProperty’);
21 }
22 --- It is decided whether or not to change the stereotype
23 if (container = package) {
24 --- if container is equal to package, then the element is a

class
25 change_stereotype <- let object :
26 "#native"!"atl::conf::ConfM2M" =
27 "#native"!"atl::conf::ConfM2M".newInstance()
28 in object.aplicarEstereotipo(container,element);
29 } else {
30 --- if container is NOT equal to package, then the element

is a property
31 change_stereotype <- let object :

"#native"!"atl::conf::ConfM2M" =
32 "#native"!"atl::conf::ConfM2M".newInstance()
33 in

object.aplicarEstereotipo(package,container,element);
34

35 }
36

37 if ( new_stereotype <> ’’ and change_stereotype)
38 {
39 --if the UML!Element does not get its stereotype

automically applied (i.e., UML not required)
40 --then we must apply it manually
41 --note:surprisingly the "required" property doesn’t seem to

be exposed by UML2.
42 --maybe look into this more
43 if (not required)
44 {
45 t.unapplyStereotype(stereotype);
46 t.applyStereotype(new_stereotype);
47 }
48 for (property in stereotype.getAllAttributes())
49 {
50 --apply the value if there is one.
51 --don’t apply the base type property as ATL cannot

handle this.
52 --also don’t touch read-only properties.
53 if(s.hasValue(stereotype,property.name)
54 and not property.name.startsWith(’base_’)
55 and not property.isReadOnly())
56 {
57 t.setValue(stereotype,property.name,s.getValue(stereotype,property.name));
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58 }
59 }
60 --marks the ’selectable’ property as ’true’ for the first

property of the class
61 if (new_stereotype.getName() = ’persistentEntityProperty’)
62 {
63 if (not

thisModule.Selectable_Control.includes(t.class.name))
{

64 t.setValue(new_stereotype,’selectable’,true);
65 thisModule.Selectable_Control <-
66 thisModule.Selectable_Control.including(t.class.name);
67 }
68 }
69 for (property in new_stereotype.getAllAttributes())
70 {
71 if (property.name.toString() = ’dataType’)
72 {
73 if (s.refGetValue(’type’).name = ’Integer’) {
74 t.setValue(new_stereotype,’dataType’,

thisModule.getDataType(’int’));
75 }
76 else if (s.refGetValue(’type’).name = ’Real’) {
77 t.setValue(new_stereotype,’dataType’,

thisModule.getDataType(’float’));
78 }
79 else {
80 t.setValue(new_stereotype,’dataType’,

thisModule.getDataType(’text’));
81 }
82 t.refSetValue(’type’, OclUndefined);
83 }
84 }
85 }
86 }
87 }
88 }

4.3.2.5 ASM to Code Generation

After the generation of the ASM of the application it is possible to go through
the process of generating code. To do this, we have defined transformation rules
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from model to text using the Acceleo8 tool for the three extensions.
These transformation rules follow a template-based approach in which text

templates are specified with entries for data to be extracted from the model
diagrams. The MTL9 language was used for the definition of the templates, and
OCL10 to make queries to the model. In addition, services defined in Java were
used to extend MTL with greater functionalities.

In the case of MoWebA4RIA, these rules are responsible for transforming el-
ements defined in the logic and content diagrams to HTML5, Javascript, jQuery,
jQuery code and Datatables libraries. The tools developed for this extension are
available at http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/

mowebaria/.
In MoWebAMobile4FC we have built a service in Java to extend the func-

tions of the MTL. We have built the transformation rules based on the classes,
properties and operations characterized by the respective stereotypes, tag val-
ues and enumerations defined in the ASM’s profile. In this sense, such rules
perform a mapping between the model elements defined and the target code to
be generated. Basically, the generation for both side, mobile and cloud, de-
pends on each combination of a CloudServer, a RestProcess, ResourceInterface
and CloudRequestHandler. The target code generated consists, on one side, in
native mobile code written in Java11 for Android, in Swift12 for iOS, and on
the other side, in open source code written in Javascript13 with Node.js for the
Openshift and Amazon Web Services platforms. Additionally, our cloud imple-
mentation is based on Docker,14 which is a container where an application runs.
Moreover, Docker is an emerging method developed by the open source com-
munity for easing the portability of cloud applications. The tools developed for
MoWebAMobile4FC are available at http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/

mddplus/herramientas/moweba-para-mobileapps-fc/.
In MoWebAMobile4Persistence, Listing 4.5 presents the main template rule of

8Acceleo.https://eclipse.org/acceleo/
9MTL.http://www.omg.org/spec/MOFM2T/1.0/

10OCL.http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/
11Java, link: https://goo.gl/hGBggw
12Swift, link: https://developer.apple.com/swift/
13Javascript, link: https://www.javascript.com/
14Docker, https://www.docker.com/what-docker

http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/mowebaria/
http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/mowebaria/
http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/moweba-para-mobileapps-fc/
http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/moweba-para-mobileapps-fc/
https://eclipse.org/acceleo/
http://www.omg.org/spec/MOFM2T/1.0/
http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/
https://goo.gl/hGBggw
https://developer.apple.com/swift/
https://www.javascript.com/
https://www.docker.com/what-docker
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the Acceleo’s transformations rules for the application generation. The generated
target codes for Android and Windows Phone are Java and C#, respectively.
Additionally, GUI code is also generated for Android (XML [2]) and Windows
Phone (XAML [6]). This generated code is ready to be executed for both mobile
platforms, Android and Windows Phone, previous compilation in their respective
IDEs.

Listing 4.5: Main template of the transformation rules in Acceleo.

1 [comment encoding = UTF-8 /]
2 [module generate(’http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/5.0.0/UML’)]
3 [comment]Imports ...[/comment]
4

5 [template public generateElement(model: Model)]
6

7 [comment @main/]
8 [let aPackages: Sequence(Package) = model.eAllContents(Package) ]
9

10 [generateGeneralAndroidClasses(model)/]
11 [generateGeneralWindowsClasses(model)/]
12

13 [for (aPackage : Package | aPackages)]
14 [let aClasses: Set(Class) = aPackage.ownedElement->filter(Class) ]
15 [let p : Package = aPackage.ancestors(Package)->first()]
16 [comment]We go through the existing packages in the model, specifically:

DataPersistence and DataProvider[/comment]
17

18 [comment]If the DataPersistence package exists[/comment]
19 [if (aPackage.hasStereotype(’DataPersistence’))]
20

21 [comment]Generate the beans or models of the application[/comment]
22 [beansGenAndroid(aPackage, p.name.toLower())/]
23 [beansGenWindows(aPackage)/]
24

25 [comment]We only create this file if there is at least one
Database type entity[/comment]

26 [if
(aPackage.isPackageHasThisPropertyStereotype(’persistentEntity’,
’persistentType’, ’Database’))]

27 [generateDBForAndroid(aPackage, p.name.toLower())/]
28 [generateDBForWindows(aPackage, p.name.toUpperFirst())/]
29 [/if]
30

31 [comment]We only create this file if there is at least one File
entity type[/comment]
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32 [if
(aPackage.isPackageHasThisPropertyStereotype(’persistentEntity’,
’persistentType’, ’File’))]

33 [generateFilesForAndroid(aPackage, p.name.toLower())/]
34 [generateFilesForWindows(aPackage, p.name.toUpperFirst())/]
35 [/if]
36

37 [comment]We only create this file if there is at least one
KeyValue entity type[/comment]

38 [if
(aPackage.isPackageHasThisPropertyStereotype(’persistentEntity’,
’persistentType’, ’KeyValue’))]

39 [generateKVForAndroid(aPackage, p.name.toLower())/]
40 [generateKVForWindows(aPackage, p.name.toUpperFirst())/]
41 [/if]
42 [/if]
43

44 [comment]If the DataProvider package exists[/comment]
45 [if (aPackage.hasStereotype(’DataProvider’))]
46 [for (aClass : Class | aClasses)]
47 [comment]If the class has the WebServiceInterface

package[/comment]
48 [if (aClass.hasStereotype(’WebServiceInterface’))]
49 [generateRestAndroid(aClass, p.name.toLower())/]
50 [generateRestWindows(aClass, p.name.toUpperFirst())/]
51 [/if]
52

53 [comment]If the class has the HardwareDeviceInterface
package[/comment]

54 [if (aClass.hasStereotype(’HardwareDeviceInterface’))]
55 [generateSensorsAndroid(aClass, p.name.toLower())/]
56 [generateSensorsWindows(aClass, p.name.toUpperFirst())/]
57 [/if]
58 [/for]
59 [/if]
60 [/let]
61 [/let]
62 [/for]
63 [/let]
64 [/template]

As a summary of the main aspects of the generated code in MoWebAMo-
bile4Persistence we have:

• Respect to data persistence, we used specific data persistence mechanisms
for these platforms. Firstly, the generated database is SQLite for both
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platforms. Secondly, files are saved in the device, and specific functions
are generated for each platform that allows executing read and write op-
erations. Finally, key-value pairs enable handling SharedPreferences and
LocalStorage, for Android and Windows Phone, respectively.

• Considering the data providers, we generate code from each of these iden-
tified providers. Firstly, the communication with external providers (e.g.,
servers or remote databases) is done via web-services following REST ar-
chitecture. Secondly, we identified a series of common options for sensors
and resources of hardware in smartphones: Accelerometer, Gyroscope, GPS,
Compass, AmbientLight, Camera, and Microphone. Finally, we identify dif-
ferent data types commonly used in the exchange of data among appli-
cations (ReceivedDataType): File, for file exchange in general; Image, to
receive images; Text, to receive text; and URL, to receive links (links).

• To get the first sight and test the generated functionalities, we generate
a set of basic and general screens. These screens are forms defined from
each persistent entity to load data and perform CRUD operations on them.
Moreover, we generated a screen to verify the values thrown by each sensor
and test the device hardware resources (e.g., GPS and camera).

• In addition to this application, we provide auxiliary classes (or helpers),
equipping the user with functionalities to handle the different aspects men-
tioned.

The tools developed for MoWebAMobile4Persistence are available at http:

//www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/mowebamobile/.

4.3.2.6 An Overview of the Development Process with the MoWebA
Extensions

Figure 4.13 illustrates the proposed process for the development of RIA applica-
tions with MoWebA4RIA. In the figure we can see that the process begins with
the PIM definition with MagicDraw tool15 using the corresponding UML profiles.

15MagicDraw.http://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw.html

http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/mowebamobile/
http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/mowebamobile/
http://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw.html
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Figure 4.13: RIA development process

The PIM model is then exported to a XMI file, which is imported into the EMF16

tool, where, through the mapping of the defined M2M transformation rules, it is
transformed into a new XMI with diagrams corresponding to the ASM. The new
XMI is imported into the Acceleo tool. The latter uses the transformation rules
to perform transformations from model to text, generating the code in HTML5,
Javascript, jQuery, Datatables and jQuery UI technologies, corresponding to the
final implementation of the RIA.

In Figure 4.14, we observe the development process with MoWebA Mobile.
We start modeling with MagicDraw [3], using the UML profiles of MoWebA.
Then, M2M transformation is made from PIM to ASM using ATL language with
ATL EMFTVM (ATL EMF Transformation Virtual Machine). The result of this
step is the ASM Model, which could be adjusted manually. Then, to generate
code from the performed models, we export these in XMI v2.1 format (XML of
Metadata Exchange) and import them in Acceleo. Using defined transformation
rules (Acceleo spreadsheets), we generate the source code of the mobile appli-
cation function in the cloud (in the case of MoWebAMobile4FC) and data layer

16Eclipse Modeling Framework.https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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implementation (in the case of MoWebAMobile4Persistence). We define transfor-
mation rules to generate this implementation. In MoWebAMobile4Persistence,
we have also developed a set of user interfaces to show the data layer function-
alities. Finally, to obtain a native application for both platforms, the generated
code must be compiled in their respective IDEs: Android Studio [1] and Visual
Studio [5].

The tools defined for the three MoWebA extensions, which include the meta-
models, UML profiles, PIM-ASM transformation rules, and ASM-code transfor-
mation rules, are available on the MDD+ project website 17.

Figure 4.14: MoWebA Mobile development process
.

4.3.2.7 Proof of Concepts

The following are three proof of concepts developed with the MoWebA exten-
sions during the research project mentioned in section 4.3. We followed the de-
velopment process presented in section 4.3.2.6 which include the PIM and ASM
modeling, and the transformation rules to obtain the final code.

MoWebA4RIA has been applied to a case called "Employee Marking". The
application consisted of an employee marking system in which a guest user can

17http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/

http://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/herramientas/
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register as an employee and then login and be able to mark in or out. If the user
is a supervisor, he/she is able to observe the clock-ins and clock-outs performed
by the employees. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show part of the ASM models for the
Employee Marking application.

Figure 4.15: ASM Logic Diagram for "Employee Marking" application
.

Figure 4.16: ASM Content Diagram example for "Employee Marking" application
.
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In MoWebAMobile4FC the application consisted in a virtual shop, which in-
cludes a set of products to be offered and a set of users, who are the potential
purchasers of such products. This application required the implementation in
mobile and cloud platforms. In our case, the task was focused on the functions
of network communication for the data exchange. Basically, the data to be ex-
changed was about the user (e.g., name, phone, email, address) and about the
products (e.g., name, provider, pictures). Figures 4.17 and 4.18 present part of
the ASM model for the virtual shop application.

Figure 4.17: Example of an application for offering products. Products
.

In MoWebA4Persistence we used an example of modeling a mobile application
called "e-market". The application consisted of a virtual store that makes home
deliveries. One has available a product catalog and all the necessary information
about each product. If one wishes to purchase a particular product, has to selects
that product and adds it to the shopping cart. Once the selection of products is
completed, the purchase is finalized, with the possibility of indicate whether or
not you want the delivery to be made at home. The user needs to be registered
to enter the application. The application must be available at all the time, even
without a permanent Internet connection ("offline" mode). Figures 4.19 and 4.20
present part of the ASM model for the e-market application.
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Figure 4.18: Example of an application for offering products. Customer, pur-
chases diagram

.

Figure 4.19: E-market application data persistence ASM model
.
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Figure 4.20: E-market application data provider ASM model
.

4.3.2.8 Validations with the Extensions

4.3.2.8.1 MoWeba4RIA
We have performed two validation experiences with MoWebA4RIA focusing on

usability. The results of the former experience were presented in [92], and the
latter were presented in [91].

Using the GQM template (Goal-Question-Metric) [16], the goal of this valida-
tion was stated as follows: analyze the MoWebA approach for the development
of RIA, for the purpose of assessing its usability, with respect to effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction, from the viewpoint of the developer, in the context
of last year Computer Science students at the Catholic University (Asunción,
Paraguay).

Based on this goal, the following research questions were established:

• RQ1.1: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the PIM mod-
eling process of the proposed approach present?

• RQ1.2: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the PIM-ASM
transformation process of the proposed approach present?

• RQ1.3: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the code gen-
eration process of the proposed approach present?

The case consists of a RIA development project using MoWebA4RIA. The
requested application consists of a system for enrolling students in the Computer
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Table 4.5: Usability measurements for the PIM modeling process

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion

Time

Average
Satisfaction

Modeling 95.2% 17 min. 2.87

Science degree, composed of two pages with RIA elements. The experience was
performed by ten students of the last year of the Computer Science degree at
the Catholic University (Asunción, Paraguay) who were asked to model the nec-
essary PIM diagrams, execute the PIM-ASM transformation rules to obtain the
ASM models, make manual adjustments to the ASM models, generate code from
them, and make manual adjustments to the generated code. These students have
skills in model-based processes, acquired in previous courses, and in model-driven
processes, acquired in the course in which this validation experience was carried
out.

The models and code generated and adjusted by the students were corrected
in order to obtain success rates (in relation to efficiency) for the modeling process
and for the code generation process. Furthermore, the 10 students answered three
After Scenario Questionnaires (ASQ) [69], one for each task (PIM modeling,
PIM-ASM transformation, and code generation). These questionnaires allow us
to know the perception of the satisfaction of the participants with respect to the
accomplishment of every task.

Next we discuss the experience and the results according to the research ques-
tions.

1. RQ1.1: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the PIM mod-
eling process of the proposed approach present?

Table 4.5 presents the usability measurements for the PIM modeling process
carried out during the experience. On average, we observed that students
completed the application model with a success rate of 95.2%, in 17 minutes,
and with an ASQ score of 2.87 (ASQ scores range from 1 to 7, and values
closer to 1 are those that indicate a higher level of satisfaction).

Analyzing these results, we can see that a satisfactory success rate was ob-
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tained. The biggest difficulty at the time of modeling was given by misap-
plying some labeled values, stereotypes and forgetting to include a submit
button on the forms. In these cases, intervention from researchers were
made in order to correct errors.

Regarding modeling time, although we can not affirm with certainty that
it corresponds to a favorable or unfavorable time, because it is necessary
to compare this approach against another, from our experience in modeling
and development, it seems to us that this time is reasonable.

The score obtained from the ASQ questionnaire reflects a good level of
satisfaction from the students using the proposed modeling process.

From the above, we can derive that good effectiveness, efficiency and satis-
faction were obtained in the modeling process.

2. RQ1.2: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the PIM-ASM
transformation process of the proposed approach present?

The PIM-to-ASM transformation phase of the experience included two
tasks: applying the ATL rules to automatically generate the ASM, and
performing some manual adjustments to the ASM model in order to change
default values established by the transformation rules (e.g., change the value
of the autocomplete tagged valued to TRUE, since the default value of the
transformation rule is set to FALSE). The first task was performed without
researchers intervention, but the second task needed some help from re-
searchers, in order to identify the tagged values that needed to be changed.

Table 4.6 presents the usability measurements for the PIM-ASM transfor-
mation process of the experience. On average, the automatic MTM trans-
formation was completed with a success rate of 100%, in 9.2 minutes, and
with an ASQ score of 2.70.

From the above, we can derive that very good levels of effectiveness, ef-
ficiency and satisfaction were obtained in the PIM-ASM transformation
process.

3. RQ1.3: What effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction does the code gen-
eration process of the proposed approach present?
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Table 4.6: Usability measurements for the PIM-ASM transformation process

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion

Time

Average
Satisfaction

Modeling 100% 9.2 min. 2.70

Table 4.7: Usability measurements for the code generation process

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion

Time

Average
Satisfaction

Code
Generation

90% 8.1 min. 2.87

Table 4.7 presents the usability measurements for the code generation pro-
cess of the experience. On average, automatic code generation was com-
pleted with a success rate of 90%, in 8.1 minutes, and with an ASQ score
of 2.87.

From these results, we can note that the success rate is just as satisfactory
as the success rate obtained for the modeling process. However, we believe
that the success rate for the code generation process could have obtained
a better score, since this was directly affected by the input model used.
Although several lines of code were generated from all models, these lines
were not complete, due to imperfections of the models developed by par-
ticipants, used as input for the code generator. We emphasize that in-situ
corrections of the elaborated models were carried out, but not all the neces-
sary corrections were detected due to the limitation of time in the working
session.

In relation to the time of code generation, we can observe that a quite re-
duced time was achieved. This time could be generalized for the generation
of all types of applications since it requires strictly mechanical and prede-
fined steps, without great variation in the intervention of the developer.
Also, this time is independent from the size of the application to be gener-
ated, because an increase in the size of the application would not generate
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a significant increase in time.

From these observations we can understand that the code generation process
was carried out with good effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction for these
group of students.

4.3.2.8.2 MoWebAMobile4FC
MoWebAMobile4FC was analysed by a comparative study. In such study,

we have measured the effort related to the development of the MobileApps-FC’s
network communication functions. Details of this comparative study can be found
at [121].

In order to do the study, basically, we have proceeded as follows: i) we have
selected an application as an example to develop its network communication; ii)
we have used MoWebAMobile4FC, WebRatio Mobile Platform ( [29]) and the
traditional approach to develop independently the network communication; iii)
we have measured and registered the development times taken by each alternative;
iv) in case of the MDD approaches, we have registered and analyzed the modeling
and generation differences which could affect the development effort. Following,
we describe the study in more details.

We have considered a application similar to one presented in Brambilla et
al. [29]. The application is a virtual shop for selling products. It is going to
be deployed on tablets and cell phones for field agents, i.e., salesman that go
to customers for selling the products. In this case, the task is focused on the
functions of network communication for the data exchange. Basically, the data
to be exchanged is about the products (e.g., images, technical sheets, providers).
Part of the modeling is shown in Figure 4.21.

The application was developed using the three alternatives. The development
have been done in an academic environment. The developer was a computer
science student in his last year at the university. Moreover, the resources used to
guide and support the development were those available on-line.

In this comparative study, we proposed the following research questions:

• RQ2.1: How much time of development do the traditional approach, We-
bRatio Mobile Platform and MoWebA Mobile require to obtain the network
communication implementation?
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Figure 4.21: Example of an application for offering products

• RQ2.2: What differences in the modeling process between A and B could
affect the effort required to develop MobileApps-FC?

• RQ2.3: Respectively, how many platforms do A and B generate code for
(mobile and cloud)?

In this sense, we have compared MoWebA Mobile against the traditional
approach and WebRatio Mobile Platform to answer RQ2.1. Similarly, we have
compared exclusively both MDD approaches, MoWebAMobile (A) andWebRatio
Mobile Platform (B) to answer RQ2.2 and RQ2.3.

Following, we present the results by each research question defined.

1. RQ2.1: How much time of development do the traditional approach, We-
bRatio Mobile Platform and MoWebA Mobile require to obtain the network
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Figure 4.22: Example of an application for offering products. Load-image func-
tion

communication implementation?

We have compared MoWebA Mobile against the traditional approach and a
consolidated MDD tool to analyze the required effort differences. Obviously,
a MDD tool will improve the effort needed following a traditional approach
(i.e., the manual development). However, in this case, the aim was to
understand how big the difference is.

WebRatio Mobile Platform, is used in the industry and it is the most rep-
resentative MDD tool for the development of the MobileApps-FC [120].
Therefore, we have compared it with MoWebA Mobile to see how much
difference of effort exists with such kind of tool.

The development effort, measured through the development time, is pre-
sented in Figure 4.23.

It is worth noting that there exists a substantial difference of effort among
the development times of the MDD approaches against the traditional one.
For obtaining the same implementation, using WebRatio Mobile Platform
and MoWebA Mobile have been necessary 0.93 hours (55 minutes) and 1.33
hours (1 hour 20 minutes), respectively. The traditional approach has taken
160 hours.
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of development times

On one side, since, the network communication development implies, nec-
essarily, working with several platforms and cloud service providers. In
this sense, the developer had to face difficulties like the transition between
different development environments (mobile, cloud), the use of different
frameworks and programming languages. Such difficulties slowed down the
development using the traditional approach.

On the other side, about the MDD approaches, they have several properties
which support such difference of time. Firstly, the abstraction of specific
details of the different platforms through the models. We highlight two
advantages of such abstraction. On one side, it prevents dealing with the
difficulty of working with different technologies. On the other side, it al-
lows developers without specific platform and communication knowledge
to get specific platform implementation of the network communication of
the MobileApps-FC. Secondly, the automatic generation of platform spe-
cific code from the built model, which save most of the development time.
Third, the generated code is already tested, so the probability to spend
time in fixing bugs decreases.

Therefore, we could say that there is a considerable improvement in saving
effort using a MDD approach for the development of the network commu-
nication of MobileApps-FC.

Comparing the MDD approaches, there is a difference that favors to one
of them. First of all, we have to say that WebRatio Mobile Platform has
a specific development environment, which eases, makes simple and faster
the modeling comparing with MoWebA Mobile. Furthermore, WebRatio
Mobile Platform is a robust and mature platform used in the industry. In
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contrast, in MoWebA Mobile the modeling and the generation are made
with tools of general purpose which slowed down the development process.
Therefore, we suppose that if we build a MoWebA Mobile’s specific tool,
it could help to make more simple and faster the process of modeling and
generation. Such eventual reduction could imply equalizing, or even im-
proving, the network communication development time of WebRatio Mo-
bile Platform. Following, we present further differences which reinforce the
possible improvement of development time using MoWebA Mobile through
a more specific tool. We refer to MoWebA Mobile as A and to WebRatio
Mobile Platform as B.

2. RQ2.2: What differences in the modeling process between A and B could
affect the effort required to develop MobileApps-FC?

On one side, A prescribe all the modeling and configurations in a unified
model, while B works with two models and projects. One project for mobile,
another project for back-end. In case of A, the purpose of working with the
same project and model for designing the communication is to abstract the
developer from individuals settings and modelings by each side (mobile and
cloud). In other words, since the communication implies two sides (mobile
and cloud), from a unified model, at the moment of generation, the design
and settings are replicated in both sides. Therefore, the developer “works
once” instead of twice or more, which is the case of B. For instance, if a url
is modified, then, the developer does not modify it for the cloud side and
for the mobile side, the url modification is made only once in the model.
Afterwards, thanks to the transformation rules, the change is replicated
in both sides, the mobile and cloud ones. In this sense, A saves effort in
the modeling process and consequently, in the overall process of developing
MobileApps-FC.

On the other side, the main difference of MoWebA regarding other MDD ap-
proaches is the inclusion of three design aspects which could help to address
the portability challenge. Since, in this work, where we have focused on the
network communication aspect, we consider one of such aspects, which is
the ASM. The relevance of the ASM is to improve the portability of the PIM
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regarding the different architectures. Even though, WebRatio considers as
well the ASM, MoWebA considers, additionally, model to model (M2M)
transformation rules, which enable the semi-automatic transition from the
PIM to ASM. In fact, there exist such rules for other architectures.18 Re-
garding the network communication aspect, M2M transformation rules were
made manually. Such saving of time implies as well a saving of effort in the
process of developing MobileApps-FC.

3. RQ2.3: Respectively, how many platforms do A and B generate code for
(mobile and cloud)?

On the mobile side, both, A and B, generate code for iOS and Android, the
most popular platforms. While A generates native mobile code, B generates
code for hybrid applications. On the cloud side, A generates code for two
providers (Openshift and Amazon). B generates a Java application just
for one provider, that is its own cloud service platform.19 With B, thanks
to its development tools, the application can be automatically deployed
in the cloud. In case of A, it generates an implementation to run in two
different clouds service provider’s (Openshift and Amazon). Even though,
we highlight that the code generated using A, is based on Docker,20 which
is a method developed by the open source community. Precisely, one of the
main goals of Docker is to ease the cloud application portability. Therefore,
the code generated could be ported, more easily, to other providers which
include Docker in their services.

A brief summary of the comparative study is shown in Table 4.8.

4.3.2.8.3 MoWebAMobile4Persistence
MoWebAMobile4Persistence was analysed considering the usability and porta-

bility aspects.
For this validation, we were guided by the activities suggested by Wohlin et

al. [149] for case studies. Details of this validation can be found at [94].

18M2M transformation rules for RIA, https://goo.gl/8Lsy6n
19WebRatio Cloud Plans, link: https://goo.gl/ByQgMp
20Docker, link: https://www.docker.com/what-docker

https://goo.gl/8Lsy6n
https://goo.gl/ByQgMp
https://www.docker.com/what-docker
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Table 4.8: Brief summary of the comparative study
Approaches

Aspects
MoWebA M. (A) WebRatio M. (B) Traditional

Dev. time 1 h 20 min 55 min 160 hs A’s time can be improved using a specific tool

Unified model
One model for mobile,
another one for cloud

————–
————–
————–

In A, the network communication is designed
in only one model which saves design effort

Modeling
diff.

It considers M2M
semi-automatic rules
from PIM to ASM

It does not consider
such M2M rules

————–
————–
————–

The semi-automatic M2M rules could help to
save effort in the modeling process

Number of
Gen. Platf.

2 mobile platforms,
2 cloud platforms

2 mobile platforms,
1 cloud platform

————–
————–
————–

The cloud code generated by A is based on
Docker, which eases the code portability

The evaluation focuses on validating the M2T transformation rules that allow
obtaining the final code from the ASM. First of all, we focus on evaluating the
usability of our approach to get the first evaluations of the end user’s experience.
Secondly, we are interested in evaluating the portability of our approach. The
fragmentation problem increases the effort of developing mobile applications as
each mobile platform handle data persistence mechanisms differently.

To define the goal of the evaluation, we used the GQM paradigm (Goal Ques-
tion Metric) [16]. We established the modeler and developer profiles. The first is
a person with enough knowledge in modeling with MoWebA. The second is a per-
son with experience in the development of mobile applications, able to understand
and make changes to the generated code.

The defined goal(G) is: Analyze the MDD approach for the development of
native mobile applications focused on the data layer: MoWebA Mobile, for the
purpose of a better understanding in regard to the usability and portability from
the viewpoint of the modeler and developer in the context of mobile application
development.

The case analysis consisted of the development of a E-market application
for online purchases.

The complete development of the mobile application can be divided into the
following development stages:

1. modeling with MoWebA Mobile;

2. code generation from the model;
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3. generation of the application from the generated code; and,

4. modifications to the generated application.

From the aspects mentioned above, and to achieve the stated goals, we estab-
lished research questions (RQ).

• RQ3.1: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the modeling
process of the proposed approach present?

• RQ3.2: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the code gen-
eration process of the proposed approach present?

• RQ3.3: What perception of satisfaction does the proposed MDD approach
present?

• RQ3.4: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the process of
modifying the generated application present?

• RQ3.5: What perception of portability does the proposed MDD approach
present?

From the established goals, we classify the participants of the experience
with two profiles:

• Modelers : six students of the 8th semester of the Computer Science career
at the Catholic University of Asuncion. At the time of the experience, they
were finishing the Software Engineering 1 subject, with enough knowledge
in modeling with MoWebA after they had been evaluated for a semester
developing a complete application with MoWebA.

• Developers : five mobile developers, four of them with experience working
with Android applications, and one developer with Windows Phone appli-
cations development experience. Using networking, we contacted a group
of mobile developers active in the industry at that time. We started with
our laboratory colleagues, and they, in turn, invited their acquaintances.
The average development experience was 1.5 years in the industry.
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According to the stages of this evaluation experience, the modeler was in
charge of the modeling process and code generation. On the other hand, the
developer was in charge of generating the application from the generated code
and making modifications to the application.

The experience was carried out in three work sessions. In the first and second
sessions, we worked with modelers, and in the third session, with the developers.
A researcher was in charge of conducting and supporting the experience.

In the first session (150 minutes long), the researcher presented MoWebA
Mobile to the modelers, and together they worked in a mobile application case
example using MoWebAMobile, showing modeling and code generation processes.

In the second session (140 minutes long), the researcher presented the appli-
cation E-market to the modelers. The modelers received a document with the
system requirements. Modelers were asked to obtain the data persistence and
data provider models. Then, they started the modeling process. This activity
was divided into two stages: first, modeling without the support of the researcher,
and then modeling with the support of the researcher. This whole process was
timed to obtain data related to effectiveness. At the end of modeling, the model-
ers answered an After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ). This questionnaire focuses
on the measurement of the satisfaction of a person concerning the accomplish-
ment of a task [12], with a score ranging from 1 to 7, where values closer to 1
indicate a higher value of satisfaction [135]. Afterward, the modelers continued
with the code generation process from the models they have made. Again, this
process was timed. At the end of the code generation, the modelers had another
ASQ. Concluding this session, the modelers answered a System Usability Scale
(SUS) questionnaire about the entire session, which focuses mainly on the mea-
surement of user satisfaction, covering a variety of the system usability aspects
[12].

Finally, in the third session (203 minutes long), the researcher presented
MoWebA Mobile and the application E-market to the developers. The process to
import the generated code to the IDEs was explained. The developers received a
document with the requirements of the system. They were asked to import the
generated code to the respective IDEs and generate the application. This process
was timed to obtain data related to effectiveness. At the end of this process,
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the developers answered an ASQ. In this case, and a difference with the previous
session, we complement this ASQ with additional questions in order to collect
more information, specifically asking about the comments and opinions of the
participants. Subsequently, as a new task, the developers tested the generated
application, made verification of the generated functionalities in the different mo-
bile phones, and experienced the generated application in Android and Windows
Phone platforms. This process focused on to get the first approximations about
the portability of the proposed approach, for which we employed a questionnaire
with open questions and asked the developers to answer it. With this question-
naire, we collected opinions from the developers regarding the possible differences
in the functionalities and mechanisms of persistence, in the different platforms,
and the usefulness of the approach for the automatic generation of mobile ap-
plications for different platforms. Afterward, the developers made modifications
to the generated application, which consisted of changing the type of persistence
mechanism of an entity. The developers were divided into two groups. The first
group made modifications directly to the generated application (manual modifica-
tions). The second group made changes to the models (automatic modifications)
and followed all the development steps with MoWebA Mobile to generate the
application with the changes required. This modification process was timed, and
the modifications made were saved separately. At the end of this process, the
developers answered an ASQ. Concluding this session, the developers responded
to a SUS questionnaire about the entire session.

From the experience with modelers and developers, quantitative and quali-
tative data were obtained. These data allowed answering the research questions
and improving the understanding of the perception collected.

The following are the answers to the request questions:

1. RQ3.1: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the modeling
process of the proposed approach present?

As we mentioned, this process was divided into two stages: first, modeling
without the support of the researcher, and then modeling with the support
of the researcher.

Considering the tasks in this process, we remark that all modelers com-
pleted the data persistence model. Difficulties were found during the data
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provider modeling, especially with the services modeling. Common errors
found were: some tag values misapplying and stereotypes names missing. In
general, 33% of modelers were able to complete the entire process without
asking for the support of the researcher. The remaining modelers completed
the task but asked for some help at some point during this process.

Based on our perception, most of the modelers were able to complete this
process satisfactorily. Furthermore, looking at the quantitative analysis
presented in Table 4.9, the average success rate was 82%, which we consider
as a notable success rate.

Table 4.9: Usability measurements of the modeling process.

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion Time

(minutes)

Average
Satisfaction
(ASQ score)

Modeling 82% 64.17 2.89

In regard to the completion time, we measured that more time was required
during the first stage, where the modelers, with the help of the documenta-
tion provided, worked on the modeling process. After this, some questions
arose in order to complete the task. As a result, the average completion
time of the complete process was 64.17 minutes. We consider this number as
reasonable, taking into account the time lost because of some errors during
modeling. Nevertheless, as a first experience working with MoWebAMo-
bile4Persistence, this modest performance draws attention to the fact they
had informational materials, and the complexity of modeling was reduced.
This performance gives us clue that more training could be necessary to
reduce the learning curve.

From all we mentioned above, we concluded MoWebAMobile4Persistence
was accepted among the modelers, thanks to their experience using MoWebA,
but more training was necessary to achieve higher levels of success rate and
efficiency. The score obtained from the ASQ questionnaire reflects an ac-
ceptable level of satisfaction of the modelers with the modeling process.

2. RQ2: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the code gener-
ation process of the proposed approach present?
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In this process, all the modelers were able to complete the tasks, generat-
ing the code application satisfactorily in Acceleo. Nevertheless, errors were
detected during the code generation. In total, 33% of modelers presented
errors in this process due to imperfections found in their models from the
modeling process. Time was lost detecting such errors, increasing the aver-
age completion time, causing a number significantly high for an automatic
generation. From Table 4.10, the average completion time was 15.33 min-
utes. Despite this fact, we noticed good results considering the efficiency of
the modelers.

Table 4.10: Usability measurements of the code generation process.

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion Time

(minutes)

Average
Satisfaction
(ASQ score)

Code generation 100% 15.33 1.94

From our perspective, this automatic code generation process obtained good
results. We noticed a compensatory experience once the modelers generated
code from their models, seeing the effort of the previous task materialized.
The score obtained from the ASQ questionnaire for this code generation
process, and comparing with the obtained in the modeling process, reflects
a very good level of satisfaction for the modelers.

From the view point of the developers we did the following analysis. As
we mentioned in RQ3.1, there were errors during the modeling process. In
order to all the developers could reach a unified generated application and
do not drag previous errors in this process, we decided to provide a 100%
complete model to start the code generation process.

From the collected comments during this activity, the main problems men-
tioned by the developers were related to the IDE. First, problems with the
configuration of the IDE, loosing time in the installation of updates and
import of required libraries. This setback could have been avoided with
necessary adjustments during the preparation of the experience. It is not
considered as an error of the developers. Similarly, problems also occurred
importing the generated code, a process that required creating a new project
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in the IDE, and then locating the generated code in folders.

Although, with an almost perfect success rate (see Table 4.11), the draw-
back with the use of the IDE got our attention because, despite the work
experience the developers had, the tasks of creating the project and then
adapting the generated code to it took longer than expected. From these
results, we analyzed methods to improve the fulfillment of this process: a
complete IDE project structure generation or even the generation of the
final application.

Table 4.11: Usability measurements of the application generation process from
the generated code.

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion

Time (minutes)

Average
Satisfaction
(ASQ score)

Application generation 98% 51.6 2.20

We noticed that the developers were very engaged with the experience of
validation, willing to finish the tasks, participatory, and striving to achieve
good performance. Furthermore, in general, we perceived a good level of
satisfaction during the application generation process (also reflected in the
ASQ results).

Concluding, we present additional data collected to be used in later analysis.
The average of generated lines of code (LoC) for Android and Windows
Phone were 6411 and 3828, respectively. This number of lines corresponds
to the total amount of lines of each developer’s project, so there were certain
variations in each case. The lines of code counted include blank lines,
comments, and the imports in each class.

3. RQ3: What perception of satisfaction does the proposed MDD approach
present?

The modelers’ average score of perception of satisfaction of MoWebAMobile
was 50 in the SUS, with a standard deviation of 16.89. Converting this score
to Sauro and Lewis percentile rank21, we obtain a value of 13%. This result

21About the SUS questionnaire, Sauro and Lewis [125] mention that the best way to interpret
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is below average.

In general, we noticed some doubts in the use of the proposed approach
from the modelers. With the introduction of new concepts of the approach,
and considering this as the first working experience with the approach, we
believe this complexity perception could improve with more training, which
could minimize the learning curve.

On the other hand, we obtained the developers’ opinion regarding the gen-
eral development with our approach and the coverage of the initial require-
ments by the generated application. Many agreed to say that since the
modification process could not be completed, it was difficult for them to
give an opinion on the validation of the initial requirements. Regarding the
suggestions and opinions about MoWebAMobile4Persistence, they stressed
that it is an easy to use approach, and interesting things could be achieved
with some adjustments. The suggested adjustments include the automation
of this process, that means improving the import of the generated code to
the IDE.

The mentioned above is reflected in the developers’ average score of per-
ception of satisfaction of MoWebAMobile4Persistence, which was 70 with
a standard deviation of 15.2. In a percentile rank, the result is above av-
erage with a value of 56%. Furthermore, compared to the perception of
satisfaction obtained by the modelers (50 points in the SUS), the score of
the developers is high and may have been even higher if not for the errors
mentioned in RQ3.4 and RQ3.5. However, in general, analyzing the SUS
questionnaires of the developers, and unlike the modelers, the proposed
approach was well accepted, considering it consistent and not complicated.

4. RQ4: What effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction does the process of
modifying the generated application present?

The requested modification consisted of changing the type of persistence
mechanism of an entity: key-value instead of database as a new persistence
mechanism. We worked in two groups: the manual development involved

the results is normalizing and obtaining the percentile rank. Any result with a percentile rank
less than 50% is, by definition, below the average, and anything above 50% is above average.
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three developers (they developed for Android platform), and the develop-
ment with MoWebA Mobile approach involved two developers (one devel-
oper working with Android and another with Windows Phone platform).

Analyzing the results of the first group mentioned above, and regarding
efficiency, we can see a lower performance in comparison with previous
processes. Only 33% of developers could fully complete the requested mod-
ification. The other two developers reached only 50% of the development.
These developers made the requested modification but could not show the
data from the database on the screen. For this group, the main problem
commented was that the designated time to finish all the requested changes
for this task was insufficient, but they encouraged saying that with a lit-
tle more practice, they could do it without inconvenience. The previous
discomfort is reflected in the level of satisfaction the ASQ questionnaire
returned (see Table 4.12).

Table 4.12: Usability measurements on the process of modifying the generated
application: code modifications.

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion Time

(minutes)

Average
Satisfaction
(ASQ score)

Modifications to the code 73.3% 57 3

Concerning the results of the second group, firstly, only one of the develop-
ers, who worked with the Windows Phone application, could fully complete
the requested modification and test successfully the changes made. The
other developer, who worked with the Android application, was able to
generate the application code successfully with the requested changes, but
commenting some problems creating the project and importing folder to
the IDE, so he could not test the application. In this case, during the
evaluation, we could test this application, obtaining excellent results. The
developers who made the requested modifications to the code highlighted
the readability and proper structure of the generated code. Secondly, the
average activity time of this second group was 38.5 minutes. This average
time reflects the drawbacks mentioned above with one of the developers,
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but it is worth noting that this developer was able to complete the activity
successfully in 20 minutes (see Table 4.13).

Finally, we observed the developers using MoWebAMobile4Persistence, more
confident and satisfied with the experience. Unlike the score obtained in
the manual development, the ASQ score for this group reflects a very good
level of satisfaction.

Table 4.13: Usability measurements on the process of modifying the generated
application: model modifications.

Process
Average

Success Rate

Average
Completion Time

(minutes)

Average
Satisfaction
(ASQ score)

Modifications to the model 72% 38.5 1.67

To summarize, all developers were able to accomplish the requested task in
this stage, changing the type of persistence of the entity, but only 40% of
them could complete and test the changes made.

Next, we highlight some interesting points found during the analysis of both
development groups:

• Time: we notice a considerable difference comparing the completion
time of those who could fully finish this task. It can be said that
the development with MoWebAMobile4Persistence allowed making the
requested modification 2.85X faster than developing it manually.

• LoC of the requested modifications : comparing the development for
the Android platform, we found a nontrivial difference: on average,
309 lines were added developing manually, and 226 lines were added
using MoWebAMobile4Persistence. We highlight the conciseness of
the transformation rules, in the context of the proposed exercise.

• ASQ : both groups experienced different types of errors during the
task, but the difference in both ASQ scores reflects a better level of
satisfaction using MoWebAMobile4Persistence.

• The same modification was made manually and by the proposed ap-
proach. We emphasize that the changes to the model did not re-
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quire any extra manual modification, highlighting the expressiveness
of MoWebAMobile4Persistence, in the context of the proposed exer-
cise.

5. RQ5: What perception of portability does the proposed MDD approach
present?

We emphasize the activities about portability were carried out successfully
by all the developers. By loading data, the developers were able to test
the application and the data persistence mechanisms available. Then, they
carried out the same tests in different mobile OSs.

Through the questionnaire, we were able to obtain the perception of the
developers about the portability of MoWebA Mobile. Here is a summary
of the answers gathered:

• Did you notice any difference concerning the functionalities? In gen-
eral, all agreed there were no problems with data persistence, and they
were able to test the different data persistence mechanisms successfully
in the different platforms. However, they highlighted that there were
problems with some data providers.

• Do you find MoWebA Mobile useful? Everyone found the proposal
useful, noting the savings in effort and time in code generation is re-
markable in this type of development.

• The problems in this scenario were with the data providers. These
drawbacks were presented using some sensors like GPS and gyroscope,
and some specific hardware such as the camera.

The experience towards the first approach of evaluation of portability was
positive. The comments from developers allowed us to verify the data per-
sistence mechanisms worked correctly in different versions of the mobile OS.
We highlight that there were problems with some data providers and some
interface details, which challenges us to continue improving to achieve a
more robust approach.
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4.3.3 Data Collection

In this experience, data collection can be classified as of first degree, since we
were in direct contact with participants and we collected data in real time using
different methods. Archival data was the primary source of data, complemented
with open weekly meetings, observations and focus groups.

The meetings were approximately 120 minutes in length. Notes were taken
during meetings, but the main sources of data were results/outputs expected for
each stage. Focus groups and interviews were done in a same meeting.

We considered as information sources for data collection:

1. the project documentation, which includes PIM metamodels, ASM meta-
models, PIM-ASM transformation rules, ASM-Code generation, proof of
concept and all the documentation generated for each validation extensions;

2. the work sessions’ timesheets of each validation extension; and,

3. questionnaires for validation of MoWebA4RIA and MoWebAMobile4Persistence.

The quantitative data were collected from these three information sources. On
the other hand, the qualitative data were obtained from the comments and
opinions of the participants.

In the first place, the project documentation allowed us to determine the
success rate of the participants. Therefore, the timesheets permitted us to
determine the completion time of each process in the validation extensions.

In the MoWebA4RIA and MoWebAMobile4Persistence validation experiences
we used three types of questionnaires:

1. ASQ, to calculate the average satisfaction for each process;

2. SUS, to determine the measurement of user satisfaction for each session;
and,

3. a questionnaire with open questions, to get first approximations about the
perception of portability of the approach.

Table 4.14. presents a summary of data collected during the experience.
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Table 4.14: Summary of data collected during the expe-
rience.

Data Collection
method

Materials Outputs

1. Definition of the scope to be considered for extensions.
Focus Group, Open
and semi-structured
interviews

Scientific documenta-
tion (articles, proceed-
ings, books)

Theoretical frame-
work and state of the
art related to each ar-
chitecture; Document
with scope definition.

2. Revision and adjustments to the PIM taking into account the
architecture established for the extension.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw;
MoWebA specifi-
cation; Internet

PIM metamodel mod-
ified; PIM modifica-
tion report.

3. Metamodel and UML profile: definition of architecture meta-
models, considering the Brambilla et al. framework [25]. Definition
of UML profiles.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw; Bram-
billa specification;
UML profile specifica-
tion

MOF definition for
each architecture;
UML profile definition
for each architecture;
Explanatory report

4. PIM-ASM mapping.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

Magic Draw Mapping rules identi-
fication

5. PIM-ASM transformation rules definition with ATL.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

ATL tool Transformation rules
in ATL; Explanatory
report

6. Definition of transformation rules from the ASM model to the
final code. Generation of source code.
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Table 4.14: Summary of data collected during the expe-
rience.

Data Collection
method

Materials Outputs

Observation (category
3); Archival data

Acceleo tool Transformation defini-
tion in Acceleo; Docu-
mentation

7. Proof of Concept development.
Focus group; Open
and semi-structured
interviews

MagicDraw; ATL
tool; Acceleo

PIM Models; ASM
models, code gener-
ated

8. Validation of each extension.
8.1. MoWebA4RIA validation.
Work sessions; Fo-
cus group; Open and
semi-structured inter-
views

MagicDraw; ATL
tool; Acceleo;
timesheet; que-
stonaries;

PIM models; ASM
models; code gen-
erated; timesheets;
ASQ questionnaires
answers

8.2. MoWebAMobile4FC validation.
Observation (category
3); Archival data

MagicDraw; Acceleo;
WebRatio; IDEs;
timesheets;

PIM models; WebRa-
tio Models; code gen-
erated; code devel-
oped

8.3. MoWebAMobile4Persistence validation.
Work sessions; Fo-
cus group; Open and
semi-structured inter-
views

MagicDraw; ATL
tool; Acceleo; IDEs;
timesheets; que-
stonaries;

PIM models; ASM
models; code gener-
ated; timesheets; ASQ
and SUS question-
naires answers
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4.3.4 Data Analysis

The analysis carried out consists of a qualitative analysis and judgment for each
research questions presented in section 4.3.1.2, based on the data collected and
the monitoring throughout the process. We begin the section with table 4.15,
which presents a summary of the activities carried out and the achievements
reached for each of the extensions.

Table 4.15: Resume of activities of ASM extensions de-
velopment

Task RIA
Mobile for Func-
tion and the Cloud

Mobile for Persis-
tence

Scope for the ex-
tensions

client data, client
business logic and
asynchronous com-
munication between
client and server

light-data, load-
image, download-files,
upload-files

data persistence
mechanisms:
databases, files,
and key-value pairs
providers: exter-
nal, internal, other
applications

Modifications to
the PIM meta-
model

Logic Diagram: stati-
cObject and value at-
tribute. Content Dia-
gram: requestType at-
tribute of Form ele-
ment, name attribute
of List element, sub-
mitButton as a spe-
cialization of Button

none
Entity Diagram: En-
tityProperty element
and Datatype

PIM Diagrams
extended

Logic and Content Di-
agrams

Logic Diagram Entity Diagram
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Task RIA
Mobile for Func-
tion and the Cloud

Mobile for Persis-
tence

PIM elements
extended into
the ASM meta-
model

6 elements: valueOb-
ject and staticObject
into the Client Data;
table, form and tex-
tInput into the Client
Business Logic; and
service in the Asyn-
chronous Communica-
tion)

3 elements: valueOb-
ject, service and
TProcess

2 elements: per-
sistenceEntity and
persistenceEnti-
tyProperty

Number of ele-
ments defined in
the ASM meta-
model

11 elements: 3
for Client Data,
4 for Client Busi-
ness Logic and 4
for Asynchronous
Communication

18 elements: for Mo-
bile Cloud Communi-
cations

17 elements: 5 for
data persistence y 12
for data providers

PIM-ASM Map-
ping

5 direct mapping el-
ements from inheri-
tance and 1 mapping
from associations

3 direct mapping el-
ements from inheri-
tance

2 direct mapping el-
ements from inheri-
tance

PIM-ASM
Transformation

ATL with refining
mode and 2 configu-
ration files

manually
ATL with refining
mode and 1 configu-
ration file

M2T
Code
Generation

M2T Tool: Acceleo M2T Tool: Acceleo M2T Tool: Acceleo

Final code: HTML5,
Javascript, jQuery,
jQuery UI, and
Datatables libraries

Final Code: Java
(Android), Swift
(iOS), Node.js ,
Docker

Final Code: Java
(Android) and C#
(Windows), GUI
code in XML (An-
droid) and XAML
(Windows)
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Task RIA
Mobile for Func-
tion and the Cloud

Mobile for Persis-
tence

Extension’s
Validation

Participants: 10 stu-
dents of last year of
career

Participants: 6 stu-
dents and 5 mobile de-
velopers

Participants: 1 stu-
dent of last year of ca-
reer

Type: structured
guided development

Type: Comparative
Study

Type: structured
guided development

Data collected:
project documenta-
tion, work sessions’
timesheets and ques-
tionnaires

Data collected:
project documenta-
tion

Data Collected:
project documenta-
tion, work sessions’
timesheets and ques-
tionnaires

The following sections discuss each of the research questions.

4.3.4.1 RQ1: To what extent the evolution and adaptability of the
extension mechanism proposed by MoWebA to incorporate
new architectures are achieved?

From the experience made to the three different extensions we can conduct the
following analysis:

• All three extensions have been successfully developed, starting from the
same PIM metamodel, with a reduced number of adjustments to the already
defined at PIM level. However, we had to make some decisions for the
development of the extensions, which have involved some minor adjustments
to the PIM metamodel, and changes in the environments to be used for the
definition of the transformation rules (e.g. the ATL tool used for M2M
transformations explained in section 4.3.2.4).

• The MoWebA proposal for adaptation to other architectures can be done
by users with knowledge of MDD and use of standards. This observation is
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made considering the fact that the extensions have been developed by un-
dergraduate students whose knowledge and experiences have been the fun-
damentals, tools and standards of MDD. They have learned the MoWebA
proposal during their degree studies and as part of the work carried out in
the project.

• One aspect to consider is that the greater the number of elements of the
ASM metamodel that are not related to elements of the PIM metamodel (ei-
ther through inheritance or association), the degree of PIM-ASM automa-
tion decreases. Therefore, more effort is required in manual adjustments
to the ASM model prior to code generation. However, the configuration
files have allowed to introduce design decisions prior to the transformation
processes and thus increased the degree of automation.

• Finally, regarding the number of elements added in the ASM metamodels,
we consider that it corresponds to a reasonable and manageable amount
to include new concepts to a methodological proposal (11 for RIA, 18 for
Cloud Communications and 17 for persistence). On the other hand, the fact
of considering the modeling of a specific architecture (ASM) in a different
level of abstraction is not mandatory and should be included only in case
the architecture must be specified in the modeling process. Doing so, the
PIM remains independent of the proposed extensions.

4.3.4.2 RQ2: How independent is the MoWebA PIM for use in the
modeling stage prior to ASM?

The extensions made to MoWebA have involved revisions to the elements defined
in the PIM metamodel and the definition of the ASM metamodel for a specific
architecture. In some cases these revisions implied a more detailed specification of
certain existing elements, and in other cases the inclusion of new no contemplated
elements into the PIM. In all three cases the extensions were made based on
diagrams already defined in the PIM, since each extension aims to consider aspects
of an architecture that includes one or more layers of an application. It should be
noted that for the three metamodels defined, there are elements that correspond
to specializations of elements from the PIM (e.g. richForm is a specialization of
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form in the RIA metamodel, CloudService as a specialization of Service in the
FC extension, or persistenceEntity as a specialization of entity in the persistence
ASM).

Table 4.15 shows some details of how the extensions were made. From this
Table we have conducted the following analysis:

• The first has to do with the extended diagrams. In this regard, it should
be noted that the three extensions have been based on diagrams already
existing in the PIM, which leads us to believe that the PIM has the necessary
independent modeling elements to carry out these extensions.

• Another aspect worth mentioning is that specializations of existing con-
cepts have also been made in the three extensions, i.e., elements have been
redefined or specialized in order to orient the elements towards specific ar-
chitectures. It gives us evidence that the generic or independent concepts
are included in the PIM metamodel.

• In two of the three extensions, new elements have been proposed or, ex-
isting elements have been redefined in the PIM metamodels. This is due
to the fact that in addition to being required for the extensions, they have
been considered as generic concepts, i.e., independent of the architecture, so
we decided to include them in the PIM metamodels (e.g., the staticObjects
identified in RIA, or EntityProperty added to the PIM during the persis-
tence extension). It should be noted, however, that the number of new
elements included in the PIM has been minimal (2 classes and 3 attributes
in RIA, no elements in Cloud, 1 class and 1 enumeration in Persistence),
which again confirms the fact that the PIM is independent enough to be
extended, but at the same time has the necessary elements to PIM model-
ing.

4.3.4.3 RQ3: To what extent the automation can be obtained with
MoWebA’s model-to-model and model-to-code transforma-
tion rules?

ASM-PIM transformation has been completed for ASM elements derived from
PIM by inheritance.
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In cases where additional information has been required from the user to
include design decisions, the configuration files have allowed to enter such infor-
mation prior to performing the transformations, thus improving the degree of
automation.

The PIM-ASM transformation experiences described in [91] [94] have shown
that although it is possible to include manual adjustments to the ASM mod-
els generated from the PIM, the configuration files have helped to reduce these
percentages considerably.

It should also be noted that the following manual adjustments have been made
in the experiences of using the extensions:

• The ASM models obtained automatically from the PIM in order to include
certain elements that could not be derived from the PIM.

• To modify the final code related to the user interface of the applications and
other adjustments for generation of the application from the code generated
in Acceleo.

• In addition, intentional modifications have been made at the final code level
and at the modeling level for validation purposes.

4.3.4.4 RQ4: To what extent the user’s satisfaction is achieved with
the use of the MoWebA proposal?

Some of the most relevant results of user’s satisfactions in the use of the MoWebA4RIA
(A) and MoWebAMobile4Persistence (B) extensions are:

• The PIM modeling process of the A presented an ASQ score of 2.87 and
B 2.89. In both results, we can see that a satisfactory success rate was
obtained. Then, the score obtained from the ASQ questionnaire reflects a
good level of satisfaction from the modelers using the proposed modeling
process. Furthermore, looking at the quantitative analysis presented in
Table 4.9 of B, the average success rate was 82%, which we consider as a
notable success rate.
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• The PIM-ASM transformation process of A presented an ASQ score of
2.70. With this score, we can derive that very good levels of satisfaction
were obtained in the PIM-ASM transformation process.

• The code generation process of A presented an ASQ score of 2.87 and B
1.94. From these result, we can note that the success rate in A is just as
satisfactory as the success rate obtained for the modeling process. However,
as mentioned in section 4.3.2.8.1 we believe that the success rate for the
code generation process could have obtained a better score, since this was
directly affected by the input model used. In B, all the modelers were
able to complete the tasks, generating the code application satisfactorily in
Acceleo. Nevertheless, errors were detected during the code generation. In
total, 33% of modelers presented errors in this process due to imperfections
found in their models from the modeling process.

• The B extension presented a perception of satisfaction of 50 in the SUS,
with a standard deviation of 16.89. Converting this score to Sauro and
Lewis percentile rank [125], we obtain a value of 13%. This result is below
average. We noticed some doubts in the use of the proposed approach from
the modelers.

• The process of generating the application of B presented an ASQ score
of 2.20. Although, with an almost perfect success rate (see Table 4.11,
the drawback with the use of the IDE got our attention because, despite
the work experience the developers had, the tasks of creating the project
and then adapting the generated code to it took longer than expected.
We noticed that the developers were very engaged with the experience of
validation, willing to finish the tasks, participatory, and striving to achieve
good performance. Furthermore, in general, we perceived a good level of
satisfaction during the application generation process (also reflected in the
ASQ results).

• The process of modifying the generated application with manual adjustment
in B presented an ASQ score of 3.0. Analyzing the results of the first group
mentioned above, and regarding efficiency, we can see a lower performance
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in comparison with previous processes. Only 33% of developers could fully
complete the requested modification. The other two developers reached only
50% of the development. The previous discomfort is reflected in the level
of satisfaction the corresponding ASQ questionnaire (see Table 4.12). The
developers who made the requested modifications to the code highlighted
the readability and proper structure of the generated code.

• We observed the developers using B extensions for modifications, were more
confident and satisfied with the experience. Unlike the score obtained in
the manual development, the ASQ score for this group reflects a very good
level of satisfaction (1.67). We emphasize that the changes to the model did
not require any extra manual modification, highlighting the expressiveness
of B, in the context of the proposed task.

A common issue we found during the modeling process with MoWebA, is re-
lated to the modeling tool. In this sense, the fact of using a tool that is not
MoWebA’s own, but a standard one, has generated some additional difficulties
during the modeling process. This leads us to believe that the degree of satis-
faction could even be improved if a specific modeling tool is developed for the
proposal.

4.3.5 Threat to Validity

Some aspects that may have attempted against the validity of this evaluation and
how they were mitigated, are discussed below.

Regarding internal validity, which has to do with the degree of confidence
in a cause-effect relationship between the factors of interest and the observed
results, it can be said that:

• The validation experience of MoWebA4RIA was carried out with students,
who all have the same level of experience in terms of an MDD process, thus
avoiding participants with unbalanced knowledge. To avoid plagiarism the
students were supervised and communication between pairs was forbidden.

• In MoWebAMobile4FC we did a comparative study with one participant,
supervised by MDD experts.
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• In MoWebAMobile4Persistence two well-differentiated groups were formed,
balancing the level and area of experience. First, the student/modelers
(with sufficient knowledge in modeling with MoWebA). Second, the mo-
bile developers (with an average experience of 1.5 years in the industry).
The experience was carried out during Software Engineering I class time to
avoid the absenteeism of the students/modelers during the sessions. The
performed tasks were considered as possible topics for the Software Engi-
neering I exam. Regarding the developers, we were in constant commu-
nication with them, organizing a schedule in which everyone could attend.
Finally, to avoid plagiarism in the experience, each participant worked indi-
vidually in different machines and was supervised to avoid communicating
with each other.

The external validity, which represents the degree to which the results
achieved can be generalized, is affected by the fact that:

• In MoWebA4RIA validation the experience was developed with students,
which does not allow us to ensure that the results can be generalized to a
target population corresponding to the web application developers that use
MDD. In addition, the number of participants involved in this experience
was ten, and although it does not correspond to a sufficient amount for sta-
tistical purposes, it reaches at least to get first judgments. In addition, the
developed case consisted of a limited case, however, this case contemplates
the development of a RIA with all the features that have been mentioned
in this work.

• In MoWebAMobile4Persistence this aspect could be affected by the number
of participants involved (six students/modelers and five mobile developers).
Although this number is not statistically relevant, it is appropriate to issue
an initial evaluation and initial judgments. Besides, the development case
was simple, but not far from the requirements that an industry case could
imply. This case contemplated the development of a mobile application
taking into account all aspects covered by the proposal.

• In general, the number of participants involved in the experience (4 partici-
pant for extension definition, 10 participants for MoWebA4RIA validation,
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1 participant for MoWebAMobiel4FC and 11 participants for MoWebAMo-
bile4Persistence). Although this number is not statistically relevant, it is
appropriate to issue an initial evaluation and judgments. More formal vali-
dations should be carried out later on (such as experiments and case studies)
with a more significant number of participants, to obtain meaningful and
precise conclusions.

Regarding the validity of the construct, which reflects the extent to which
the measures have been adapted to what the researcher has in mind and what is
being investigated:

• In MoWebA4RIA and MoWebaMobile4Persistence validations we selected
data that are normally used to measure quality aspects. We also used
standard questionnaires, which are considered reliable and valid [69; 124]
to evaluate the students’ perceptions without the intervention of the re-
searcher: SUS [12] and ASQ [70].

• In MoWebAMobile4Persistence the measurement of portability could have
been affected by not having standard questionnaires or accurate metrics,
although we consider it appropriate to issue the first approximations to
perform more formal validations in future works.

In relation to reliability, which indicates the dependence of the data and its
analysis on a specific researcher and the ability to replicate the same study and
obtain the same results, we respected the literalness of the data obtained in the
documentation, in the measured times and in the questionnaires, avoiding the
introduction of biases through interpretation.

4.4 Discussion and Summary of the Chapter

The contributions from the adoption of MoWebA in academic and real contexts
for Web environments presented in section 4.1 have allowed to identify strengths
and weaknesses of the PIM proposal, and to verify that the proposed notation
covers the needs of different domains.
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The experience presented in section 4.2 has allowed us to determine how fea-
sible it is to adapt the proposal to other architectures, with an analysis that
sought to answer the following questions: Can the same PIM model be used for
different architectures?; Is it possible to specify clear limits between platform in-
dependent models (PIM) and architectural specific models (ASM)?; How does an
architectural specific model facilitate the transformation rules definition?. In the
experiences with students presented in this section, they have defined extensions
for three different architectures and have verified the possibility of obtaining ASM
models for these three architectures from the same PIM (ACA system). With
this experience, we have proven that the same PIM model can evolve to different
architectures through their specific ASM.

The results of the validations presented in section 4.3 consisted of extending
MoWebA to three specific environments. This experience have allowed to carry
out three complete extensions. Two of the extensions have include the PIM-ASM
transformation rules, with configuration files. In one of the extensions, the PIM-
ASM transformation was partially performed manually (MoWebAMobile4FC).
In these experiences we could analysed the grade of adaptability of MoWebA
and automation PIM-ASM, as well as the grade of independence of the PIM
metamodel. We have also conducted some user’s satisfaction experiences with
modelers and developers.

We also carried out a validation analysis in academic environments and with
professionals, as well as a comparative study with respect to another mature tool
such as WebRatio and the traditional development.
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Conclusion and Future Works

This chapter discusses the findings and contributions of the thesis, points out
limitations of the current work, and also outlines directions for future research.
In section 5.1 we present the main contributions of this PhD Thesis. Section
5.2 lists the different publications in Journals and Conferences as a result of the
thesis. Section 5.3 mentions the collaborations carried out with researchers from
other universities within the framework of research projects. The chapter ends
with section 5.4 which sketches ongoing work and future directions.

5.1 Contributions

Various contributions can be highlighted as evidence of achieving the research
goals, as well as answering the established research questions.

The main contributions are presented below:

1. We have conducted a state-of-the-art study related to Model Driven En-
gineering, Model Driven Web Engineering and Development Methods for
Web applications. We also analysed the characteristics of Modern Web ap-
plications, and the mechanism in which Web methodologies contemplate
aspects related to adaptation. We reviewed a series of academic and indus-
try evidences on the adoption of MDE. It is worth noting that as a result of
these reviews various publications has been presented in CLEI EJ Journal
and Journal of System and Software [120] [22] [91] [94]. In addition,
some papers were presented at conferences CLEI and CIbSE [92] [121].

2. We have identified three concerns that methodological approaches need to
take into account for the development of Web applications. These con-
cerns are related to navigation as a starting point for modeling, the use of
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standards in modeling process, and the need for evolution of methodolog-
ical approaches to better adapt to new environments. Part of this work
has been published at the International Journal of Web Engineering and
Technology [57].

3. We have proposed the MoWebA approach, defining the methodological as-
pects, phases, notation, metamodels, UML profiles, and transformation
rules. The different results were presented in various international jour-
nals and conferences [54] [56] [57] [94] [91] [121].

4. We carried out a validation experience of MoWebA’s ASM phase in an
academic environment that was presented at RCIS International Conference
[56].

5. We have performed the validation of the MoWebA extension mechanism by
applying the ASM definition process to other environments (RIA, mobile
for persistence and mobile for cloud). The results of these extensions expe-
riences were presented at CIbSE 2018, CLEI EJ 2018, JSS 2020 [120] [91]
[94].

6. We have accomplished a series of proof-of-concept experiences with MoWebA
in academic and real environments: social network system, budget execu-
tion system, e-learning system, survey system, aquatic bird platform, among
others. The overall results of these experiences have been presented in the
IJWET 2016 Journal [57].

5.2 Publications

The results that were obtained during the development of this PhD thesis, es-
pecially those related to the development phase and validation experiences, have
led to several publications. Despite other older publications achieved as part of
the preliminary studies, the more relevant publications are presented in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Relevant publications within this PhD thesis.

Authors Type Title
Conference or
Journal

Year

Manuel Núñez, Daniel
Bonhaure, Mag-
alí González, Luca
Cernuzzi [94]

Journal

A model-driven approach
for the development of na-
tive mobile applications fo-
cusing on the data layer

Journal of Sys-
tem and Soft-
ware

2020

Guido Nuñez, Daniel
Bonhaure, Magalí
González, Nathalie
Aquino, Luca Cer-
nuzzi [91]

Journal
A Model-Driven Approach
to develop Rich Web Appli-
cations

Clei Electronic
Journal

2018

Emanuel Sanchiz,
Magalí González,
Nathalie Aquino,
Luca Cernuzzi [121]

Conference

MoWebA Mobile: Modeling
and Generation of the Com-
munication of Mobile Apps
with their Functions in the
Cloud

CIbSE 2018

Daniel Bonhaure,
Magalí González,
Nathalie Aquino,
Luca Cernuzzi, Clau-
dia Pons [22]

Journal

Exploring Model-to-Model
Transformations for RIA
Architectures by means of a
Systematic Mapping Study

Clei Electronic
Journal

2017

Emanuel Sanchiz,
Magalí González,
Nathalie Aquino,
Luca Cernuzzi [120]

Journal

Development of Mobile Ap-
plications with Functions
in the Cloud through the
Model Driven Approach: A
Systematic Mapping Study

Clei Electronic
Journal

2017

Guido Nuñez, Mag-
alí González, Nathalie
Aquino, Luca Cer-
nuzzi [93]

Conference
A model-driven approach to
develop rich web applica-
tions

CLEI 2017
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Authors Type Title
Conference or
Journal

Year

Magalí González,
Luca Cernuzzi, Oscar
Pastor [57]

Journal
A navigational role-centric
model oriented web ap-
proach - MoWebA

Internationa
Journal of Web
Engineering and
Technology

2016

Iván López, Magalí
González, Nathalie
Aquino, Luca Cer-
nuzzi [72]

Conference

Una Propuesta Basada en
Model Driven Architecture
para el Soporte de Rich In-
ternet Applications

CIbSE 2016

Magalí González,
Luca Cernuzzi,
Nathalie Aquino,
Oscar Pastor [56]

Conference

Developing web applica-
tions for different archi-
tectures: The MoWebA
approach

RCIS 2016

5.3 Research Collaborations

One of the most important collaboration was with researchers from the Depart-
ment of Electronic and Informatics Engineering (DEI) of Catholic University of
Asunción (Paraguay) and researchers of the LIFIA Lab from La Plata Univer-
sity (Argentina). Specifically, we jointly collaborated in the international research
project that has driven most of the validation experiences: "Mejorando el Proceso
de Desarrollo de Software: Una propuesta basada en MDD"1, grant 14-INV-056
of CONACYT (Consejo Nacional de Ciencias y Tecnología), Paraguay. The total
number of participants in the project were 11 (five undergraduate students, one
master student, two PhD students and three MDD experts). The experts where
from Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain), La Plata University (Argentina)
and Catholic University of Asunción (Paraguay).

1https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/

https://www.dei.uc.edu.py/proyectos/mddplus/
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5.4 Future Work

Along the thesis we identified several lines of research and opportunities to im-
prove and extend the proposal. The following summarizes the research directions
that are planned for the near future. The main goal of this future work will be
to overcome some of the limitations of the work that has been developed so far.

1. In the modeling dimension, it is relevant the tools’ support. Thus, we
identified opportunities for: i) the development of modeling tool to simplify
the use of MoWebA for PIM and ASM modeling; and ii) Revision and
improvement of Model-to-Model and Model-to-Code transformation rules.

2. Spending more efforts with regards the need for adaptation of the method-
ologies, we envision the extensions to other environments and architectures.

3. Finally, usability experiences with MoWebA and further validation of the
proposal (e.g., formal experiments or case studies) in industrial or commer-
cial contexts are necessary steps to consolidate the approach.
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